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In classical computing, there is tremendous unexplored opportunity to pursue system integration from the gates up. This would enable the upper layers of computer system abstractions to conveniently exploit the lower hardware-level circuit/device characteristics. With this view, this dissertation targets bottom-up integration in classical computers with specific focus on the system’s clock. Our research proposals break the computer’s abstraction of the clock by understanding the clocking system’s structural, functional and variational characteristics; and leveraging them via optimizations across multiple layers of the system stack. Apart from exploiting clock characteristics, these proposals also present other architecture and system-level enhancements. Overall, these contributions have enabled considerable performance and energy efficiency benefits across a variety of computing substrates, while targeting multiple application domains. These proposals are summarized below:

**CHARSTAR** performs resource allocation and reconfiguration in a tiled architecture, cognizant to the power consumed by each node in the clock distribution system. CHARSTAR is further optimized for balanced spatio-temporal reconfiguration and enables efficient joint control of resource and voltage/frequency scaling. The increased complexity in resource-management is handled by utilizing a control mechanism driven by a lightweight offline trained neural predictor.

**SlackTrap** proposes aggressive timing speculation that caters to the average clock cycle slack across a sequence of operations rather than the slack of the most critical operation. This is achieved atop a "transparent" pipeline, a design that allows asynchronous multi-cycle
execution of computation sequences.

**REDSOC** aggressively recycles clock cycle data slack to the maximum extent possible. It identifies the data slack for each computation based on operation characteristics. It then attempts to cut out (or recycle) the data slack from a producer operation by starting the execution of dependent consumer operations at the exact instant of completion of the producer operation. Further, REDSOC optimizes the scheduling logic of out-of-order cores to support this aggressive operation execution mechanism. Recycling data slack over operation sequences enables their acceleration.

**SHASTA** is a cross-layer solution for building optimal General Purpose Approximation Systems (GPAS). SHASTA’s hardware approximation techniques enable fine grained spatio-temporal diversity in approximation. Its compute approximation component is implemented by interpreting each computation’s tolerated approximation as clock cycle slack and recycling it in the manner of REDSOC. Further, it proposes fine-grained memory approximation, novel hardware cognizant approximation tuning developed atop a gradient descent algorithm and system-wide synergic approximation.

**TNT** exploits the NOC facet that the clock utilization during NOC wire traversal is dependent on the structural characteristics of the system. Closer the connected routers are, lower is the clock utilization on that hop. Further, the utilization considerably varies with the physical heterogeneity in the NOC. TNT attempts end-to-end NOC traversal in a single pass, traversing multiple hops per cycle (as allowed by wiring capability). To our knowledge, TNT is closest to potentially achieving ideal wire delay network-latency. This end-to-end traversal is achieved by performing only neighbor-neighbor control interactions, allowing TNT to be built in a modular manner.
1 INTRODUCTION

Classical computing systems have advanced by leaps and bounds over many decades. Be it improvements in performance or throughput, power reduction or energy efficiency - these advances have come from innovations at different abstraction layers of computing - device physics, circuits, micro-architecture, architecture, compilers, operating systems, programming and application algorithms. While architecture innovations alone saw 20-50% processor performance growth per year from the 1980s to the 2000s, returns have been less favorable in the current decade falling to a 3% performance growth per year. As we fell away from the device trends set by Moore’s law and beyond the physical capabilities of Dennard scaling, improving the performance and energy efficiency of computer systems has become ever more challenging. Nevertheless, with the volume of data roughly doubling every two years, there is still an ever-growing need for building fast and more power efficient computer systems.

1.1 Integrating Computing Systems from the Gates up

Despite these challenges, or rather because of them, we look forward to a new golden age of computer architecture. Among many important takeaways from the 2018 Turing Lecture [84], one which stood out was: The need for vertical integration for a new renaissance in computer architecture. Historically, long-established and deep-set layers of abstractions, across both hardware and software, allowed designers to cope with the complexity of designing sophisticated computer systems. Unfortunately, these abstractions have limited cross-stack innovation within these systems and this lack of vertical integration has left
significant untapped opportunity on the table. Vertical integration is key to building better computing systems - fundamentally it seeks to achieve better exchange of information between different layers of the system stack, so that each layer can be designed more efficiently.

In classical computing, there is tremendous unexplored opportunity to pursue integration from the gates up. This would enable upper layers of computer system abstractions to conveniently exploit the lower hardware-level circuit/device characteristics. With this view, this dissertation targets bottom-up integration in classical computers with specific focus on the computer system’s clock. Our contributions break the computer’s abstraction of the clock by understanding the clocking system’s structural, functional and variational characteristics; and leveraging them via optimizations across multiple layers of the system stack. By doing so, they have enabled considerable performance and energy efficiency benefits across a variety of computing substrates, while targeting multiple application domains.

1.2 Breaking the Clock Abstraction

Computer engineers are familiar with Douglas Clark / Joel Emer’s Iron Law of Processor Performance, which states that the time taken to execute a program is a product of the code size, the CPI (clock cycles per instruction) and the cycle time. The Iron Law is a classic example of the use of abstraction layers in computing systems: the compiler designers focus on the code size, the processor designers focus on the CPI and the chip designers focus on the cycle time. There are two important takeaways from Iron Law in the context of this dissertation:
1. The clock cycle is one of the most fundamental constructs in synchronous computing.

2. System architects have abstracted away the complex clocking system into a simple clock period.

The clock is fundamental to synchronous computing because it influences the entire system stack - from circuits and micro-architecture to the OS and applications. However, the clocking system is still somewhat of a black box across various layers of computing and this abstraction limits the capability of synchronous systems. Breaking the clock abstraction has implications across the following categories:

1. **Functional**: The relationship between clock cycle utilization and any functional unit, its computations and the operands involved.

2. **Structural**: The association between hardware structure and the clock. This can be further sub-divided as: a) the relationship between clock cycle utilization, the topology of the system, and the distance between system nodes and b) the power consumed by the clocking system and its unequal distribution across the clock hierarchy.

3. **Variational**: The effect of variation on the clock cycle utilization.

The contributions proposed in this dissertation understand and exploit these implications, to optimize diverse parts of the computer system stack and benefit multiple domains of applications. These proposals are classified based on the above taxonomy, in Table.1.1.
### 1.2.1 Exploiting the Functional Implications

The functional implication tells us that clock cycle utilization in a functional unit is dependent on the computation being performed on the functional unit and the operands involved in the computation. A typical example of this is the single-cycle ALU [181] (Arithmetic and Logic Unit) wherein, arithmetic full-precision operations utilize almost the entire clock cycle while logical or low-precision operations do not (resulting in clock cycle slack). Further, approximate computations often allow even shorter computation times resulting in even greater clock cycle slack. The fundamental challenge in exploiting or recycling clock cycle slack is that traditional classical computing systems are synchronous, operating at the granularity of clock cycles. Moreover, the fine-grained variation in clock cycle slack from one operation to the next (with a range of almost 50% of the clock cycle), implies that harnessing this slack is non-intuitive.

Our research contributions exploit this functional characteristic of the clock across spatial/tiled architectures (SlackTrap [183, 182]) and out-of-order cores (REDSOC [181] and SHASTA [185, 180]). While SlackTrap (Chapter 6) focuses on general purpose applications, REDSOC (Chapter 7) focuses on targeting a broad range of applications ranging from general purpose (GP) to low-precision (LP) applications and machine learning (ML) kernels. Further, SHASTA (Chapter 8), which builds upon the REDSOC proposal, targets
approximate computing.

The recycling of clock cycle slack is made possible via our proposals for greedy dynamic transparent dataflow. This mechanism attempts to cut out (or recycle) the slack from a producer operation by starting the execution of dependent consumer operations at the exact instant of completion of the producer operation. Slack recycling is performed over contiguous operations of any operation sequence. Importantly, it does not require adjacent operations to fit into single cycles or any rearrangement of operations. The resulting acceleration of the operation sequence results in application speedup when such sequences lie on the critical path of execution.

These proposals targeting transparent dataflow have potential for impact and adoption since they are built with a plug-and-play philosophy, maintaining synchronous design overall, while incorporating pseudo-asynchronous logic evaluation within just the compute path. The pseudo-asynchronous logic is strictly limited to the compute units and data bypass network - the rest of the synchronous data path is completely oblivious to its existence. On the whole, these proposals are able to improve both performance and energy efficiency of classical and emerging approximate computing systems by considerable margins while being suitable for real-world use.

1.2.2 Exploiting the Structural Implications

First, in the context of on-chip networks, the structural implication tells us that the clock utilization during NOC router-to-router link traversal is dependent on the structural characteristics of the system. The closer the connected routers are, the lower the clock cycle
utilization is on that hop. Further, this clock cycle utilization can vary across the NOC topology depending on unequal physical wire lengths / delays - due to asymmetric aspect ratios as well as sparsely distributed memory controllers and process variation across the NOC. The main limiter though, to achieving ideal wire delay latency in an NOC is the impact of modular design i.e. the quantization of network traversal into hops, introduced by the packet’s interaction with routers at each node in the network. Hop quantization primarily increases packet latency because it under-utilizes the wiring’s per-cycle traversal capability - traversing only a single hop in a cycle even if the wire is capable of multiple hops worth of traversal per cycle.

For a realistic network to be able to achieve near-ideal wire delay latency, it has to avoid hop quantization but without straying away from a modular and scalable design. With this in mind, our TNT proposal [179, 178] (Chapter 9) enables greedy dynamic transparent dataflow in the NOC. Overall, the proposed NOC design achieves end-to-end traversal in a single pass, traversing multiple hops per cycle (as allowed by wiring capability), while retaining modularity by performing only neighbor-neighbor control interactions. To our knowledge, TNT is closest to potentially achieving ideal wire delay network-latency.

Second, in the context of spatially distributed architectures, the structural implication tells us that the clock distribution system (CDS) is typically the largest circuit net, operating at the highest speed within the entire synchronous system, thus consuming significant power. Further, the power consumed by the CDS is unequally distributed across the system depending on the clock-tree structure/design. This implies that making CDS-aware resource management decisions can considerably impact system-wide execution efficiency.

With this in mind, we proposed CHARSTAR [184] (Chapter 5), in which resource
allocation and reconfiguration decisions are made cognizant to the power consumed by each node in the clock hierarchy, and entire branches of the clock tree are greedily shut down (i.e. gated) whenever possible. CHARSTAR is further optimized for balanced spatio-temporal reconfiguration and enables efficient joint control of resource and voltage/frequency scaling. The increased complexity in resource-management decisions, stemming from the impact of vertical integration i.e. knowledge of the clock hierarchy, is handled by utilizing a control mechanism driven by a lightweight offline trained neural predictor.

1.2.3 Exploiting the Variational Implications

Finally, the variational implication tells us that accounting for the impact of the system’s variation characteristics on the clocking circuit can have a positive impact on execution efficiency. We focus on effects of process variation primarily, but also discuss voltage and temperature variation. Building designs which are both aggressive and robust at handling the effect of such external stimuli are becoming especially important with harder-to-build lower technology nodes and more expansive on-chip real-estate (eg. chiplet / wafer-scale designs). While SlackTrap [183, 182] addresses the impact of random chip-wide variation on compute, TNT [179, 178] tackles the impact of process variation in the NOC.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 introduces the five research proposals in this dissertation.
• Chapter 3 provides the background and motivations for all the proposals.

• Chapter 4 provides the various implementation and evaluation methodologies.

• Chapter 5 discusses the CHARSTAR proposal, its design and evaluation.

• Chapter 6 discusses the SlackTrap proposal, its design and evaluation.

• Chapter 7 discusses the REDSOC proposal, its design and evaluation.

• Chapter 8 discusses the SHASTA proposal, its design and evaluation.

• Chapter 9 discusses the TNT proposal, its design and evaluation.

• Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation and discusses related ongoing/future work.
2 OVERVIEW OF THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

In the previous chapter, we highlighted the potential for bottom-up system integration and the benefits from breaking the clock abstraction and exploiting its functional, spatial and variational implications. Further, we briefly introduced the research proposals in this dissertation, in the context of the above implications. Now we provide a self-contained overview of each of these proposals, highlighting their novelties and benefits.

2.1 CHARSTAR: Clock Hierarchy Aware Resource Scaling in Tiled Architectures

The demand for highest performance from current-day processing architectures has resulted in several challenges to achieving optimum energy efficiency. In order to exploit the maximum available parallelism in applications, these architectures are often significantly over-provisioned with execution resources. But more often than not, a significant portion of such resources remain underutilized. An ideal energy efficient architecture should dynamically avoid incurring any power or energy overhead from such unused resources.

The two main sources of avoidable power consumption in a processing core are excess leakage and clock tree power. Figure 2.1 illustrates the fractions of leakage power and clock power in modern architectures. In Fig.2.1.a leakage power is measured over multiple technology nodes on McPAT [233, 135] for an IBM POWER7 model [233]. The leakage power forms a formidable fraction of chip power, especially in designs operating at lower frequencies. It is evident that in designs without power gating, the leakage fraction can
go even up to 70%. While leakage power is significant, so is the power dissipated by the clock distribution network - even more so if the leakage power fraction declines. In Figure 2.1.b, clock power is observed to consume more than a quarter of the total power on ARM Mali GPUs [28]. Prior work has shown that the power consumed by the clock distribution system (CDS) can be as high as 50% of the total circuit power, or, at the very least, consumes a major portion of the dynamic power [137, 49, 160, 140]. Such inefficiencies would increase with architectures designed even more aggressively for greater peak performance, and intelligent clock/resource aware mechanisms are necessary to optimize for better energy efficiency.

Prior works on architecture reconfiguration perform intelligent power gating to shut down inefficient or underutilized resources during particular periods of an application’s execution. When resources are power gated, the leakage power that they would have dissipated if awake, is saved. These implementations can naively be extended to shut down immediate portions of the clock distribution system (clock gating) which solely feed these particular resources, reducing clocking power as well. But these proposals neither study gating further up the clock hierarchy nor do they involve the clock hierarchy in influencing the
reconfiguration decisions, both of which could have a large impact on energy efficiency.

The primary contribution of this work is optimizing reconfiguration mechanisms to be CDS-aware (Section 5.1). Shutting down of a particular resource in a CDS-unaware mechanism might only expect a linear increase in power savings, but if shutting down that resource allows the clock gating of a large portion of the clock hierarchy, then power savings are more significant. We show that the reconfiguration decisions made by a CDS-aware vs. a CDS-unaware mechanism are reasonably different, with a large impact on energy efficiency. Our proposed reconfiguration mechanism is aware of the clock hierarchy and the power consumed by each node in the tree. It selects resources to power down in a greedy manner and further, appropriately shuts down entire branches of the clock tree whenever possible.

Apart from proposing clock-aware reconfiguration and analyzing the same for multiple state of the art clock distribution systems, this proposal makes some secondary contributions as well. First, we argue that for best benefits from reconfiguration, the mechanism should operate at the appropriate spatio-temporal granularity to efficiently capture application characteristics (Section 5.2.2). This balances the ability to adapt to an application’s needs quickly (temporal granularity) and accurately, in terms of resources, (spatial granularity) and at the same time, keep overheads to a bare minimum.

Second, we jointly optimize both DVFS and clock-aware power gating (PG-DVFS) to achieve the ideal configuration for each phase of an application, in terms of both ILP as well as frequency (Section 5.2.1). Jointly optimizing reconfiguration and clock rate has been studied for multi-processors—optimizing Thread Level Parallelism (TLP) vs. clock rate—but there have been no concrete proposals for intra-core dynamic control to balance
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) against core frequency.

Finally, our analysis shows that the combined savings from clock hierarchy aware integrated PG-DVFS is significant, but requires sophisticated control to predict the most efficient resource configuration for each application phase. We show that standard linear control mechanisms perform poorly in comparison to an oracular approach. We advocate the use of a lightweight machine learning-based control mechanism by showing near ideal accuracies of a multi-layer perceptron in this domain of reconfiguration (Section 5.2.4).

While the benefits of clock-aware reconfiguration extend to all processing frameworks, this work limits complexity of reconfiguration control by focusing on spatial/tiled architectures (Section 5.2.3).

We evaluate CHARSTAR on a high performance tiled microarchitecture, in which multiple resource tiles exploit the maximum available ILP from applications. Our implementation power-gates one or more of these tiles and their respective clock hierarchies when such ILP opportunities is limited, improving energy efficiency and transforming it into a dynamically adaptable heterogeneous core [88]. Evaluation is discussed in Section 5.4 with methodology in Section 4.1.

2.2 SlackTrap: Aggressive Slack Recycling via Transparent Pipelines

Modern processing architectures are designed to be reliable. They are designed to operate correctly and efficiently on diverse workloads across varying environmental conditions. To achieve this, the work performed by any functional unit (FU) in a synchronous design should be completed within its clock period, every clock cycle. Thus, conservative timing guard bands are employed to handle wide environmental (PVT) variations as well as all legitimate workload characteristics that might activate the critical path in any FU. In the common non-critical cases, this creates clock cycle slack - the fraction of the clock cycle performing no useful work. Under typical conditions and workload characteristics, each clock cycle produces slack averaging more than 25% of the clock period and sometimes even as much as 40% [77]. Performance and/or energy efficiency are thus sacrificed for reliability. Moreover, scaling to lower technology nodes creates an increasing gap between worst-case and nominal circuit delays, requiring even larger guard bands [116].

*Timing Speculation* (TS) is a state-of-the-art mechanism, which cuts into traditional timing guard bands, providing better execution efficiency at the risk of timing violations. When coupled with error detection and recovery, it presents a functionally correct, efficient, processor design. Its prior implementations in the synchronous domain have focused on adaptive variation of the operating points (F,V) by tracking the frequency of timing errors occurrences [55] or by estimating impact of PVT variations on slack [77, 134] and so on.

Prior synchronous TS solutions suffer two fundamental constraints. First, they are
bounded by the possibility of timing errors from every computation, in every synchronous
FU or operation stage, and on every clock cycle. Second, the dynamic mechanisms among
these are implemented by varying frequency/voltage over time and thus, can only be
reconfigured at a reasonably coarse granularity of time (at best, over epochs of 1000s of
cycles). Thus, ensuring no (or minimal) timing errors over the entire epoch forces these
operating points to be set rather conservatively, constrained by timing requirements of each
operation in the entire epoch. Otherwise, they run the risk of increased timing violations.
While recovery mechanisms [55] maintain reliable operation in the face of timing errors,
they impose significant penalties on performance and energy efficiency.

On the other hand, purely asynchronous solutions are inherently suited to slack conserv-
ation [138]. Varying execution times among operations which could cause timing errors
in an aggressive synchronous TS design, can be avoided by allowing such varied delays to
be balanced within the entire asynchronous execution window. But pure asynchronous
solutions suffer from other functional complexities resulting in low throughput and/or
high overhead implementation costs, making them a less popular solution.

To leverage the benefits of asynchronous solutions within the synchronous (pipelined)
computing realm, we propose SlackTrap: ① Simple "asynchronous" execution engines
are integrated seamlessly into synchronous pipelines. ② These engines are implemented
as transparent pipelines with synchronous control - resulting in relatively low design
complexity (Section 6.1.2). ③ Multiple asynchronously executable operations, bounded
by synchronous boundaries, are grouped together into a transparent multi-cycle execution
flow. This allows the timing speculation mechanism to cater to the average slack across these
grouped executions rather than the most critical operation itself - allowing more aggressive
 timing speculation (Section 6.1.1). The above is enabled by a reliable slack estimation (Section 6.2.1) and slack tracking (Section 6.2.2) mechanisms. Finally, benefits from timing speculation are obtained by clocking synchronous boundaries (to the sequences) early, rather than increasing frequency or decreasing voltage (Section 6.2.3). Atop the CRIB tiled architecture, SlackTrap achieves absolute speedups up to 20% and relative improvements vs. competing mechanisms of up to 1.75x (Evaluation in Section 6.4 and methodology in Section 4.2).


### 2.3 REDSOC: Recycling Data Slack in Out-of-Order Cores

As discussed in Section 2.2, conservative timing guard bands are employed to handle all legitimate workload characteristics that might activate critical paths in any EU/op-stage and wide environmental (PVT) variations that can worsen these paths. Improvements in performance and/or energy efficiency are thus sacrificed for reliability. In the common non-critical cases, this creates clock cycle Slack - the fraction of the clock cycle performing no useful work.

Slack can broadly be thought to have two components: (1) PVT Slack, caused under non-critical PVT conditions, and (2) Data Slack, caused due to non-triggering of the executional critical path. PVT Slack, with its relatively low temporal and spatial variability, can more easily be tackled with traditional solutions [77, 55, 214, 183]. On the other hand, Data
Slack is strongly data dependent and varies widely and manifests intermittently across different instructions (opcodes), different inputs (operands) and different requirements (precision/data-type).

The focus of this work is on Data Slack, and as analysis in Sec.3.3.1 shows, its multiple components can cumulatively produce even greater than half a cycle’s worth of slack. The available data slack has been increasing, since instruction set architects are under pressure to increase execution bandwidth per fetched instruction, leading to data paths with increasingly rich semantics and large variance from best-case to worst-case logic delay. Furthermore, in spite of rich ISA semantics, or perhaps because of them, even optimum compilers are able to use these complex features only some of the time, but these richer data paths contribute to the critical timing all the time [42]. This trend is exacerbated by workload pressures, specifically the emergence of machine learning kernels that require only limited-precision fixed-point arithmetic [220].

The end-product of our proposal REDSOC is to recycle this data slack, to be utilized across multiple operations, and improve system performance. There are three domains of prior work that have explored this goal in different forms, which are discussed below.

The first is timing speculation (TS) which was introduced in Section 2.2. TS solutions suffer from the fundamental constraints that they are bounded by the possibility of timing errors from every computation, in every synchronous EU/op-stage, and on every clock cycle. Since data slack has wide variations across operations and since (F,V) operating points can only be altered at reasonably coarse granularity of time, these proposals are forced to be configured conservatively. Moreover, the design overheads in implementing timing error detection and timing overheads from recovery are significant [134].
The second domain is *specialized data-paths*. When specialized data-paths are built to accelerate certain hot code, specific function elements are combined together in sequence and the timing for that data-path can be optimized for the particular chain of operations [193, 236]. But such data-paths do not provide flexibility for general-purpose programming and also suffer from low throughput or very large replication overheads. Thus, they cannot be easily integrated into standard out-of-order (OOO) cores.

The third domain is static and dynamic forms of *Operation Fusion*. These proposals involve identification of sequential operations that can be fit into a single cycle of execution [165] and further, rearranging instruction flow to improve the availability of suitable operation sequences to fuse [23]. Optimizing the instruction flow is a significant design/programming burden, while unoptimized code provides only limited opportunity for single-cycle fused execution in the context of our work.

REDSOC, on the other hand, avoids all of these issues. REDSOC aggressively recycles data slack to the maximum extent possible. It identifies the data slack for each operation based on opcode and operand characteristics (Section 7.1). It then attempts to cut out (or recycle) the data slack from a producer operation by starting the execution of dependent consumer operations at the exact instant of completion of the producer operation (Section 7.2). Further, REDSOC optimizes the scheduling logic of OOO cores to support this aggressive operation execution mechanism (Section 7.3). Recycling data slack in this manner over multiple operations allows acceleration of these data sequences. This results in application speedup when such sequences lie on the critical path of execution (Evaluation in Section 7.4 and methodology in Section 4.3).

REDSOC is timing non-speculative, and thus does not need costly error-detection
mechanisms. Moreover, it accelerates data operations without altering frequency/voltage, making it suitable for fine-grained data slack. It is implemented in general OOO cores, atop the data bypass network between ALUs via transparent flip-flops (FFs with bypass paths) and is suitable for all general-purpose execution. Finally, it cumulatively conserves data slack across any naive sequence of execution operations and neither requires adjacent operations to fit into single cycles nor any rearrangement of operations.


### 2.4 SHASTA: Synergic HW-SW Architecture for Spatio-Temporal Approximation

The mainstream adoption of approximate computing and its use in a broader range of applications is predicated upon the creation of programmable platforms for approximate computing [223]. The key requirement for efficient general purpose approximate computing is an amalgamation of (i) general purpose hardware designs flexible enough to leverage any amount/type of approximation that an application engenders, and (ii) tuning mechanisms intelligent enough to reap the optimum efficiency gains (in terms of performance and energy) given a hardware design, an application and a resiliency specification. In this regard there are many existing limitations and opportunities in prior proposals, both in terms of general purpose hardware designs as well as in terms of approximation tuning mechanisms.
We propose SHASTA, a cross-layer solution for building optimal General Purpose Approximation Systems (GPAS) i.e. approximation systems suited to a wide range of general purpose error-tolerant applications, each with unique and potentially fine-grained approximation characteristics. SHASTA tackles the opportunities discussed above to achieve significant benefits in execution efficiency. We classify the goals for building optimal GPAS and how SHASTA addresses them, into three broad categories below.

**Enabling fine grained spatio-temporal diversity in hardware approximation:** An ideal GPAS should provide the flexibility to control each executing operation uniquely, as accurate or approximate. Moreover, each approximate computation should be ideally allowed to have its own individual/unique amount of approximation. This approximation diversity can be thought of as two components - spatial and temporal. Spatial diversity in approximation implies that each static approximate operation (i.e. every approximate variable in an approximate application’s code) should be allowed unique approximation control. Temporal diversity in approximation implies every dynamic instance of static approximation operations (for example, every iteration of an approximate variable) should be allowed different approximations i.e. the approximation applied to the static operation should be allowed to evolve over time (say, across the loop iterations). Further, the system should be able to dynamically reconfigure these approximation settings with low overhead. While such flexibility is easier to explore in software, fine granularities and spatio-temporal diversity of approximation is more challenging in hardware.

For compute approximation, SHASTA proposes a new variant of Timing approximation called *Slack-Control Approximation* (Section 8.1.1). *Slack-Control Approximation* is inspired by our prior proposal REDSOC (introduced in Section 2.3). SHASTA extends REDSOC ideas
to approximate computing, performing more aggressive slack recycling and achieving a flexible approximation scheme which can be controlled on a per-clock-cycle and per-computation-unit basis, thus allowing fine granularity and spatio-temporal diversity. An overview of SHASTA’s compute approximation is shown in Fig. 2.2.a. The following points can be noted. First, approximation is achieved by reducing computation time, allowing a sequence of operations to be completed faster than the accurate baseline, resulting in speedup. Second, not all computations in the sequence have to be approximate. Third, different approximate computations are allowed varying degrees of approximation (hence varying amounts of slack).

For memory approximation, SHASTA implements Dynamic Pre-L1 Load Approximation (Section 8.1.2). Inspired by LVA [148] but going beyond, this technique approximates loads prior to L1 cache access, by reading values out of a small approximator which is integrated close to the datapath - resulting in latency and energy benefits. The key advancement to prior work is the ability to perform fine-grained spatio-temporally diverse approximation. Our implementation enables the control of each unique load’s approximation degree (how
often the data in the approximator is refilled) and approximation confidence (how often the data is approximated i.e. looked up in the approximator) independent of other loads. This allows more efficient use of load approximation - creating better fine-grained trade-offs between error and efficiency. An overview is shown in Fig.2.2.b.

**Automated Hardware-cognizant approximation tuning:** We call the amount of approximation assigned to each approximation operation as the *approximation configuration* of the application. An ideal GPAS requires an intelligent tuning mechanism to identify any given application’s optimum approximation configuration. This is especially important in systems allowing fine granularities of spatio-temporal approximation diversity wherein there is potentially considerable efficiency difference between optimal and sup-optimal configurations.

Fig.2.3 shows an example micro-application with two approximate elements. The data points on the scatter plot show various approximation configurations. The points falling on the red line are those configurations satisfying the application’s specified error tolerance (for example, 90% accuracy). Among these, the blue dot (HW-A) is the configuration selected by a hardware-agnostic mechanism (akin to [106, 151, 149, 223]), which optimizes towards application’s error tolerance in a pre-specified order: in this example, first on element A and then on element B. This configuration can be sub-optimal because the tuning mechanism is not taking into account the impact of this configuration on the hardware’s execution efficiency.

On the other hand, SHASTA is novel in its hardware-cognizant approximation-tuning (Section 8.2). Tuning is performed by dynamically evaluating the approximation’s actual effect on hardware. The tuning mechanism, implemented over a gradient descent algorithm,
Figure 2.3: Hardware-cognizant Approximation Tuning

iterates through a sequence of approximation configurations and evaluates the application error and hardware execution metric (e.g., performance/energy) for those configurations. Gradually it moves the approximation configuration of the application in the direction of the steepest efficiency-error gradient i.e., one which achieves the best efficiency metric improvement for the lowest change in error, until the optimum configuration is reached.

Fig.2.3 shows the approximation configurations chosen by the hardware-cognizant mechanism (HW-C) for different metrics: performance, energy and energy-delay. Not only are the chosen configurations unique for each metric (and optimum for that metric), they are also different from the one chosen by the hardware-agnostic one.

**Synergic optimization of varied forms of approximation:** An ideal GPAS should be able to employ multiple approximation (e.g., compute, memory etc.) techniques in conjunction. This is especially important in general purpose systems wherein the benefits obtained from any one form of approximation might be minimal for some applications. For optimum approximation to be achieved, the hardware-cognizant tuning mechanism described earlier should be able to manage every fine grained and diverse approximate computation of all the enabled approximation techniques, and the prescribed approximation configuration
should be cognizant of the interactions between these various approximation techniques.

In SHASTA, the hardware and software proposals are built into a robust GPAS, aided by a) an ISA with approximation extensions, b) a compiler which takes approximation annotated applications to generate an executable utilizing these ISA extensions, and c) a runtime which is run periodically over the lifetime of an application, which leverages the tuning mechanism to tune the application’s approximation configuration in accordance with the application’s execution characteristics. We show that this cross-layer approximation system is able to achieve better error tolerant execution efficiency in comparison to prior work and moreover it is able to achieve synergy among the multiple approximation techniques. System details and synergic effects are discussed in Section 8.3.

SHASTA is implemented on top of an OOO core and achieves mean speedups/energy savings of 20-40% over a non-approximate baseline for greater than 90% accuracy - these benefits are substantial for applications executing on a traditional general purpose processing system. SHASTA can be tuned to specific accuracy constraints and execution metrics and is quantitatively shown to achieve 2-15x higher benefits in terms of performance and energy, compared to prior work. Evaluation is discussed in Section 8.4 and methodology in Section 4.4.

2.5 TNT: Attacking latency, modularity and heterogeneity challenges in the NOC

Communication in the exascale era: The capabilities of large-scale computer systems with 10s to 100s of cores are often limited by the inefficiency of on-chip communication. Prior research has shown that server workloads executing on a CMP can lose as much as half of their potential performance due to long latency LLC accesses [81, 61, 82]. A key contributor to the long LLC access latency is the need for data/coherence traffic to often travel across many cores when slices of the LLC are distributed among them. Thus, the design of highly efficient low-latency on-chip communication is fundamental to further the exascale era. In this work, we identify that challenges and opportunities stemming from the need for modularity and the prevalence of heterogeneity in the Network-On-Chip (NOC), are critical to reducing the latency of on-chip communication.

Modularity: As the number of on-chip cores increases, the ability to build NOCs in a modular tile-scalable manner becomes critically important to streamline design and verification [199, 44, 15]. Such a modular design is composed of self-contained NOC tiles, replicated across the entire network. Each of these tiles are made up of the controlling router and the communicating links. Importantly, communication occurs in the form of hops between adjacent routers. The canonical topology for modular tile-scalable networks is the 2-dimensional mesh [95, 96, 227]. While the design-time benefits of modularity are abundantly clear, modularity can severely impair a rather important feature of the network - transmission latency. This is explained below.
\[ T_{\text{base}} = H.t_r + H.t_w + T_c + \frac{L}{b} \]  
\[ (2.1) \]

\[ T_{\text{wire}} = (\eta_{\text{chip}} H).t_w + \frac{L}{b} \]  
\[ (2.2) \]

\[ T_{\text{wire}}(\text{Physical}) = (\sum H \eta_{\text{link}}).t_w + \frac{L}{b} \]  
\[ (2.3) \]

\[ T_{\text{TNT}} = 1.t_r + (\sum H \eta_{\text{link}}).t_w + T_c + \frac{L}{b} \]  
\[ (2.4) \]

First, note that the ideal latency \( T_{\text{base}} \) of a packet in the network is described [45] by Eq.2.1, where \( H \) is the number of hops, \( t_r \) is the router pipeline delay, \( t_w \) is the wire (between two routers) delay, \( T_c \) is the contention delay at routers, and \( L/b \) is the serialization delay for the body and tail flits, i.e. time for a packet of length \( L \) to cross a channel with bandwidth \( b \). In the 2-dimensional mesh, the average hop counts increase linearly with expansion in each dimension of the mesh, linearly increasing average packet latency.

Figure 2.4: 5 hop request in a 4*4 mesh. (a) Traditional mesh takes 11 cycles - 1 per router / link. (b) In TNT, the request flows through in a single pass bypassing intermediate routers. The lookahead requests enabling this are shown in green. In this homogeneous design, the link+switch wire traversal capability is \( \eta_{\text{chip}} = 0.75 \), thus the request completes in 6 cycles. (c) In this non-homogeneous design, nodes have a greater width than length, and node 10 is attached to a large memory controller. TNT is still able to account for per-link delay, allowing request completion in 5 cycles.
**Latency:** Next, we examine the network’s true traversal capability. The ideal latency for a packet to traverse through the network would be the delay incurred from wire traversal alone (i.e. without restrictions imposed by routers and congestion). The wire delay along a packet route of \( H \) hops, is proportional to \( H \) times the *delay fraction per hop* (termed as \( \eta \), with \( 0 < \eta \leq 1 \), and is a function of frequency, technology node, etc. Thus, the ideal *wire-only* time delay for an uncontested packet to traverse \( H \) hops is given by Eq.2.2. Note: this uses \( \eta \) as a conservative chip wide \((\eta_{\text{chip}})\) estimate.

Thus, it is clear that in a canonical modular network topology like the mesh, the latency of a packet to traverse the network \((T_{\text{base}} \text{ in Eq.2.1})\), is significantly higher than the *wire-only* delay through the network \((T_{\text{wire}} \text{ in Eq.2.2})\). The main limiter to achieving lower latency is the impact of modular design: the quantization of network traversal into hops, introduced by the packet’s interaction with routers at each node in the network. Hop quantization primarily increases packet latency in two ways: a) it introduces router delays at each hop and b) it under-utilizes the wiring’s per-cycle traversal capability, i.e. traversing only a single hop in a cycle even if the wire is capable of multiple hops worth of traversal per cycle \((1/\eta)\). This is a cause for concern because for larger systems in the exascale era, the high hop counts would lead to horrendous on-chip network traversal latency and energy, creating a stumbling block to core count scaling [123].

**Heterogeneity:** Previously, when we discussed wire traversal capability \((\eta_{\text{chip}})\), we remained agnostic to the impact of physical chip heterogeneity. We assumed that all links are of same length and the wire delay is constant throughout the chip. In reality, even given a logically homogeneous system, the physical design is often heterogeneous. Heterogeneity stems from physical die characteristics: (1) Unequal sizes and aspect ratios
of cores, memory controllers (MCs), ② Their sparse distribution across the system, ③ Within-die process variations. Thus, in a real physical layout, the η across a chip is not constant and is dependent on the route of interest, with each link having its individual η_link. Thus Eq.2.2 is modified to Eq.2.3.

**TNT - coping with modularity and heterogeneity for ideal latency:** To reach near-ideal packet latencies in traditional NOCs, the network design should attempt to achieve the above T_wire packet delay, but without straying away from the modular design philosophy. This is clearly a challenge considering the conflicting elements in both goals. Further, a solution that is exploiting inherent design characteristics (wire delay), should be able to cope with the physical heterogeneity that is part and parcel of the design. We propose *TNT or Transparent Network Traversal* to overcome these challenges - ideally achieving end-to-end network traversal in a single pass at the best physically capable wire delays, while performing only neighbor-to-neighbor control interactions.

TNT pushes closer to the ideal wire-only latency by attempting source to destination traversal as a single multi-cycle long-hop, bypassing the quantization effects of intermediate routers via transparent data/information flow, reducing the packet latency to Eq.2.4 (Section 9.1). In TNT, the long-hop from source to destination, if without conflicts, results in ① only a one-time router delay and ② allows the physical wiring’s traversal capability to be utilized via multiple, possibly non-integral, hops worth of traversal per cycle. Further, ③ by tuning η individually for each potentially heterogeneous link/tile, TNT exploits any route’s traversal capability to the best extent.

TNT’s transparent traversal is achieved by designing *A Modular and Flexible Lookahead Network* - a novel control path (Section 9.2). The control path performs simple delay-aware
neighbor-to-neighbor interactions to enable end-to-end transparent flit traversal. Note that neighbor-to-neighbor interactions create potential for conflicting requests under high traffic. Thus, to allow for TNT’s capability of traversing multiple (and variable) hops per cycle, multiple conflict resolutions would need to be performed in sequence within a cycle, without being hindered by the synchronous quantization introduced by conventional sequential logic. To achieve this, the control path is designed as follows. Control is built atop a light-weight mesh. It carries lookahead requests to set up transparent paths, tracks wire delay to monitor accumulation of path delay from one link to the next (Section 9.2.1), performs simple combinational lookahead-request conflict resolutions at the routers (Section 9.2.2) and finally, respects timing (violation) constraints - a must-have for multi-cycle designs (Section 9.2.3). Fig.2.4 illustrates the above discussion.

Analysis on Ligra graph workloads shows that TNT is able to to reduce LLC latency by up to 43%, improves performance by up to 38%, reduces dynamic energy by as much as 35%, compared to the baseline 1-cycle router NOC. Further, it achieves more than 3x the benefits of best alternative research proposals across different metrics. Evaluation is discussed in Section 9.4 and methodology in Section 4.5.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided an overview of each research proposal discussed in this dissertation. CHARSTAR focuses on intelligent reconfiguration which is cognizant of the power consumed by the clock hierarchy. SlackTrap introduces the idea of slack recycling via transparent datapaths, implemented on a spatial architecture and focused on statistical slack modeling. REDSOC extends the slack recycling proposal to the out-of-order core - requiring optimizations to the out-of-order scheduler as well. Further, it is accurate in its recycling, with specific slack identified in each instruction / computation based on its operation and operand properties. SHASTA builds atop the REDSOC proposal for slack recycling - extending this idea to approximate computing. With the above accompanied by memory approximation, SHASTA is able to perform multiple forms of approximation in conjunction. SHASTA is especially novel in its ability to perform hardware cognizant per-operation approximation tuning. Finally, TNT investigates slack recycling in communication over the on-chip network and proposes a solution with near-ideal wire-only latency. Further is is able to account for physical NOC heterogeneity and takes a modular design approach.

Each of these proposals are discussed in depth over Chapters 5 - 9. Further, their background / motivation and methodology are discussed next, in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This chapter covers the entire background for the proposals introduced in Chapter 2.

Relevant background to each proposal is specified below:

- **CHARSTAR**: Tiled Architectures (Section 3.1.1), CRIB: Consolidated Rename, Issue and Bypass (Section 3.1.2), Reconfiguration in Hardware (Section 3.1.4), Clock Power Distribution (Section 3.2)

- **SlackTrap**: Tiled Architectures (Section 3.1.1), CRIB: Consolidated Rename, Issue and Bypass (Section 3.1.2), Cycle Utilization in Compute (Section 3.3), Timing Verification (Section 3.6)

- **REDSOC**: Out-of-Order Execution (Section 3.1.3), Data Slack (Section 3.3.1), Timing Verification (Section 3.6)

- **SHASTA**: Out-of-Order Execution (Section 3.1.3), Data Slack (Section 3.3.1), Approximate Computing (Section 3.4)

- **TNT**: On-Chip Network Traversal and Cycle Utilization (Section 3.5), Timing Verification (Section 3.6)
3.1 Processor Architecture

3.1.1 Tiled Architectures

In tiled or spatially distributed architectures, resources (functional units, buffer entries, registers and, in some cases, even caches) are structured in the form of multiple small tiles or partitions. Tiled processor architectures which have been proposed with a variety of objectives in mind include TRIPS [194], RAW [213], Wavescalar [209], WiDGET [226], Sharing Architecture [239] and CoreFusion [103].

Tiled designs are not limited to microprocessor architectures and, in fact, are more common among other compute engines. GPUs are a common example. Accelerators are often designed in a spatial framework as well. For example, neural network accelerators such as NPU's [57], Eyeriss [33], the DiaNao family [51, 34] all consists of a sea of compute nodes called processing engines (PEs). General purpose accelerators such as DySER [69] are also organized as a spatial framework.

In this dissertation, our proposals related to tiled architectures (CHARSTAR - Chapter 5 and SlackTrap - Chapter 6) have focused on the CRIB architecture [76], though the benefits and findings are applicable to a broad class of tiled machines [194, 209, 213]. The benefits of tiled architectures towards CHARSTAR’s reconfiguration and SlackTrap’s slack recycling are discussed in Section 5.2.3 and Section 6.3 respectively.
3.1.2 CRIB: Consolidated Rename, Issue and Bypass

The primary goal of the CRIB processor [76] is to perform an alternate form of out-of-order execution where explicit register renaming is no longer necessary. By removing explicit register renaming, the corresponding supporting structures such as the register alias table, the reservation station, and the reorder buffer can be eliminated. This results in significant power reduction up to as much as 25% of the total chip power.

Figure 3.1: Tiles in the CRIB design [76]

The functionality of those structures is consolidated into a single structure. In the CRIB core, the RAT (register alias table), the RS (reservation station), and the ROB are consolidated into one structure namely, the consolidated rename/issue/bypass block, or CRIB. The CRIB consists of multiple partitions, as shown in Fig.3.1. Explicit register renaming is replaced with the concept of spatial renaming. A large consolidated multi-ported physical register file is replaced with multiple small spatially-organized architected RFs (ARF) which consist of a simple rank of latches.

The monolithic CRIB is divided into partitions - with multiple CRIB entries (we use 4)
per partition and one architected RF per partition. Each CRIB entry consists of a com-
putation unit (eg. ALU) and its corresponding routing logic. The routing logic connects logical
register columns to the ALU as well as the ALU result back to the appropriate register
column. Each instruction in the CRIB taps its source operands from the register columns,
evaluates the result and then overwrites its destination register column accordingly. The
source tags are used to grab source operands from the ARF. The destination tag is used to
overwrite the destination register of the instruction. When all entries in a partition complete
execution and the corresponding data is written to the ARF, the partition is committed
after which new instructions are inserted into it. The partitions are connected in a circular
fashion with instances of ARF between the partitions. Only the ARF at the head of the
partition has the committed state of the program and as every partition completes execution,
the head or commit pointer is moved to the next ARF instance. Ready instructions across
multiple CRIB partitions can evaluate concurrently, exposing OOO-like parallelism. The
CRIB partitions are the units of reconfiguration in this dissertation’s CHARSTAR proposal
in Chapter 5. The benefits towards CHARSTAR’s reconfiguration is discussed in Section
5.2.3.

Further, CRIB is novel in its data movement approach. Data forwarding between
instructions in the CRIB is accomplished without latches. To enforce fully synchronous
execution, only the control bits which are indicative of dependence and completion are
latched. This departure from traditional fully latched designs also results in power savings
and serves as a starting point for this dissertation’s slack recycling proposals (specifically
SlackTrap - Chapter 6).
3.1.3 Out-of-Order Execution

We provide a summary of out-of-order processor execution based on [68].

**Fetch:** The first part of the pipeline is instruction fetch. It includes (a) an instruction cache, which stores instructions, and (b) a branch predictor and target buffer which determine the address of future instructions.

**Decode:** The next part involves instruction decoding. This includes decoders and ROMs, which identify attributes of the instruction such as type and resources that it will require. In REDSOC (Chapter 7), per-instruction data slack is identified at the decode stage whenever possible. This is discussed in Section 7.1.

**Renaming and Dispatch:** Afterward, the instructions flow to the allocation, which performs register renaming and dispatch. Register renaming removes false dependencies by mapping to a larger set of physical registers maximizing the potential for instruction-level parallelism. This is performed via tables with information on the mapping of logical register to current physical ones as well those physical registers which are unused. The instruction dispatch consists of reserving different resources (if available) that the instruction will use in the future, including reorder buffer, issue queue and load/store buffer entries.

**Issue:** The next phase in the pipeline focuses on instruction issue. In a reservation station based model for scheduling, after instructions are renamed, they wait in reservation stations for their sources to become ready. In a conventional design, each reservation station entry (RSE) has 2 parent (or source) tags which are identifiers for the source operands.

The wakeup logic is responsible for waking up the instructions that are waiting for their source operands and execution resources to become available. This is accomplished
by monitoring each instruction’s parent (producer) instructions as well as the available resources. Once the tag matches occur, the instruction is woken up and a request is placed to the Select logic.

The selection logic chooses instructions for execution from the pool of ready instructions waiting in its reservation station entries (RSEs). Priority-based scheduling (e.g. oldest-first) is required when the number of ready instructions are greater than the number of available functional units. This happens when tags from parents of multiple instructions become available; these instructions are all awakened and send requests to the select logic. If selected, the instruction’s destination tag is then broadcast on the tag bus, so as to wake up following consumer instructions in subsequent cycles(s).

The issue stage of processor execution is optimized in this dissertation’s REDSOC proposal (Chapter 7) and is also utilized by SHASTA (Chapter 8). These scheduling optimizations enable the slack recycling mechanisms to be effective in an out-of-order core. They include enhancements to the wakeup logic (Section 7.3.2), the select logic (Section 7.3.4) and the reservation station entries (Section 7.3.3).

In the past, multiple works have optimized scheduling to break-down its critical loop [147, 158, 26, 205, 167] - our scheduling enhancements are influenced by some of these.

**Execute and Bypass:** When issued, instructions are sent for execution. There are a variety of execution units for different operations, including integer, floating-point, SIMD and logical operations.

An important component of the execution pipeline is the bypass logic. Bypass consists of wires which move results from one unit to the input of other units. This is performed as required - associated logic determines whether the inputs to the units should use the
bypass or should be obtained from the register file.

REDSOC (Chapter 7) replaces traditional opaque latches / flip-flops in these bypass paths with transparent capabilities. These enhancements are discussed in Section 7.2 and are also utilized by SHASTA (Chapter 8). Transparent capabilities are similar in SlackTrap (Chapter 6), except that the transparent flow is between connected processing nodes of the spatially distributed architecture - this is discussed in Section 6.1.2.

**Commit:** At the end of execution, instructions move to the commit phase which guarantees that the out-of-order non-sequential execution of events within the processor is abstracted away from the outside world by providing the appearance of sequential execution. The reorder buffer plays an important role in the commit phase and is checked to see if older instructions are committed before younger instructions. Once completed and committed, instructions are removed from the pipeline, making appropriate updates and releasing held resources.

**Mispeculation and Recovery** Sometimes, events performed by the processor have to be undone due to some incorrect speculative sequence of events (e.g., branch misprediction and the subsequent execution of incorrect instructions). When this happens, instructions have to be flushed, and some storage (e.g., register file) has to be reset to a previous state.

### 3.1.4 Reconfiguration in Hardware

In CHARSTAR (Chapter 5), we propose an intelligent clock-aware reconfigurable processor architecture. We look at some related reconfiguration background and proposals below.

**Granularities of Adaptivity:** In order to enable effective reconfiguration of resources,
granularities of adaptivity across the different adaptive dimensions need to be chosen appropriately. As clearly elucidated by Lee et al. [131], the adaptive computing paradigm provides flexibility of microarchitecture in two dimensions - temporal and spatial. The *temporal dimension* corresponds to the rate at which resources can be efficiently reconfigured. This could range from domain-level to application-level to phase-level adaptivity. The *spatial dimension* represents the microarchitectural scope of reconfigurations - the number of unique resources which can be resized and the number of configurations they are each capable of attaining. This might range from the level of a cluster or a single core to finer levels like pipeline stages or resources such as register files and execution units.

*Temporal Granularity*: To capture fine grained phases of applications, in the order of hundreds or thousands of instructions, recent proposals such as Composite Cores [141, 157] and the MorphCore [117] propose a temporally fine-grained design by building two contrasting engines within a core. Similar works on resizing of resources, even at the granularity of tens of cycles [122], enable doubling or halving of buffer sizes (eg. ROB) to adapt quickly to the application’s needs. These cores are able to adapt very quickly largely due to the simplicity of the control mechanism and very limited resource configurations to choose from (such as the big and little engines in the Composite Core). Thus, such architectures that target very fine grained temporal adaptivity are incapable of finer variations in the spatial dimension.

Moreover, while these architectures are *theoretically capable* of adapting to the smallest of application changes over time, the ability is somewhat underutilized. At very small switching intervals on the order of hundreds of cycles, the minuscule variations within most applications are not significant enough to warrant shifts between coarsely granular
architectural configurations (such as Big and Little engines). Such configurations are far apart on the spectrum of performance and power, thereby frequently rendering such schemes ineffective.

**Spatial Granularity:** At the other end of the adaptability spectrum, prior works have aimed at mutable architectures, capable of simultaneously resizing multiple processor resources. These resources could range from the front end, to functional units and/or to the back end [169, 52], to enable the processor to adapt precisely (resource-wise) to the needs of the application. By varying multiple microarchitectural parameters, each across a range of values, these processors often encounter an adaptable design space with billions of nodes (configurations) [52]. The large design space means that searching through these nodes to find the ideal configuration can happen only at a coarse grained temporal granularity of millions of cycles. Such schemes lose out on finer temporal variations, again skewing the spatio-temporal adaptivity balance.

CHARSTAR chooses balanced reconfiguration granularities across both dimensions of adaptivity for optimal reconfiguration. This is motivated and discussed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.1.

**Coupled reconfiguration:** Core folding and DVFS are implemented in CMPs, but usually in a decoupled manner. Works such as [142], in fact, suggest that per-core power gating and DVFS should be implemented in a decoupled fashion due to increased complexity and difference in characteristics between the mechanisms. On the other hand, others [222] have shown the smart combination of both mechanisms can only improve efficiency at the CMP level. The few works exploring these as coupled mechanisms [222, 171] are restricted to the CMP level and only perform heuristic based control. In contrast, CHARSTAR targets
joint optimization of power gating and DVFS within a single core (Section 5.2.1) using a lightweight machine learning predictor.

**Intra-core reconfiguration:** Within a single core, Albonesi et al. [5] have studied complexity-adaptive hardware i.e. the dynamic control of clock-rate/latency vs. resource size for particular resources such as issue queue and caches. Sen et al. [197] explore opportunities in shutting down portions of cache resources and increasing the core clock frequency. At the circuit level, significant prior work analyzes various features of clock trees, their gating and related design optimizations [156, 47, 49, 198, 229].

**Prediction mechanisms:** Prior reconfiguration works include prediction mechanisms that track unique resources, such as the occupation of the instruction queue [170], IPC variation [27], multiple L1 cache misses [94], L2 caches misses [122] or the contribution of the most recently enabled tile [63], but these are less effective in modeling performance. Prior work towards CMPs include improving uncore energy efficiency via DVFS [230], anticipating the system-level performance impact of resource allocation across multiple cores at runtime [18], adapting multiple cores with lanes to suit stringent power budgets by sampling on multiple configurations [169] and to uniformly scale multiple cores and their resources [66]. As far as a single core is concerned, Dubach et al. [52] propose a high-end multi-dimensional machine learning based scheme to perform a limits analysis in spatial granularity - scaling a large number of resources within a single core, each with multiple resource sizes.

The underlying constraint in all of these works is that they make use of very complex (and often online-based) ML models as they generally target fine grained architectural (spatial) variations. This requires searching through a complex design space making them
unsuited to fine temporal granularities. On the other hand, CHARSTAR shows the utility of a low-overhead lightweight offline MLP neural network even in small design spaces (Section 5.2.4).

3.2 Clock Power Distribution

In CHARSTAR (Chapter 5), reconfiguration is novel in its cognizance of the clock hierarchy’s power distribution. An illustrative example of the impact of clock hierarchy consideration on the efficiency of gating / reconfiguration is provided in Section 5.1.

The clock distribution network consumes a significant portion of the total power in processors and SOCs, prior work claims 30-50% of total chip power and/or up to 70% of the dynamic power [137, 49, 160, 140]. A clock distribution system (CDS) is typically the largest net in the circuit netlist and operates at the highest speed of any signal within the entire synchronous system, hence consuming significant power [132, 48, 72, 215].

Clock power has increased with technology scaling [132, 100]. First, long global interconnect wires have become significantly more resistive as wires become thinner [132, 91]. Clock signals are affected by this increased wire resistance and require precise control of clock-signal arrival times, as they otherwise severely limit the maximum performance of the entire system. This has boosted the demand for repeaters in clock networks, increasing their power profile and complicating their synthesis. Second, with shrinking cycle times, the impact of process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variation also impacts clock skew and reliable clock networks have become more costly in terms of area and power [132].
### 3.2.1 Different Clock Distribution Systems

Clock distribution systems can broadly be divided into 3 styles - trees, grids (meshes) and hybrids. Different tree distributions and mesh/hybrid are shown in Fig.3.2 and Fig.3.3 respectively.

![Figure 3.2: Clock Trees](image)

**Trees:** H-trees and binary trees are commonly used for clock distribution. Trees are attractive because of their low power and low metal usage [232]. If a H-Tree is completely balanced, it exhibits identical nominal delay and identical buffer and interconnect segments from the root of the distribution to all branches and thus would exhibit low skew. But if unbalanced, skew could be very high. In general, idealized buffer placements associated with a balanced H-tree may be difficult to achieve.

In the case of a tapered H-tree, the trunk widths increase geometrically toward the root of the distribution to maintain impedance matching at the T-junctions [64]. This strategy minimizes reflections of the high-speed clock signals at the branching points. Circuit analysis shows that the impedance of the conductor leaving each branch point must be twice the impedance of the conductor providing the signal to the branch point in a tapered H-tree structure [64].
A binary tree is uni-directional and delivers the clock in a balanced manner in either the vertical or horizontal dimension [232]. Similar to H-Trees, all branches exhibit identical buffer-interconnect segments, zero structural skew, and similar PVT tracking. In contrast to the H-tree, the buffers in a binary tree can be placed in close proximity along a centralized stripe. The closer physical proximity of the buffers in a binary tree can result in sensitivity to on-die variation but minimize floor-plan disruptions and are easier to design in a balanced manner.

Figure 3.3: Hybrid Clock Distribution

Grids/Meshes: The lowest clock skew is achieved with Grid style networks but they require lot of metal resources and dissipate a lot of power [232]. A clock grid resembles a mesh with fully connected clock tracks in both dimensions and grid drivers located on all four sides (shown in red in Fig.3.3). Local clocks are supplied by directly connecting to the grid. The grid effectively shorts the output of all drivers and helps minimize delay mismatches. The shorted grid node helps balance the load non-uniformities and results in a more gradual delay profile across the region.

Hybrids: Hybrid clock distribution systems combine one or more of the above tech-
niques as shown in Fig.3.3 Some hybrid systems have different parts of the chip clocked using different distribution techniques. Most current processors use hybrid techniques as they simplify skew reduction and have relatively low power dissipation.

Table 3.1 lists clock distribution systems employed by popular commercial processors from the previous decade [132, 177]. The analysis in this thesis assumes a standard tree-grid hybrid, with the use of grids to clock local intra-tile resources and a global tree to drive the local grids. CHARSTAR’s evaluation (Section 5.4.1) analyzes clock aware reconfiguration across H-Tree, Tapered H-Tree and Binary Tree hierarchies. Portions of these global tree topologies can be gated when not in use, while the local grid can only be gated as a whole.

### 3.2.2 Estimating Clock Node Power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Pentium4</th>
<th>Itanium2</th>
<th>SPARCIV</th>
<th>AMDK7</th>
<th>AlphaEV7</th>
<th>Xeon</th>
<th>Opteron</th>
<th>POWER6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Tree/Grid</td>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>B-Tree</td>
<td>Tree/Grid</td>
<td>Tree/Grid</td>
<td>H-Tree/Grid</td>
<td>H-Tree/Grid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3.1: Commercial Clock Distribution Systems

\[
P_{\text{Clk}_M} = C \cdot V^2 \cdot f \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
P_M = N \cdot C \cdot V^2 \cdot f \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
P_{M-1} = (N/k) \cdot C \cdot V^2 \cdot f \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\sum P_i = \left[ \frac{1 - (1/k)^M}{1 - (1/k)} \right] \cdot N \cdot C \cdot V^2 \cdot f \tag{3.4}
\]

In this section, we present a model for clock distribution power [232]. Let us consider the switching power of a single unconditional clock at the final distribution stage \( M \) with capacitance \( C \) (load + portion of interconnect) and voltage \( V \) at frequency \( f \). This is shown
in Eq.3.1. Considering there are N clock nodes in the stage, the total dynamic power in stage $M$ leads to Eq.3.2. Assuming a fan-out of k at each stage, the power in stage $M - 1$ would be given by Eq.3.3. Summation over all M stages gives the total clock distribution power, as shown in Eq.3.4. If sub-trees within this distribution network are power gated, that portion of power can be reduced from the above accordingly. CHARSTAR’s evaluations (discussed in Section 5.4) incorporate the above power model in estimating clock tree gating based power savings.

3.3 Cycle Utilization in Compute

Traditional processors fix operating points conservatively so that even the most critical computations and variations do not violate timing. In the common case this results in clock cycle slack. Traditionally, slack can broadly be thought to have two components: 1. PVT Slack, caused under non-critical PVT conditions, and 2. Data Slack, caused due to non-triggering of the executional critical path. PVT Slack, with its relatively low temporal and spatial variability, can more easily be tackled with traditional solutions [77, 55, 214, 183]. On the other hand, Data Slack is strongly data dependent and varies widely and manifests intermittently across different instructions (opcodes), different inputs (operands) and different requirements (precision/data-type). Our proposals SlackTrap (Chapter 6) and REDSOC (Chapter 7) perform accurate slack recycling i.e. eliminating the excessive slack within computations and thus improving computing performance.
3.3.1 Data Slack

More often than not, a circuit finishes a computation before the worst-case delay elapses, because the critical paths of the circuit are inactive. Xin et al. [234] analyze timing for ALPHA and OpenRISC ALUs, post synthesis and place-and-route. Their analysis shows that roughly 99% of timing critical paths are triggered by less than 10% of all computations. Similarly, Cherupalli et al. [38] perform data slack analysis for a fully synthesized, placed, and routed openMSP430 processor and show that more than 75% of the timing paths have greater than 30% clock cycle slack.

In order to recycle the considerable data slack it is important to categorize it based on its sources. These sources/categories are discussed below:

![Figure 3.4: Computation Time for ALU Operations (designed for 2GHz)](image)

Operation Type (Opcode-Slack): In general purpose processors, it is common to have functional units that perform multiple operations, with different opcodes. In a conventional timing conservative design, the functional unit would be timed by the most-critical computation in order to be free of timing violations. Thus, many of the executing opcodes/operations do not trigger the critical path of the functional unit and end up producing data
Further, the semantic richness of current-day ISAs means that multiple modes of operations are supported via the same data paths. For example, the ARM ISA-based designs support a flexible second operand input to the ALU to perform complex operations such as a shift-and-add instruction. Supporting such complex operations via the enhancements to the standard datapath further elongates the critical path of execution. These rich/complex semantics are frequently unused, resulting in even higher data slack.

Fig.3.4 shows the critical computation times for different operations on a single-cycle ARM-style ALU, coded in RTL and synthesized (2 GHz target) for a TSMC 45nm standard-cell library using Synopsys Design Compiler. It is evident that a large number of ALU operations (e.g., logical) have significantly lower computation times than more critical arithmetic operations. And even these arithmetic operations produce some data slack in the absence of modifications to the second operand. It is, therefore, intuitive that ALUs would produce considerable data slack across common applications and that this data slack can be intermittently distributed depending on the application characteristics. This form of slack is easily identifiable for the operations, simply by means of the instruction opcode.

**Data Width of Operands (Width-Slack):**

High-end processor word widths are usually 32-64 bits while a large fraction of the operations are narrow-width (large number of leading zeros). The execution of such operation on a wide(r) compute unit means that there is low spatial and temporal utilization of the compute unit. Low spatial utilization refers to the higher-bit wires and logic-gates which are not performing useful work, while low temporal utilization refers to data slack.
from non-triggering of the entire critical propagation paths.

Computations with a significant number of higher-order zero bits are especially common in machine learning applications; many synapses have very small weights, a characteristic exploited in multiple prior works to improve spatial utilization [111]. Low spatial utilization (resulting in unnecessary leakage power) has also been attacked in traditional architectures by aggressive power gating of functional units and operand packing [25], among others.

But the problem of low temporal utilization for narrow-width computations has not been explored. Fig.3.5 shows the varying length of the critical path on a 16-bit Kogge Stone adder for different bit-widths. The colored paths show increasing critical delays/paths for computations of increasing widths. When only a smaller portion of the total data-width is in use, the length of the critical carry-bit propagation path (and thus, the critical delay) reduces, roughly proportional to $\log(\text{datawidth}_{\text{eff}})$. This form of slack can be estimated via data-width identification. Data-width identification at the time of execution can be performed via simple logical operations at the input ports to the functional units [25]. Prediction methods for identification of data-width early in the execution pipeline, have also been very successful [139, 53].

![Figure 3.5: Critical paths for KS-Adder](image-url)
**Data Type of Operands (Type-Slack):** Sub-word parallelism, in which multiple 8/16/32/64-bit operations (i.e. sub-word operations of *smaller* precision/data types) are performed in parallel by a 128-bit SIMD unit, is supported in current processors via instruction set and organizational extensions (e.g. ARM NEON, Intel MMX). This is yet another form of improving spatial utilization and another case of opportunity to improve temporal utilization. The varying compute latency for different data-widths is similar to Fig.3.5, but the method of identification is from the ISA itself, rather than from observing the bits of the inputs. Low-precision computation has especially gained popularity in machine learning applications over the past few years [110], often enabling the use of narrow data types, specified directly by software.

To summarize, current-day applications often exhibit a diverse distribution of operations with plentiful data slack. An effective mechanism to recycle this data slack, in order to speed up sequences of operations, can therefore have substantial opportunity to accelerate these applications. Further, conventional epoch-based voltage and frequency scaling is not effective for capturing this type of slack, since it isn’t pervasive, but only manifests intermittently in ALU operations. Hence, we need a scheme to identify and track slack on an instruction-by-instruction basis, and a very fine-grained recycling mechanism, to benefit from it. REDSOC’s decoder enhancements to identify data slack are discussed in Section 7.1 whereas SlackTrap uses a statistical model for slack estimation (Section 6.1.1). Further, compute slack recycling mechanisms are discussed for REDSOC in Section 7.2 and for SlackTrap in Section 6.1.2
3.3.2 PVT Slack

As chip designers attempt to reduce supply voltage to meet power targets, parameter variations are a serious problem. Environment induced variations which affect the functioning of a processor fall into three categories: process, voltage and temperature. Process variations are caused due to wafer characteristics, doping fluctuations etc., leading to potentially large variations in device attributes [77]. They are broken down into Die-to-die (D2D) and Within-Die (WID) variation. WID consists of a systematic component characterized by spatial correlation and a random component with no correlation characteristics [195]. Random variability increases sharply as supply voltage scales down: scaling from 1.0V to 0.3V increases variability by 6x, making this a significant component at NTV [138].
Supply voltage and on-chip temperature also vary with workload and environment. Voltage variations result in current fluctuations on the order of 10s to 100s of cycles [77] and can also exacerbate thermal hot spots. Thermal variations cause changes to leakage current and restrict permissible voltage and TDP in the chip’s environment. The breakdown of the contribution of each of these parameters to the timing guardband is analyzed in Tribeca, with voltage being the largest contributor [77] and is shown in Fig.3.6 In all our compute slack recycling proposals, this traditionally wasted timing guardband stemming from PVT is recycled for better performance. Methodology for modeling the effect of PVT is discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The slack identification and recycling mechanisms for SlackTrap is discussed in Chapter 6 and for REDSOC in Chapter 7.

### 3.3.3 Prior works

To reduce the timing guardband needed (especially to accommodate PVT variations), prior works attempt to predict or detect the variations themselves or their effects on timing/voltage. The best known technique to adaptively control voltage guard bands in the presence of data dependent variation is Razor [55]. Razor [55] performs core DVS, tuning voltage based solely on frequency of timing errors. Multiple prior works have focused on static variations alone, recognizing that variation affects some pipeline stages more than others and accordingly tune delays per stage at fabrication [214, 136]. POWER7 [134] introduced Critical Path Monitors to estimate the delays caused by PVT variations and implemented feedback controllers to adjust V/F. Tribeca [77] uses a last value predictor for V/F settings over discrete time intervals based on dynamically gathered PVT information.
It also optimizes recovery mechanisms for low cost detection and recovery from timing errors. TIMBER [40] detect timing errors after the clock edge and borrow slack from the next pipeline stage. Xin et al. [234] predicted likely erroring instructions and allow them an extra cycle of execution, but giving them an entire extra cycle might be inefficient. Multiple "Better than worst case" approaches have been proposed in prior work [55, 70, 9, 10], especially targeting PVT variation [77, 214, 134].

Prior works optimize narrow data-width based execution to improve EU utilization [25], effective register capacity [53], issue width [139] and energy reduction in multiple parts of the core [75]. Fast ALU computations are implemented in some Intel processors [90].

3.4 Approximate Computing

Workloads from several prevalent and emerging application domains, such as vision, machine learning, and data analytics, possess the ability to produce outputs of acceptable quality in the presence of inexactness or approximations in a large fraction of their underlying computations [223]. Allowing computations to be approximate can lead to significant improvements in processor efficiency because it alleviates the "correctness tax" [57] imposed by always accurate systems. This "correctness tax" can take multiple forms. In software, this could refer to overzealous functional accuracy or excessive loop iterations whose execution has low impact on the application's accuracy [191]. In hardware, it could refer to the higher power/latency of accurate compute operations or the effectively lower throughput stemming from full bit-width memory operations.

Our proposal SHASTA (Chapter 8) advances general purpose approximate systems in
many ways. First, it enables fine grained approximation in compute, building atop RED-SOC, as well as in memory (Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2). Second, it tunes the approximation configuration of the application in an intelligent hardware cognizant manner, so as to maximize the execution efficiency for a given error tolerance (Section 8.2). Third, it is able to coordinate among multiple forms of approximation in a synergic manner (Section 8.3). Related background on all these three fronts are discussed next.

3.4.1 Hardware approximation with fine spatio-temporal diversity

Prior advancements at the application, compiler and ISA levels [192, 223, 29, 21, 161, 150] have enabled fine-granularities and diverse approximation at the software level. Unfortunately, reaping the benefits of software enabled fine granularity and spatio-temporally diverse approximation in hardware is complicated, especially when targeting general purpose approximate systems (GPAS).

```c
@Ax(0.9) float kmeans(dataSet, k) {
    while(it < MAX || condition) {
        ----;
        ----;
        #Euclidean distance
        for (int i = 0; i < v1.length; ++i) {
            float d = @Ax(v1[i] - v2[i], k1[it]);
            sum = @Ax(sum + @Ax(d*d, k2[it]), k3[it]);
        }
        ----;
        ----;
        it++;
    }
    return centroids;
}
```

Listing 3.1: Approximation enabled programs

Consider the code snippet in Listing 3.1 that performs K-Means clustering under some
specified error tolerance. The snippet shows one portion of the application which involves calculation of Euclidean distance. It involves 3 specific computations marked as approximate: subtraction, multiplication and addition. All other operations are accurate - for instance, the for-loop induction variable $i$ is not approximated to avoid compromising control flow. It is evident that approximate applications like Listing 3.1 tend to contain a fine-grained mixture of accurate and approximate operations. Further, in Listing 3.1 the spatial and temporal diversity in approximation is evident. Spatial diversity is enabled by a unique $k_i$ for each approximate operation, which denotes the ‘level’ of approximation for $op_i$. Temporal diversity is indicated by the $k[it]$ i.e. a static approximate operation can have different approximation ‘levels’ over different iterations of the while-loop. In terms of diversity, while recent efforts have explored either one form, mostly in software [21, 161, 150] but some in hardware [223], no prior work has tackled an optimal amalgamation of both.

Spatio-temporal diversity is further illustrated in Fig.3.7.a for a toy approximate application (figure details described in caption). The different radial values across the circumferential variables indicates spatial diversity. Further, the changing configuration over iterations of the application (moving from green to blue to red) indicates temporal diversity. The approximation across the variables increases from iteration 1 to iteration N/2, typical of clustering-style applications (eg. K-Means) which settle close to appropriate clusters in early iterations. Moreover, the load operations become even more approximate from iteration N/2 to iteration N, indicative of saturating of stored memory values over time (thus allowing more approximation).

In light of applications with fine-grained intermingling of approximate and accurate
Figure 3.7: The approximation configuration for a toy application with 20 approximate elements, each with 7 different approximation levels. The circumferential axis denotes the variables while the radial axis denotes the approximation level for that variable. The lower the radial value, the greater the approximation. Also, the first 10 approximate elements are compute operations while the last 10 are load operations.

operations such as the code in Listing 3.1, most prior approximate compute hardware for general-purpose applications employ dedicated functional units for performing both accurate and approximate operations concurrently. Resulting hardware challenges include resource duplication (a side effect being resource under-utilization), operation scheduling complications, design complexities [39, 56], circuit overheads [56], and thus might offer control only at coarse granularities such as vector operations [223] or code blocks. Note that this still does not support diversity - in order to support diverse approximation in conjunction, these proposals would require even more duplicate resources (one for each approximate level), severely exacerbating hardware and management complexities. Note: In SHASTA, in the context of temporal diversity we specifically tackle iterative applications i.e. we allow a static operation’s approximation to evolve from one iteration to the next.

SHASTA is able to achieve fine-grained spatio-temporal approximation diversity in
hardware. This is discussed in Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.

3.4.2 **HW-cognizant Approximation Tuning**

An ideal approximation tuning mechanism needs to be able to perform the following:

1. Identify the tolerable approximation for an application (In the Listing 3.1 Code snippet, this is 10%).
2. Identify application elements i.e. variables/computations that can be approximated (Code snippet: 3 compute operations and related loads).
3. Identify potential approximation configurations such that their assignments to application elements meets the application’s error tolerance requirements.
4. Choose the right approximation configuration so as to maximize any specified execution metrics such as performance, energy efficiency or power.

From a hardware-software co-design perspective, the fourth challenge is most significant. Most of the prior proposals which target general purpose computing perform tuning which is relatively "hardware agnostic". This means that even though the overall goal of the approximation is to improve execution efficiency, the approximation tuning mechanism is mostly oblivious to the quantitative effects of the chosen approximation configuration on hardware execution (eg. IPC / Energy). They ignore target hardware characteristics and only algorithmically maximize the element-wise approximation until the application is closest to its overall error tolerance [106, 151], or use only minimal statically obtained hardware metrics [149, 223].

While some solutions which perform system cognizant approximation tuning have been proposed (with varying knowledge of the system-level effects of their particular
approximations) [206, 92, 93, 172, 175, 174, 83] these solutions are mostly not designed for general purpose systems and further, are less suited to fine granularities of diverse approximation. On the other hand, SHASTA targets general purpose approximate systems (GPAS) and specifically focuses on fine-grained and diverse approximation, with potentially 100s of approximate elements, which significantly complicates the implementation of hardware cognizance.

Fig.3.7.b shows different approximation configurations chosen by tuning mechanisms. All the configurations are for an error tolerance of 10%. The figure shows an approximation configuration chosen by a hardware-agnostic) tuning mechanism in blue. It also shows the configurations selected by SHASTA in green and red. While the red configuration uses highest performance as the optimization metric, the green uses lowest energy.

The hardware agnostic configuration is the result of a greedy optimization algorithm over the variables (as used in prior work) - it approximates variables 1-5 aggressively (which it tunes first) almost maxing out on the error tolerance, and thus is forced to be very conservative on later variables 5-20. Note that the above tuning is being performed simply one variable after the other, until the error tolerance is reached, irrespective of the execution efficiency impact. SHASTA’s configurations, on the other hand, are achieved by hardware execution cognizant tuning over each variable - more aggressive approximations for variables that provide better improvements to execution efficiency. Note that the configurations generated by SHASTA are different when the execution metric changes. The energy-optimum scenario (green) tunes the memory variables (10-20) more aggressively because memory approximations not only reduce latency (for better performance) but also reduce memory access which directly impacts energy. Details on SHASTA’s tuning
mechanism are found in Section 8.2.

3.4.3 Synergic Approximation System

Finally, we stress the need for synergic capabilities of the approximation HW-SW framework. In Listing 3.1 and Fig.3.7, two forms of approximation are being employed: compute approximation and memory/load approximation. In an ideal approximate platform: ① the different approximation techniques in the hardware stack should coexist independent of each other, ② the hardware-software interface should abstract away the particular technique of approximation used and ③ the software stack should be able to tune all forms of approximation in synergy.

For example, while compute and load approximation techniques are independent, the tuning mechanism should be cognizant of their intersecting dataflow i.e. the approximate loads might be consumed by the approximate compute, thus the errors from each of those operations can constructively or destructively intersect with each other. In this example, we refer to constructive intersection as (a portion of) the error in the load operations being masked away by the approximation in the compute operation. Conversely, destructive interference would amplify the individual errors.

SHASTA’s ability to coordinate among multiple forms of approximation in a synergic manner is discussed in Section 8.3.
3.4.4 Survey of Approximation Techniques

**General Purpose Timing Approximation:** We identify Truffle [56] to be the closest related prior work to SHASTA in terms of compute approximation - it focuses on GPAS and performs voltage scaling based timing approximation. It also allows timing violations in the SRAM (as a form of memory approximation). We compare it with SHASTA in terms of SHASTA’s characteristic features. Truffle is unable to achieve fine-grained latency reduction nor is it able to alternatively use the same resources for both approximate and accurate execution. Further, it does not support multiple levels of approximation and does not attempt to intelligently balance or tune different forms of approximation. Thus it is unable to achieve fine granularity spatio-temporally diverse approximation. Quantitatively, Truffle provides energy reduction of 2%-10% at non-definite application error. In comparison SHASTA provides around 30+% energy reduction at well defined 90% application accuracy. SHASTA’s evaluation is discussed in Section 8.4 while the applications and evaluation methodology is found in Section 4.4.

**Application-specific Approximation Systems:** Prior works have proposed building approximation systems from the ground up which target a single application or domain. These systems often achieve synergy in approximation as well as perform system aware approximation tuning. For example, Hashemi et al. [83] target biometric security systems, building an end-to-end flow from an input camera to the final iris encoding with intermediate approximate computational steps. Approximations at various stages are chosen based on their effects on the system, with the help of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). While suitable to application specific system, they do not discuss extensions to general purpose
approximation. Further, the approximation methods do not target fine granularities like in SHASTA. The use of an RNN at such fine granularities can cause explosive overheads.

Similarly, prior works from Raha et al. [174, 175] have also targeted Smart Camera Systems [175, 172] and Reduce-and-Rank kernels [174], again achieving synergy among different forms of approximation while focused on an application-specific subsystem. While also using a gradient descent style tuning mechanism (like SHASTA - Section 8.2), these proposals again do not target general purpose approximation with fine-granularities or spatio-temporal diversity.

**Approximation at the Application-level:** Approximation proposals from Hoffmann et al. [93, 92] have also analyzed trade-offs between accuracy and system energy, but at the application level. While suitable to many applications, these approximations and knobs are hand chosen from one application to the next [93] so are not easily malleable towards diverse general-purpose workloads. Apart from focusing on software-level solutions, these proposals do not target fine-granularities or spatio-temporal diversity in their approximation methods. Moreover, in [93], the approximation tuning searches through the entire configuration space, making it less suitable for a vast tuning space which is imposed by finer granularities and diversity of approximation. Further, the reinforcement learning approach proposed by [92] is again less suited to the finer granularities which is SHASTA’s focus.

Similarly Panyala et al. [161] perform application-specific approximation at the software level targeting graph algorithms - they use techniques such as loop perforation, incomplete graph coloring and synchronization. While loop perforation and synchronization are suited to general purpose iterative applications, in this work they are tuned specifically to
PageRank and Community Detection. These methods are orthogonal to the approximation techniques in SHASTA and can be used in conjunction. Loop perforation is closest to the temporal diversity targeted by SHASTA. In their work, the benefits obtained by loop perforation alone for Community Detection is very limited - this is because of a) the absence of spatial diversity i.e. loop perforation eliminates entire iterations and b) absence of an intelligent tuning mechanism to select the right iterations for perforation/approximation. On the other hand, SHASTA shows that performing diverse fine grained approximation with intelligent tuning has substantial efficiency benefits (evaluation in Section 8.4).

Prior work such as EnerJ [192] enable programmers to annotate programs specifying operations or variables to be accurate or approximate via extensions to the programming language, compiler and ISA. Recent advancements at application [29, 21] and ISA [223] levels have furthered software approximation capability beyond only a binary distinction between accurate and approximate regions [192] to allow for spatially diverse approximation control. Software approximation solutions have studied temporal approximation in the context of loop perforation which skips a specific iteration subset of an iterative application [161, 150]. They have shown that iterative clustering algorithms like K-Means stabilize their solutions in an early fraction of the iterations (less than 1% change beyond 20% of the iterations).

**Compute Approximation:** Dedicated approximate units can run at low voltage [56], can be of specific low precision [39] or can perform temporally coarse-grained precision scaling via power/clock gating [223]. These solutions can incur significant design overheads, i.e. more functional units, dual (accurate/approximate) voltage rails, and scheduling logic overheads. Such proposals do not support multiple approximation levels concurrently, as
this might require dedicated voltage rails (voltage scaling) or uniquely partially power-gated data paths (precision scaling) for each level of approximation supported. Thus, the employed approximation in hardware has to be kept conservative or runs the risk of hitting intolerable operation/application error. Timing approximation is a form of approximation that controls the computation timing [187] - specifically it reduces computation timing sacrificing accuracy for gains in execution efficiency. Timing approximation is usually achieved by under-volting [56] and is constrained in terms of its flexibility and ability to be reconfigured at fine granularities. Other forms of hardware-level approximation include, but are not restricted to, synthesis techniques [143, 154], self-healing designs [67], libraries for approximate-circuits based design space exploration [152] and design methodologies for approximate CGRAs [3]. Compute Approximation in SHASTA is discussed in Section 8.1.1.

**Tuning for Approximation:** It is generally assumed that the tolerable amount of approximation for an application is known as part of the application’s or domain’s specification. Moreover, it is usually assumed that the programmer can annotate the application to identify which elements can be approximate. Some software proposals have optimized this by requiring the programmers to only specify that a program can be approximate and automatically infer the operations and data that can be safely approximated [162, 189]. After elements for approximation and application error tolerance are identified by programmer/domain specification, prior software proposals have analyzed program-flow and input data sets to identify how much approximation each of the approximate elements can tolerate while maintaining the overall application error tolerance [21, 106, 151, 162, 149]. These satisfy the first 3 challenges identified in Section 3.4.2. Some approximation
tuning proposals use greedy algorithms in random order over the approximate elements, maximizing approximation on one element before moving to the next [106, 151]. Alternative proposals order the approximate elements by energy per operation [149, 223] and then perform greedy tuning. While this is a reasonable heuristic for optimizing for power savings, it is not very useful for performance or energy consumption, since application performance is too dependent on dynamic application dataflow characteristics to be interpreted as a static per-operation metric. Finally, previous work has utilized gradient descent for application-specific approximation, to combine approximation of memory and compute, targeting Reduce and Rank applications [173]. Our work, on the other hand, utilizes gradient descent based tuning towards fine-grained approximation for general purpose approximation systems (details in Section 8.2).

**System-wide Approximation:** The importance of maximizing the execution metric of interest while managing application error has also been stressed in prior work [206], though their focus is on applications whose error and hardware execution metrics can be completely modeled mathematically, which can be challenging for complex applications with increasing approximate variables, especially when executing on diverse hardware platforms. Similarly, the need for hardware cognizance in approximation has been discussed in some system-level proposals [92, 93], but these works are not tuning approximation at an operation-level granularity, nor are they leveraging spatio-temporally diverse hardware approximation solutions. Further, application-specific approximation systems proposals [174, 175, 83] have build systems wherein each application-specific subsystem’s approximation is managed intelligently depending on the effects of the application on that subsystem. In most scenarios, these approximations are coarse grained, implementing a very limited
number of approximation knobs (often just one) per sub-system. Given an application’s overall error tolerance, prior works targeting general purpose approximation [21, 106, 151, 162, 149] have proposed software-centric solutions (analyzing program-flow and input data sets) to obtain some feasible approximation configuration. These proposals perform tuning which is "hardware agnostic" i.e. the tuning mechanism is oblivious to the effect of the chosen approximation configuration on hardware execution. Such solutions are sub-optimal since they do not target a specific execution metric (e.g., performance or energy) and ignore features of the execution hardware. While some application-centric systems have analyzed the system as a whole to perform approximation tuning [174, 175, 83, 79, 11], these proposals are either not designed with a general purpose system in mind or they are unsuited to fine-granularity and spatio-temporal diversity in approximation.

3.5 On-Chip Network Traversal and Cycle Utilization

Multi-core processors with 10s to 100s of cores are commonplace in today’s servers, super-computers and high-end workstations. Intel’s line of Xeon Phi processors have 50-100 cores per chip targeting high performance computing and Machine Learning. Moreover, we are ushering in the exascale era in which there is an exponential increase in data processing requirements from cloud computing, ML and scientific applications - forcing futuristic CMPs to target 100s to 1000s of cores and other compute nodes on each chip [20, 6, 130, 74, 109]. With long communication being a critical hurdle to maximizing large-scale computing performance, optimizing NOC traversal latency is of paramount importance. In TNT (Chapter 9), we reduce traversal latency as close to the only-wire delay as possible, along
with maintaining design modularity as well as accounting for physical NOC heterogeneity.

### 3.5.1 State-of-the-art NOCs

**Microarchitecture:** NOC routers primarily perform the following actions [45]: Buffer Write (BW), Route Compute (RC), Switch Allocation (SA) and VC Selection (VS). Innovations within routers have allowed it to move from serial execution to parallel execution, via lookahead routing [45], simplified VC selection [129], speculative switch arbitration [145, 153], non-speculative switch arbitration via lookaheads [124, 128] to bypass buffering and so on. Router delay has dropped to 1-cycle in academic prototypes [125, 163] - we use this 1-cycle router as our baseline. Winners of SA proceed to Switch Traversal (ST), and Link Traversal (LT). ST and LT can be performed within a cycle [96, 163] allowing \( t_w = 1 \). We use this as TNT’s evaluation baseline (Section 9.4), incurring 2-cycles-per-hop.

**Modular design:** It is evident from Eq.2.1 that packet latency decreases linearly with reductions in hop count (\( H \)). Reducing hop count via high-radix routers [45] and point-to-point designs is challenging because adding more direct links to distant routers results in an increase in i) serialization delay due to use of thinner channels (i.e. smaller \( b \)) and ii) router delay \( t_r \) and power, due to higher number of router ports. Such designs can increase complexity and complicate layout, etc., since multiple point-to-point global wires need to span across the chip, resulting in loss of modularity. Also, loss of design modularity often goes hand in hand with increasing overheads of the design, again impacting scalability. Therefore, industry-standard on-chip networks are often designed with regular topologies (eg. mesh), short interconnects of fixed length and self-contained tiles which can be
optimized and built modularly using regular repetitive structures, easing the burden of verification, especially as number of on-chip cores increase [8, 199, 44, 15]. Despite TNT’s goal of end-to-end traversal in a single pass, it is still built in a modular fashion. This is discussed in Section 9.2.

3.5.2 Traversing the NOC

Heterogeneity in physical dimensions: The logical topology of a multi-node system and its NOC can often be different from the physical design. The floor plan of the entire chip needs to carefully consider the contents of tiles (cores, caches, memory controllers, etc.), the distribution of the tiles, and the placement of links relative to these tiles. Wire congestion, delay and energy overheads, as well as the use of global / semi-global metal layers, all factor into floor planning considerations. Such factors can impose significant physical heterogeneity on an otherwise logically homogeneous system. In TNT, we are specifically concerned with the impact of this heterogeneity on link lengths in the NOC, which in turn impacts the traversal latency. The specific factors we discuss here are: the types of nodes in the system, their aspect ratios and their distribution/connectivity.

The nodes in the CMP are usually made up of cores plus cache slices, or memory controllers (MC). As the number of processor cores grow, it is not practical to assume each tile will have a MC directly attached - they are limited by packaging constraints, primarily the number of available pins. For instance, Intel Skylake servers [203] can have 10-28 cores with 2-4 MCs, connected by a mesh topology, with MCs at the top and bottom of the fabric. Prior work [1] has shown that a diamond placement of MCs performs best using
dimension-ordered routing, because it is able to spread traffic across all rows and columns. Further, the NOC nodes potentially have non 1:1 aspect ratios. Die images of the Intel Icelake server shows that its Sunny Cove cores are twice as wide as they are long, with dimensions of roughly 4mm by 2mm [208]. Also, the MC nodes can be multiple times the size of the core nodes - die images of the AMD Zeppelin system shows MCs twice the area of its cores, with 1 MC for every 4 cores [237].

Based on such publicly available die information [237, 203, 208], a typical floorplan might look as illustrated in Fig.3.8. The figure shows a 64 core, 16 MC system connected with a mesh. The blue tiles depict 4mm * 2mm cores, while orange tiles depict 4mm * 4mm MCs. The top left quadrant also depicts the physical mesh links of the resulting system. Link lengths are as follows - yellow: 2mm, red: 4mm, green: 6mm, blue: 8mm. Thus, it is evident that even logically homogeneous system are impacted by heterogeneity imposed by physical floorplan constraints, resulting in link lengths (and traversal times)
being different across different routes on the chip.

TNTs’ time stamp based delay tracking mechanism which enables support for these forms of heterogeneity is discussed in Section 9.2.1. Evaluation over a wide range of heterogeneity scenarios is presented in Fig.9.15 and its corresponding discussion. The floorplan / methodology details for TNT are discussed in Section 4.5.

**Wire transmission distance:** The time delay for bits to traverse across a wire is managed via repeaters. Repeaters are sized appropriately to allow bits to traverse wires of a particular length in a required amount of time. The limiting constraint to longer wires and higher frequencies is timing closure failure and unacceptable energy consumption. In Fig.3.9, we use DSENT [207] to plot the achievable transmission distance over wires per clock cycle, against the consumed energy. We analyze the data for different technology nodes and for different frequencies. At a frequency of 1 GHz, link drivers are able to theoretically drive up to as much as 20mm across 45/32/22nm technology nodes. At higher frequencies, the traversal capability drops. The reason for the slowdown is the slew rate of the signal [126]. At higher frequencies (i.e., shorter clock periods), the repeater is unable to produce the extra current required to reduce the signal’s rise/fall time proportionally [126]. At lower technology nodes, while transmission energy shrinks, there isn’t a significant impact on the wire delay due to compensatory effects from scaling resistances and capacitances [126].

TNT is able to benefit from a wide range of per-cycle wire transmission distances. TNT’s evaluation considers both high and low transmission distances in Section 9.4. The floorplan / methodology details for TNT are discussed in Section 4.5.

**Impact of variation:** Process variations are caused due to wafer characteristics, doping fluctuations [22], imperfections in manufacturing process, etc., leading to potentially large
variations in device attributes [77]. Since on-chip networks connect distant parts of the chip, they are especially vulnerable to within-die parameter variations. The systematic portion of process variation can be characterized based on 3 parameters - $\mu$ (the mean wire delay), $\sigma$ (the standard deviation) and $\phi$ (the spatial correlation) [195]. NOCs are usually designed to work under the most unfavorable parameter values in the chip [7] - thus the latency of traversing a single hop is estimated with worst case delay characteristics. This potentially results in a considerable fraction of the switch/link traversal clock cycle being wasted as slack. Prior works have noticed more than 30% difference in the minimum voltage required for error-free functioning of routers across a 64-node NOC [7]. It is intuitive that capturing the delay characteristics across each of the different tiles in a chip at design time, and tuning the local $\eta$ accordingly can improve the traversal capability along variation-robust routes.

TNT’s benefits over different variation characteristics are shown in Fig. 9.9 and its corresponding discussion.

**Putting it all together:** Thus, it is evident that with a typical wire traversal capability of 8mm per cycle (suited to the 1-1.5 GHz frequency range), the links in the typical NOC
floorplan depicted in Fig.3.8 would consume 0.25-1 cycles per hop (\(\eta = 0.25/0.5/0.75/1\)). And further, exploiting process variation characteristics can improve upon the worst-case traversal capability in different parts of the chip. Given the considerable NOC slack to exploit, is it possible to simply run the NOC at a higher frequency? The answer is no and the reasons are multi-fold. First, and most importantly, the router logic is often the real limiter to network frequency [123], not the wire delay. Second, increasing frequency results in a super-linear drop in the wire capability. Third, there would be a quadratic increase in power and energy penalties. Finally, on-chip heterogeneity would still require a worst-case clock period or pipelined links with longer credit loops, requiring larger buffers (VCs), which can already dominate router area and power. Clearly, more innovative solutions are required to fully utilize link traversal capability.

3.5.3 Related NOC design

Asynchronous NOCs: In the past, purely asynchronous NOCs have been proposed [12, 19], targeting deterministic traffic. Such a network is programmed statically to preset contention-free routes for QoS. On the other hand, TNT ‘reconfigures’ paths on every cycle handling general-purpose CMPs with non-deterministic traffic and variable contention. Asynchronous Bypass Channels [107] target chips with multiple clock domains across a die. They need to buffer/latch flits at every hop speculatively, discarding them thereafter if flits are successfully bypassed. Also, the switching between bypass and buffer modes cannot be done cycle-by-cycle, which increases latency. In contrast, TNT currently targets a single clock domain across the entire die, allowing routers to switch between bypass/buffer
each cycle.

**Lower hop count topologies:** TNT is not restricted to a mesh topology. Other topologies might reduce hop count in comparison to the mesh, but the hop count still grows as the number of nodes on the chip scale up. For example, the average number of hops on a torus is 0.75x that of the mesh [108] - lower, but still growing with chip size. Moreover, the torus can have unequal link lengths (due to the wrap around links) or have links double the size of the mesh if all links are equally sized [108] - both of which can significantly increase TNT’s benefits. Similar to FB [119], other high-radix router designs [13, 45, 113, 73] are topology solutions to reduce average hop counts, and advocate adding physical express links between distant routers. Each router now has an increased number of ports and the channel bandwidth is often reduced proportionally to maintain the same area/power as a mesh router. Further, many of these solutions need multiple global links spanning across the chip, reducing the modularity of the network. As these solutions strive to achieve substantial hop count decrease (especially in large systems) area and power grow dramatically. We compare TNT against two such topologies in Section 9.4.2.

**Reducing router complexity:** TNT utilizes a baseline 2-cycle per hop with a 1-cycle router, which is state-of-the-art with VC-based router designs. VC-based designs have been commonly adopted in industry and academic prototypes, including relatively larger networks [164, 46, 97]. Other proposals have adopted VC-free designs when scaling to larger sizes, which reduces router complexity and can allow for 1-cycle per hop [188, 212, 228, 146]. We compared TNT against an optimistic VC-based 1-cycle per hop design in Fig.9.8d, highlighting TNT’s benefits. Note that TNT’s transparent flow based approach can be adopted atop 1-cycle per hop designs as well, but is beyond current scope.
3.6 Timing Verification / Closure

State-of-the-art: In the CAD / EDA domain, multiple advancements have allowed for efficient timing closure, including the enabling of aggressive timing guardbands [219, 127, 112, 37, 225], and support for multi-cycle paths [190, 224, 238, 43].

REDSOC: The introduction of transparent FFs (i.e. selective FF bypassing) adds some complexity to timing analysis/closure of the execution unit and data bypass network. For the simplified 2-EU system shown in Fig.7.2, traditional timing paths (in a standard FF design) to analyze for timing closure would be $(F_{1i} - F_{1o})$, $(F_{2i} - F_{2o})$, $(F_{1o} - F_{2o})$ and $(F_{2o} - F_{1o})$. These would require to be single cycle timing paths. The introduction of FF bypassing introduces 2-cycle timing paths which also need to be verified. In the same example, these would be $(F_{1i} - F_{2o})$ and $(F_{2o} - F_{2o})$ when $M_{12}$ is enabled for transparent dataflow. Similarly, there would be $(F_{2i} - F_{1o})$ and $(F_{1o} - F_{1o})$ when $M_{21}$ is enabled for transparent dataflow. These paths are marked as 2-cycle paths during timing analysis, the rest of the design’s timing remains traditional. Note, $M_{12}$ and $M_{21}$ are never transparent at the same time - this precludes combinational loops.

TNT: TNT uses wire delay information and timing based tracking. While this causes some increase in design and verification complexity, we have discussed in Section 9.3 how these delay measurements can be performed realistically: accounting for dynamic fluctuations if required and tolerating measurement inaccuracies with safeguard mechanisms. It is important to point out that our design verification requirements do not violate our goal of modularity. Specifically, the design does not require timing closure over any multi-cycle
multi-hop routes. Timing measurements are only required on a per-link basis - TNT accumulates these over routes and makes dynamic routing decisions. In a way, our timing accumulation and safeguard mechanisms perform top-level STA (static timing analysis) on the fly and avoid actions that are potentially timing concerns.

In the specific context of TNT, IR-ATA [219] significantly reduces timing guardband pessimism by generating path-based timing margins across an ASIC. Each timing path is margined specific to its unique topology and noise characteristics, removing the requirement for global worst-case margins. This method of timing analysis is well suited to TNT’s use of heterogeneous per-link timing delays. Further, CAD tools already require separate place-and-route passes for chip wide interconnects like clock and reset - it is plausible that similar passes can be implemented for the TNT NOC paths if required.

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided background and motivation for the research proposals discussed in this dissertation. CHARSTAR was motivated by the considerable power consumed by the clock distribution system and its unique distribution across the clock hierarchy. SlackTrap was motivated by the presence of considerable timing guardbands due to conservative design of traditional architectures. REDSOC’s per-instruction slack recycling was motivated by the fact that the amount of slack can vary drastically between instructions, but can be identified from instruction characteristics, often early in the processing pipeline. SHASTA was motivated by the need for fine-grained approximation in hardware, as well as the need for tuning mechanisms which can take into account both the requirements of the
application and the capabilities of the hardware. Finally, TNT was motivated by analysis of wire traversal capability in the NOC, especially in the face of physical heterogeneity. Apart from the above, this chapter also provided background on different types of architectures and optimizations atop which our proposals are built or against which our proposals are compared, as well as other related prior work.
In this chapter we discuss the methodology towards the implementation and evaluation of the various proposals in this dissertation. Across all proposals, this includes details on workloads and evaluation / simulation infrastructure. For slack recycling proposals, we also provide details on slack modeling, specific features of the design and discussion on timing closure. For SHASTA, we provide details on error modeling as well.

### 4.1 CHARSTAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRIB</td>
<td>16 x 4-entry Int. CRIB; 16 x 2-entry FP CRIB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute</td>
<td>Int. ALU (1 cycle); FP add (4); FP mult. (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Mem.</td>
<td>32 LQ/SQ; 2-way 64KB L1I (2); 4-way 32KB L1D (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncore Mem.</td>
<td>L2: 2MB, 8-way (12); Off-chip mem (168)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: CRIB Specification

We extend the Gem5 Simulator [17] to support CHARSTAR atop the CRIB architecture. Performance and per-quantum statistics are obtained from Gem5 by running multiple Simpoint [168] slices (of size 100 million instructions) of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite compiled for ARM ISA. The CRIB section of the processor is implemented in RTL and analyzed with the Synopsys Design Compiler. Power numbers for other processor resources are obtained from McPAT [135, 233]. All power and area results are obtained at a technology node of 22nm. Architecture specifications of CRIB with 16 partitions are presented in Table 4.1. Our results provide numerical benefits for the processor portion including tightly coupled L1 and L2 caches but excludes the rest of the memory subsystem.
4.2 SlackTrap

**Slack modeling**: Mean slack estimates for PVT variation and standard deviation for systematic components are obtained from McPAT-PVT [210]. Standard deviation for random variations are obtained for nominal and high estimates from prior work [138, 116]. Numerical values are shown in Table 4.2. Data slack estimates are obtained via enhancing SoftInj, a software fault injection library that implements the b-HiVE error models [217]. Fig.4.1 showing statistical slack estimates over an ALU, for datasets corresponding to random inputs, gcc benchmark and the overall SPEC and MiBench benchmark suites. Slack estimates are shown for single operations and asynchronous operation sequences of length 2 and 4. Operations lie closer to mean value for longer sequences, as motivated in Fig.6.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVT sys. (slack %)</td>
<td>Mean, 99.99th</td>
<td>30.5, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVT random</td>
<td>σ/µ (nominal, high)</td>
<td>1.5, 8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Variation Parameters

![Figure 4.1: Data Slack Analysis](image-url)
Simulation: We extend the Gem5 Simulator to support timing speculation atop CRIB. CRIB configuration is same as shown in Table 4.1.

Workloads: We choose SPEC CPU2006 for performance evaluation due to its dynamically varying DFG characteristics, irregular memory access patterns, and hard to predict control flow. Results are obtained from Gem5 by running multiple Simpoint slices (each 100M instructions) of the workloads, compiled for ARM ISA.

4.3 REDSOC

Simulation: We extended the Gem5 [17] simulator to support Slack Recycling atop standard out-of-order cores. We model 3 cores labeled Big, Medium and Small. The description of the cores can be found in Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Big</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-End Width</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB/LSQ/RSE</td>
<td>40/16/32</td>
<td>80/32/64</td>
<td>160/64/128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU/SIMD/FP</td>
<td>3/2/2</td>
<td>4/3/3</td>
<td>6/4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L2 Cache</td>
<td>64kB/2MB w/ prefetch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Processor Baselines

Benchmarks: The benchmarks for analyzing results are 2-fold. The first set encompass relatively compute intensive applications from the SPEC CPU 2006 [85] and the MiBench benchmark [78] suites. They are run via multiple Simpoints [168], each of length 100 million instructions. The second set consists of kernels from ARM Compute Library [101] for computer vision and machine learning with support for ARM NEON SIMD (brief
details in Table 4.4). Benchmarks are all compiled for the ARM ISA; NEON vectorization flags are turned on for the ML kernels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONV</td>
<td>Convolution: Gaussian 3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Activation: ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOL 0/1</td>
<td>Pooling: 2x2 Max/Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTMAX</td>
<td>Softmax function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Kernels for Machine Learning

**Influence of PVT variation**: Pure data slack estimates correspond to worst-case design corner to isolate it from PVT (process, voltage, temperature) variations. Thus, the data slack estimates expect to stand true across all PVT conditions. Executing under nominal PVT conditions provides some exploitable guard band [134, 77] and adds a small additional component to the total slack.

In real design, guard band variations from PVT can be measured with Critical Path Monitors (CPMs) [134]. To exploit PVT guard band, our design only requires localized CPMs in the proximity of the ALUs and bypass network. Conventional CPM based guard band estimates (eg. Power7 [134]) are more conservative since they are located in the most timing/power critical regions of the entire chip.

To account for PVT variation, slack LUTs are re-calibrated on-the-fly, thus supporting changes to voltage, temperature, aging etc. We adhere to a tuning granularity of 10,000 cycles as is prescribed in Tribeca [77]. There are no design-time/testing overheads for PVT based slack calibration, which is simply tracked dynamically with CPMs.

**Data slack measurements**: In this work, we only target single cycle data slack for the
integer ALU as well as in specific integer SIMD operations. We do not target data slack from other multi-cycle operations such as FP ops. Slack is modeled via RTL design in Verilog and synthesis using the Synopsys Design compiler. We synthesize the execution pipeline stage with a 0.5 ns cycle time (i.e. 2 GHz) constraint. As explained in Sec.7.1, REDSOC only requires to categorize operations into 14 different slack buckets - we do not need accurate slack estimations of each operation. This completely simplifies CAD timing analysis.

Our slack analysis agrees with estimations from prior work [217] as well characterization via gate-level C-models. Considering the low effort, we expect state-of-the-art CAD tools to be capable of (or extendable to) such analysis. During processor execution, appropriate slack bucket is selected simply based on opcodes and operands: no dynamic timing analysis is involved.

**Slack Tracking Precision in the RSE:** We quantized slack / timing corresponding to different precisions (up to 8-bits) in our architecture simulator and analyzed performance. Performance saturated at 3-bits (or 1/8th of a clock cycle). Hence, 3-bit values are sufficient for slack recycling.

### 4.4 SHASTA

**Applications:** We evaluate SHASTA across 8 applications suitable to approximation from different domains - highlighting that SHASTA is a general purpose solution to approximation. The applications include those from the AxBench [235], Polybench and Parsec [16] benchmark suites and others. Operations to approximate are identified by hand, based
Applications are tuned to target 3 different accuracy levels of 99%, 95% and 90%, as is common requirement for these applications. Note that they can be tuned for other accuracy levels as well. Accuracy measurement metrics for the AxBench applications are as defined in the benchmark suite [235]. Accuracy measurement of other applications are as performed in prior work [106, 148]. Applications are compiled for the ARM ISA to run on the Gem5 [17] architecture simulator.

Table 4.5 shows the different applications along with the number of approximate operations identified in the program code, the iterations of the application as well as the resulting percentage of dynamic instructions which are approximate (Dynamic Approximation %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Dyn. Approx %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackscholes</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat Mul</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inversek2j</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Sig Proc</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canneal</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Approximate Applications and their Characteristics

**Slack modeling:** Slack is modeled via RTL design in Verilog and synthesis using the Synopsys Design compiler. We synthesize the execution pipeline stage with a 0.5 ns cycle time (i.e. 2 GHz) constraint. Our timing analysis agrees with estimations from prior work [217] as well characterization via gate-level C-models. Considering the low effort, we expect state-of-the-art CAD tools to be capable of (or extendable to) such analysis. During processor execution, appropriate slack bucket is selected simply based on opcodes and operands: no dynamic timing analysis is involved.
**Error modeling:** Compute operations identified to be suitable for approximation are approximated via our approximation model build on top of the SoftInj error injection framework [217]. Memory operations suited to approximation are approximated by implementing the approximator described in Sec. 8.1.2 in software. Overall application error for a given approximation configuration is evaluated by natively running the application to completion and comparing with a known precise output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-end width</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB/LSQ/RSE</td>
<td>80/32/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU/SIMD/FP</td>
<td>4/2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L2 Cache</td>
<td>64kB/2MB w/prefetch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximator / LHB</td>
<td>64 / 4 entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Processor Configuration

**Simulation:** Application IPC for given approximation configuration is obtained via Gem5 [17] architectural simulation. We implement load approximation and slack recycling for out of order cores in Gem5. Power numbers are estimated in accordance to McPAT [135]. The processor configuration is described in Table 4.6.

**Tuning:** Application tuning is performed via wrapper functions written in C which run a numerical gradient descent tuning mechanism. The algorithm iterates until convergence. We also implement a hardware agnostic greedy algorithm (for comparison) as described in multiple prior works such as [106]. The algorithm finds a suitable approximation for the first variable while keeping others exact, then it fixes the approximation of first variable and moves on to the second variable while keeping the others exact, and so on - independent of hardware efficiency.
4.5 TNT

**Design:** Evaluations are carried out at 1GHz (22nm node) and assume an 8mm per cycle wire traversal capability - a conservative assumption at 1GHz, and generally suitable at less than 2GHz. This NOC frequency range is in line with designs built by industry and academia [204, 46, 164, 14, 97]. Benefits at higher frequencies would vary with wire traversal capability, as discussed in Section 3.5.2.

**Simulation** Performance results for both Synthetic Traffic and Full System are obtained using GEM5 [17] + Garnet2.0 [2] infrastructure, which provides a cycle-accurate timing model. The evaluated system configuration is shown in Table 4.7. Energy and area numbers for router and link components are estimated with the help of DSENT [207].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processors</th>
<th>64 3-wide OOO</th>
<th>Freq/Tech</th>
<th>1 GHz / 22 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>Pv. 32kB, 2 cyc</td>
<td>Link/Flit</td>
<td>1-8 mm / 128bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>Sh. 1MB/core, 12 cyc</td>
<td>Topology</td>
<td>8-ary 2-Mesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence</td>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>XY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vir. Net</td>
<td>3 (req, fwd, resp)</td>
<td>Vir. Chan</td>
<td>4+4+4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synthetic Traffic:** We show results for Uniform Random, Bit Complement and Transpose. We primarily focus on 1-flit packets to understand benefits without secondary effects due to flit serialization, and VC allocation across multiple routers etc.

**Full System Benchmarks:** We run graph applications from Ligra [200], a lightweight graph processing framework. We evaluate on accompanying input graphs, specified in PBBS [201] format. Applications are compiled for RISC-V ISA and run with 64/256 threads.

**Link Delay:** Link delay varies with NOC heterogeneity, as discussed in Section 3.5.2.
We model the floorplan considerations based on the typical floorplan in Fig.3.8 and also sweep through a wide design space in Fig.9.15. Process variation is modeled similar to prior work [195] and the effect of different variation characteristics are discussed in Fig.9.9. In a real design, we expect these characteristics to be measured post-fabrication, interpreted as clock cycle slack, and written into the per-router lookups (discussed in Section 9.2.1). As studied/shown in prior work [36, 181], we expect state-of-the-art CAD tools to be capable of (or extendable to) such analysis. Dynamic variations to these measurements can be caused by DVFS, voltage/temperature fluctuations, ageing etc. Industry-standard methods of critical path monitoring (CPMs) and adaptive timing guardband control, which, for example, have been utilized by multiple generations of high frequency IBM Power processors [134, 133, 50] can be utilized to capture such dynamic variations and update the router look-up values accordingly. Note that while more accurate timing measurements are beneficial, the design is robust to less accurate measurements, thanks to the timing safeguard mechanism discussed in Section 9.2.3 and evaluated in Tables 9.2a, 9.2b. A less accurate design can employ a larger timing safeguard window, at the cost of losing a fraction of TNT’s benefits.

**Floorplan:** TNT results are shown for 3 scenarios (against a mesh baseline):

1. *TNT:Minimum* shows the "minimum" benefits of TNT over the baseline. This is achieved on a floorplan wherein all tiles are homogeneous and 8mm, with no exploitable variation guardband. Thus $\eta = 1$. TNT gets minimal benefits only from avoiding buffering/restarting at intermediate routers.

2. *TNT:Typical* shows the "typical" floorplan illustrated in Fig.3.8 wherein link lengths range from 2mm to 8mm. Typical variation characteristics are also assumed, which leads
to a roughly a 20% variation in wire delays across the chip [7] (detailed discussion on variation in Fig.9.9). This leads to $\eta = 0.2 - 1$ range across the chip.

TNT:Maximum shows "maximum" benefits of TNT, achieved on a homogeneous floorplan wherein all links are 1mm (smaller lengths are unlikely). Further, a maximum exploitable variation guardband (up to 35% variation in delay) is assumed. $\eta = 0.085$ roughly across the chip. Note: A wider design space is briefly explored in Fig.9.15.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In summary, this chapter provided details on evaluation and implementation methodology. The CRIB architecture and its corresponding simulation infrastructure is build upon by both CHARSTAR and SlackTrap. The other proposals develop upon the standard out-of-order processor simulation infrastructure (in Gem5). Compute slack modeling is performed by writing RTL, synthesis via the Synopsys Design Compiler and measuring characteristics with the synthesis tool. In the case of TNT, wire delay modeling is performed via DSENT. Evaluation and implementation based on the methodology from this chapter, are discussed in Chapters 5 - 9.
5 CLOCK HIERARCHY AWARE RESOURCE SCALING IN TILED ARCHITECTURES

In this chapter, we explore the CHARSTAR proposal. In terms of breaking the clock abstraction, CHARSTAR stands separate from the other contributions in this dissertation in that it focuses on the clock distribution system and its power consumption (while the others target different forms of clock cycle slack).

We discuss its primary contribution - clock hierarchy aware reconfiguration (Section 5.1), as well as the secondary contributions - integration with DVFS (Section 5.2.1), an ML assisted prediction mechanism (Section 5.2.4) and optimally balanced temporal / spatial granularities of reconfiguration (Section 5.2.2). In Section 5.3, we look at its design atop tiled architectures (focusing specifically on the CRIB architecture). We present an evaluation of its performance and efficiency benefits (Section 5.4) as well as an analysis of its overheads (Section 5.3.2). Finally, a discussion on generality, constraints and extensions of CHARSTAR is provided in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 summarizes the proposal.

An introduction to CHARSTAR was provided in Section 2.1, background / motivation in Chapter 3 and methodology in Section 4.1.

CHARSTAR’s contributions are summarized below:

1. We propose CHARSTAR, a highly energy efficient, dynamically resizable and frequency scalable tiled architecture, implemented atop the CRIB processor.

2. Through a comprehensive limit study, we explore the benefits of intra-core integrated frequency scaling and architectural reconfiguration to achieve the ideal configuration which balances ILP and clock rate. We are not aware of prior work specifically in dynamic joint
We improve the reconfiguration mechanism by making it aware of the non-linear hierarchical clock-tree power dissipation. We are not aware of prior work specifically on clock-tree-aware power gating of microarchitectural resources.

We advocate tiled architectures as the ideal reconfiguration fabric and study the benefits of striking a balance across the temporal and spatial dimensions of adaptivity.

We make use of a lightweight two-dimensional multi-layer perceptron predictor to accurately predict the resource and frequency levels for each phase (quantum) of instructions. Most existing machine learning based control mechanisms focus on highly complex design spaces, to predict at coarse temporal granularities. We believe ours to be the first in targeting fine temporal granularities instead - with a simple prediction space, low design complexity and high accuracy.

Experimental results from the SPEC CPU2006 [85] benchmark suite shows that our mechanism, when tuned to saving energy, improves energy efficiency by 20-25% with performance loss limited to 1-5% on average. Alternatively targeting speedup achieves performance improvements of more than 10% under a constrained power budget and close to 20% when unconstrained but optimized for energy-delay.

### 5.1 Clock Tree Aware Power Gating

A background on reconfiguration and gating within the core is provided in Section 3.1.4. When portions of resources (ALUs, compute nodes, or shader cores) are not in use, power gating saves leakage power, but gating the portion of the clock hierarchy supplying these
resources (clock gating) also has huge energy saving potential. Many reconfiguration mechanisms either focus solely on power gating execution resources alone or in addition, simply turn off the clock tree segment (local mesh and global tree’s leaf node) which supplied the clock to those resources.

Clock tree aware gating techniques, will be capable of further shutting down upper levels of the global clock tree hierarchy if the corresponding sub-tree is not in use. In addition, Clock tree aware reconfiguration mechanisms can make intelligent resource reconfiguration decisions to maximize gating of resources - providing best energy efficiency while guaranteeing required performance. CHARSTAR’s reconfiguration mechanism is aware of the clock tree hierarchy and the power consumed by each node in the tree, and selects resources to power down in a greedy manner that shuts off entire branches of the clock tree whenever possible. Our proposal is aware of the portion of the clock tree that can be turned off with every resource configuration. It accounts for the power consumption of both resources and the clock tree in the reconfiguration algorithm. We present a simple example highlighting how significantly clock-tree awareness can impact reconfiguration.

Fig. 5.1 illustrates 3 scenarios with different number of tiles or partitions (10/9/8) enabled. Light and dark gray squares indicate awake and gated partitions respectively.
Green and red gates indicate enabled and disabled channels in the clock tree respectively. If the performance gap between the 3 configurations is within reasonable limits, the reconfiguration mechanism would have to choose between the 3 configurations to maximize energy efficiency.

A naive reconfiguration mechanism would assume that transitioning from 10 -> 9 -> 8 partitions provides linear savings in power (proportional to the partitions being power gated). Thus even a marginal performance improvement with 9 partitions as compared to 8, might result in the 9-partition configuration being chosen as the ideal setting providing best energy efficiency. In contrast, the figure shows that moving from 10 -> 9 partitions, saves just one extra node on the clock tree (apart from the extra partition) but moving from 9 -> 8 partitions enables the shut down of the entire half of the clock tree leading to a larger (15x) clock tree savings. The additional partitions and portions of the clock hierarchy shut down are shown by the blue shaded regions.

This can also mean that even if the drop in performance is not insignificant from shutting down each partition, choosing the 8-partition configuration can be largely more energy efficient in comparison to the 9 or 10 partition configurations, due to significant power reduction from a large portion of the clock tree being turned off. This illustrates that full knowledge of the clock hierarchy can produce very different results and larger energy savings than prior, naive mechanisms. Higher power savings from the clock hierarchy could instead even be used to run at higher frequencies, possibly providing higher performance than the 9/10 partition scenarios. This is discussed further in Section 5.2.1.

It should be noted that clock-tree aware reconfiguration is not restricted to tiled architectures alone and can be performed on other compute fabrics as well. The potential benefits
as well as complexity involved would depend on the reconfiguration style and how the
clock tree feeds the different reconfigurable nodes. Architectures with flat clock trees or
non-uniform clock distribution to various reconfigurable resources may be structurally
limited in how large a portion of the clock hierarchy can actually be power gated. For
instance, an out of order processor power gating some portion of its Register File, ALUs
and/or LSQ, will potentially need a complex clock-tree gating mechanism and might still
provide only limited gains. On the other hand, a regularly arranged spatial architecture
like a GPU might shut down some number of shader cores based on the amount of paral-
lelism available, with comparatively lesser complexity. Finally, clock hierarchies could be
designed from the ground up to better suit reconfiguration. We leave exploration of this
option to future work.

5.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration Control

Having motivated the importance of a reconfiguration mechanism aware of the clock
distribution system, we next discuss the implementation of the control mechanism itself.
We raise key questions that need to be answered to design an efficient control mechanism
for a generic reconfiguration fabric, and then discuss them in the following sub-sections.

1. What global set of resources are made reconfigurable? (Sec 5.2.1) 2. How often do
we want to reconfigure resources? (Sec 5.2.2) 3. How many different levels of reconfigura-
tion for each resource? (Sec 5.2.2) 4. How to group resources to control reconfiguration
efficiently? (Sec 5.2.3) 5. How to assess requirements dynamically and perform reconfigu-
ration accurately? (Sec 5.2.4)
Note that while the following discussion is largely focused on clock-aware reconfiguration of tiled microprocessors, the overall approach is applicable to power-gating on a variety of substrates.

5.2.1 Integrating resource/frequency scaling

A background on integrated/coupled reconfiguration is provided in Section 3.1.4. CHARSTAR identifies program phases with limited ILP, and power gates resources that are not necessary for reaching that ILP level. This leads to more energy-efficient execution under a fixed performance constraint. Alternatively, given a fixed power budget, the savings from power gating can be applied to increase voltage and frequency to deliver better performance for the baseline power. Our mechanism integrates the scaling of both resource and frequency within the core. As we show, joint optimization for both ILP and clock rate often leads the controller to choose configurations that provide greater benefit than choosing either in isolation. An integrated PG-DVFS mechanism has significant
potential within a single core because energy/performance gains from frequency variations are closely dependent on which resources are actually in use.

The following example (Fig. 5.2) motivates DVFS-PG integration. The example builds on a baseline processor with four tiles running at nominal (100%) frequency. If this processor encounters an application phase wherein ILP is limited, different reconfiguration mechanisms will affect the processor in different ways. These scenarios are depicted in Fig. 5.2, (a) to (d). Darker and lighter gray shades of tiles refer to power gated and awake tiles respectively. Also, the percentage values within awake cores refers to their running frequency in proportion to the baseline.

- If DVFS and resource sizing are completely decoupled, both mechanisms could kick in independently and shut down multiple tiles and as well as reduce frequency, unaware of the other. This results in scenario A wherein two tiles are shut down and the frequency drops to only 0.5x resulting in performance dropping below what can be ideally achieved.

- If the controller performs resource sizing first, followed by naive throttling of frequency (in accordance to the baseline power budget), as shown in scenario B, the increased frequency might be largely beyond the requirement for maximum performance. For instance, shutting down 2 tiles may theoretically allow a 50% increase in frequency at constant power budget, but the 1.5x frequency might be so high that the memory becomes the bottleneck. This results in higher than ideal power dissipation.

- An integrated mechanism, on the other hand, acknowledges both the available ILP and the frequency requirements in conjunction, resulting in scenario C which has enough tiles (two in this example) for maximum ILP and the minimum sufficient frequency (1.2x) to achieve maximum throughput providing better efficiency.
An integrated mechanism can further increase efficiency if situations exist (scenario D) wherein shutting down more tiles than the ILP bound (only one tile awake though max ILP is achieved with two tiles) and increasing the frequency further (1.7x, in comparison to scenario D with 1.2x), might actually be more advantageous. This is akin to the example illustrated in Fig.5.1 wherein it is possible that enabling 8 partitions allows large potential power savings in the clock tree which in turn allows increasing the frequency sufficiently to provide speedup above the 9/10 enabled partition scenarios (as described earlier in Section 5.1).

Prior work in trading off power gating and clock rate (TLP vs. DVFS) has focused on boosting the frequency of one or more cores while power-gating others (e.g. Intel Turbo Boost [31]). In contrast, CHARSTAR targets joint optimization of power gating and DVFS within a single core, which has not been explored in prior work. While the parallelism vs. frequency argument is the same in both cases, the architectural trade-offs, when analyzed, are very different. Intra-core PG-DVFS involves higher orders of dependencies between the usage of intra-CPU resources and the core frequency (in comparison to TLP vs. clock rate) and requires a sophisticated control mechanism, as proposed here.

5.2.2 Design for Spatio-Temporal balance

A background on the dimensions and granularities of adaptivity is provided in Section 3.1.4.

It is evident that in designing any reconfiguration control mechanism, it is necessary to be able to efficiently capture and adapt to application characteristics. The ability to
achieve extremely fine granularities of adaptivity in both temporal and spatial dimensions is limited by complexity of control and power gating mechanisms. We propose a balanced design over the two dimensions of adaptivity with the following qualitative analysis. While it is intuitive that balanced fine granularities in both dimensions provides benefits from both dimensions of adaptivity, we also show that coarse granularity on one dimension in fact hinders the effectiveness of fine grained adaptability along the other - *the effects of the two dimensions are not independent.*

From Figure 5.3, we make the following observations:

- Figure 5.3.a uses a simple sinusoidal curve to illustrate the variation in ILP of an application over time. Ideally, achieving extremely fine grained adaptability in both dimensions would allow resizing of resources, receptive to the smallest application variations, but this is infeasible due to unreasonable overheads.

- Figure 5.3.b portrays one solution allowing very fine temporal granularities but with coarse grained resource levels (only 2 levels, akin to Big/Little). The core can change its configuration very frequently but is allowed a very limited number of configurations.
Thus, there are considerable periods when the core configurations overshoot the ideal requirement, resulting in excess power consumption with no performance gain and other periods when the core configuration undershoots the ideal, causing performance loss.

- Figure 5.3.c portrays an architecture allowing multiple possible resource configurations, but large switching times. Many of the possible resource levels (12 in this example) are never reached due to averaging across coarse temporal granularities and again, the large area between the curves show inefficiencies in performance and energy.

- The optimum solution as present in 5.3.d is a balance between adaptability along both dimensions - the adaptability is reasonably fine grained in both dimensions but not as fine grained as the previous solutions. It can be seen that the region between curves is minimal and the core is able to efficiently adapt to the needs of the application.

### 5.2.3 Tiled Architectures

The combined savings from clock hierarchy aware integrated PG-DVFS is significant, but at the same time is complex to implement. The inherent advantages of tiled architectures, via clustering of resources into small groups can limit these complexities and thus make them an ideal fabric for reconfiguration. Tiled architectures provide easy boundaries for powering down clusters of resources with minimal complexity and routing overheads [118]. Resizing resources by dynamically power-gating and waking up these reasonably sized clusters allows fine spatial granularities of adaptability. At the same time, the consolidated structure of these tiles reduces the reconfigurable design space significantly and their overall well defined topology minimizes circuit overhead, allowing for reasonably fine temporal
granularities. Moreover, tiled architectures with their regular shape and arrangement, present a well structured hierarchical clock tree. This allows straightforward control of disabling branches of the clock tree as well. In all, a tiled architecture provides inherent advantage for spatio-temporally balanced reconfiguration with minimal overheads and with enough simplicity and regularity to be managed by a lightweight prediction mechanism. Details on different types of tiled architectures are found in Section 3.1.1.

Through a comprehensive limit study (Section 5.3.1), we analyze the overhead and benefits of fine- vs. coarse-grained spatial and temporal reconfiguration for tiled architectures, and choose a moderately fine-grained operating point for both dimensions. Our results indicate that, though CHARSTAR does not exploit the finest possible adaptive granularity in either dimension, it reaches a balance across both and minimizes overheads and design complexity, thereby improving ease of actual implementation and achieving benefits nearly matching the ideal opportunity. While this result is applicable to all reconfiguration mechanisms, this is especially important in relatively complex mechanisms targeting multiple optimization opportunities such as our own clock-aware PG-DVFS.

5.2.4 ML-based Prediction Scheme

A background on prediction schemes for reconfiguration is provided in Section 3.1.4.

To adapt to application phases, CHARSTAR must predict the best tile/frequency configuration for each quantum, using as inputs the behavior of the previous quantum. Studies [114, 60] have shown that while a first order model of performance prediction based on microarchitectural events can provide rough estimates (of resource requirements), they are
often inaccurate due to overlap between a large portion of these events. Moreover, standard controllers with simple modeling may be sufficient when focused solely on reconfiguration or DVFS, whereas in the case of a more complex clock-tree aware PG-DVFS mechanism, the inaccuracies are further exacerbated.

For instance, the Composite Cores architecture [141] feeds multiple statistics from each quantum into a linear regression model which predicts the execution mode (big engine vs. little engine) for the next quantum. But the prediction accuracy is limited (Section 5.4.3), as linear models are unable to understand non-linear relations among architectural events. More prior works are discussed in Section 3.1.4. Our results show that linear regression models or those that track a unique microarchitectural resource are inadequate for clock aware PG-DVFS prediction.

Machine learning techniques are capable of adapting to non-linear relations in inputs. While we believe in the potential for different ML techniques towards resource reconfiguration (eg. decision tree learning etc.), our chosen technique is a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). This is due to a large resource of recent prior work in modular design implementation of neural networks allowing ease of analyzing the trade-off of area/power overheads vs. MLP accuracy. Our results show high predictor accuracy with low effective computation and communication latency along with reasonable area/power overheads (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.3).

Our predictor makes use of a MLP with one hidden layer, capable of fitting any finite input-output mapping problem, enabling prediction of configurations with high accuracy. At runtime, the MLP is dynamically fed with the following statistics for every quantum of instruction: ① Branch mispredictions, ② I-Cache misses, ③ D-Cache misses, ④ L2-Cache
misses, ⑤ Average % of the tiles occupied, ⑥ Number of times the tiles were full, ⑦ IPC, ⑧ Clock hierarchy, and ⑨ Topology overheads, to predict the configuration for the next quantum. These statistics are selected based on prior work in performance regression analysis [114, 60, 141].

The MLP is trained using a typical cross-validation approach, by partitioning the data collected from a testing portion (1%) of each benchmark into two sets - a training set with 70% of the data, and a validation set with the remaining 30%. The training is performed on MATLAB with random seeds using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization based back-propagation algorithm. While our training and prediction is focused on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite, we expect similar prediction accuracy across a wider range of applications. In general, a one time offline training with small portions of the standard applications that an architecture expects to execute, is sufficient for high prediction accuracy; this conclusion is supported by our results. This is due to the iterative nature and presence of hot functions in most applications.

The different metrics used for MLP training are performance, energy efficiency and energy-delay. The configuration is the combined selection of the enabled (awake) tiles plus the core frequency. The selection is usually constrained by the power budget - fewer tiles kept awake would mean that frequency could be raised further if it proves beneficial. This power constraint is relaxed in some cases, discussed in Section 5.4.2. The clock hierarchy power gating is completely tied to the number of tiles awake and is not a separate reconfigurable resource. The clock tree awareness influences the energy efficiency while training - enabling different number of tiles requires considerably different portions of the clock hierarchy branches to be enabled (as discussed in Section 5.1). Moreover, the
different clock hierarchies (H-Trees, TH-Trees, B-Trees) affect the energy metric differently. This would train the MLP differently and the reconfiguration decisions vary accordingly.

5.3 CHARSTAR in a Tiled Architecture

5.3.1 Granularities of adaptivity

Figure 5.4: Bi-dimensional granularity impact on Energy

In this section we perform quantitative analysis to choose optimum temporal and spatial granularities on the CRIB processor, our tiled architecture of choice. Background on CRIB can be found in Section 3.1.2 and in prior work [76]. We analyze the gains from spatiotemporally balanced tile reconfiguration (without DVFS) across both adaptive dimensions in conjunction. Figure 5.4 illustrates the energy saving potential across the two dimensions of adaptivity in comparison to the ideal case of highly fine granularities in both dimensions - 500 instructions (temporal) and a single partition (spatial). This analysis is averaged
across the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. Note that darker portions of the heat map indicate higher energy efficiency. The range of spatial and temporal granularities are in accordance with prior work.

**Temporal:** Moving from coarse (1m instructions) to fine temporal granularities (500) of resizing improves energy efficiency but the improvements slowly begin to saturate. Despite low break even points for gating resources, circuit overheads as well as architectural steps such as draining/squashing the pipeline start becoming more significant at very fine granularities.

**Spatial:** The ability to allocate or cut back on resources at finer levels without losing out on performance improves energy efficiency in the case of finer spatial granularities. The benefits slowly saturate due to penalties caused by dependent instructions in different partitions and increased overhead from prediction mechanisms.

As noted earlier, the ideal configurations at the bottom left - (500,1p), (500, 2p), (10k,1p) cannot be achieved due to increased overheads of implementation. Among other options, it is evident that the balanced configuration of (10k, 2p) is more energy efficient than the extreme configurations across either dimension - this is in agreement with our qualitative analysis. Considering the above analyses, we choose a temporal granularity of *ten thousand* instructions and a spatial granularity of 2 *partitions*. This provides a spatio-temporal balance across both dimensions and sacrifices benefits only marginally on either dimension.

Fig. 5.5a illustrates the sweet spot across the two dimensions of adaptivity for each benchmark in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. It is evident that while a majority of the benchmarks achieve best efficiency at the balance point of (2p,10k), there are a few differing in their sweet spot based on the specific benchmark characteristics. We believe such forms
Figure 5.5: Spatio-Temporal Balance

of classification will go a long way in designing ideal reconfigurable architectures suited to their native applications, and are a precursor to architectures which can *dynamically adapt their granularities of reconfiguration* itself.

In contrast to our observation for the need for balanced adaptivity, most of the existing proposals cited in Fig.5.5b propose reconfiguration techniques that aggressively tackle one dimension of adaptivity, but usually at the cost of the other, thereby achieving less than ideal efficiency. In figure, the axes labels denote V - Very, F - Fine, C - Coarse.

### 5.3.2 Quantifying Overheads

**Clock tree awareness**: Our implementation models the clock-tree as a binary/H-tree and tracks the per-node power consumption in a manner akin to well established clock-tree power modeling [47, 49, 198] and as discussed in earlier sections. The per-node power (as
a fraction of the entire clock hierarchy) varies in proportion to the node’s level in the clock hierarchy as well as its fan-out. The influence of the clock power adds a layer of heterogeneity to a homogeneous set of tiled resources and accordingly increases the training complexity of the control mechanism. The inference/deployment complexity remains unaffected since the design space remains the same (in comparison to clock unaware reconfiguration) - tile configuration and frequency level. For instance, if 8 tiles are required to be enabled, the chosen tiles are as shown in Fig5.1.c rather than any other distribution of 8 tiles (as that would enable more clock tree branches).

**Power Gating and Awakening logic:** The prediction mechanism passes resizing directions to the PG/awakening logic and the specific number of tiles are put to sleep or awoken. Based on the disabled tiles, the corresponding portions of the clock tree are also shut down or powered up. The latency overhead involved in power gating and waking up functional resources is found to be to the order of 10 or, at most, a 100 cycles [99, 218, 216]. Since the granularity of resizing in our implementation is every 10,000 instructions, the impact of draining the CRIB partitions followed by power gating or waking up of partitions are minimal (< 2%). Moreover, the delays from power gating a subset of partitions have no impact on the other awake partitions and they are ready to use without any overheads. Similarly, when partitions need to be awoken, already ready partitions are first filled up with instructions while others are being awoken in parallel. Therefore, the overheads from utilizing the newly awoken ones are reduced. The area overheads are negligible in comparison to the size of the tiles and the widespread clock-tree.

**Fine-grained voltage-frequency control:** The hardware resources required to control the voltage and frequency of the core for each quantum is minimal. Relative to standard
DVFS techniques, this falls in the realm of fine grained DVFS, achievable using on-chip voltage regulators [59, 121]. Based on the voltage-frequency relation established in [80], we require a voltage range of 1V - 1.2V corresponding to a frequency range of 800 MHz - 1.3 GHz. To enable switching across this entire domain every quantum (an aggressive assumption) we would need fine grained voltage regulation with a switching capability of 0.2V between quanta. A quantum size of 10000 instructions and allowing an overhead of 1% for DVFS would require the ability to switch a maximum of 0.2V over 35 ns (@ 1.3 GHz), allowing a safe assumption of a design towards a switching speed of 6 mV/ns. Eyerman et al. [59] consider voltage switching speeds up to 200 mV/ns while Kim et al. [121] design regulators capable of switching at 50 mV/ns with a 15% energy and 2-3% area overhead.

The voltage switching and energy overheads increase super-linearly at smaller temporal granularities (depicted in Fig.5.6) due to increased complexity in regulator design. For example, quantum sizes of 500 instructions results in energy overheads of 20-25%, preventing

Figure 5.6: Voltage Switching Overheads
voltage/frequency control at very fine granularities from being a viable option. Overheads can be marginally controlled if the processor operates through voltage transitions by either quickly ramping down frequency before voltage ramps down or quickly switching to higher frequency just as the voltage is settling at the higher levels [41, 121]. Considering this analysis and the prior work [59, 121], we believe that our requirement is within reasonable limits, with insignificant overheads (2%) in energy and even lesser in area.

**NPU design and training:** Our mechanism searches within our limited design space representable in 10 bits (8 (1-hot) bits for tiles + 2 bits for 4 frequency levels) and predicts ideal configurations with high accuracy. Considering the design space, a rudimentary predictor managed by a condensed neural network with few neurons is sufficient. Initial design space exploration showed that 10 neurons in the hidden layer provided high levels of accuracy. The lightweight design with relatively few neurons and only a single hidden layer keeps complexity and overheads minimal, aptly suited for architectures aiming to strike a spatio-temporal balance in adaptivity. The use of a tiled architecture baseline significantly reduces the design space complexity over prior work since only two parameters (number of tiles and frequency level) need to be predicted.

Different implementations of neural processing units (NPU) have been explored in prior works [57, 71, 58] with varying trade-offs in performance, power, area and complexity. We adopt a simple digital NPU implementation proposed by Esmaeilzadeh et al. [57]. Similar to this, we consider communication latency (tightly-coupled NPU) and computation latency (one hidden layer and 10 neurons) to both be 10s of cycles. Further, latency could be possibly hidden by starting the MLP computation marginally before the completion of the previous quantum. The power overhead is expected to be marginal (< 1%) as it has few
neurons and is used only for 10s of cycles every 10k cycles and power gated otherwise. Based on estimates of neural functional unit area [51], processor area [76] and design synthesis, the area overhead is roughly 0.5%.

5.4 Evaluation

Experimental methodology is discussed in Section 4.1.

5.4.1 Impact of Clock Hierarchy awareness

In this section, we compare results from clock hierarchy aware power gating, normalized to a baseline of savings obtained from power gating only (i.e. no clock gating). We show results for 3 techniques: a) Leaf: which naively clock gates only the leaf node of the clock tree along with power gating the under-utilized resource, b) Unaware: which gates further up the clock hierarchy but the reconfiguration mechanism is unaware of (and uninfluenced by) the power saved from the clock nodes, and c) Aware: which uses our proposed clock-hierarchy aware gating mechanism. The benefits from these techniques are stacked upon one another in each of the figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. These results are analyzed across H-Trees, tapered H-Trees (TH-Tree) and B-Trees for 3 different reconfiguration optimization goals.

Fig. 5.7 shows increase in energy efficiency (over a PG-only baseline) obtained from reconfiguration optimized for lowest energy consumption when constrained by a requirement (or service level agreement i.e. SLA) that the performance falls no lower than 95% of the baseline. Key characteristics are highlighted below -

1. First, it is evident that there are higher energy savings possible in H-Trees and B-Trees
in comparison to the tapered H-Tree. This is because nodes higher up the clock hierarchy consume more power in tapered trees, meaning that shutting down an extra _lower_ node (i.e. a node that is, or is close to, a leaf) has a lower impact on the overall energy benefits.

2 Results are marginally better for B-Trees in comparison to H-Trees because there are deeper hierarchies in B-Trees in comparison to H-Trees (the number of nodes double at each level in B-Trees, while they quadruple in H-Trees), thereby providing more opportunities to gate unused common nodes in the former.

3 Clock gating leaf nodes alone provides 20-45% higher energy savings in comparison to the PG-only baseline, highlighting the importance of clock gating.

4 The benefits of gating higher up the clock tree, even without clock hierarchy aware reconfiguration provides 20-27% higher energy savings compared to only leaf node clock gating. This quantitatively reiterates the need for designing gating mechanisms to shut down clock nodes further up the clock hierarchies and not just clock gating leaf nodes alone.

5 Finally, clock hierarchy aware reconfiguration provides a 27-39% increased energy savings over clock hierarchy unaware reconfiguration in tune with our qualitative motivation earlier.

6 Overall, optimized CDS-aware reconfiguration provides 65%-111% greater relative energy savings in comparison to PG-only reconfiguration.
We also show benefits for reconfiguration tuned to optimum energy (Fig. 5.8) and optimum energy-delay (Fig. 5.9) when unconstrained by any strict performance requirements. The observed benefits are similar to what was described above.

In the unconstrained optimum energy case (Fig. 5.8), the energy benefits of gating up the clock hierarchy (Unaware vs. Leaf) is higher than the constrained performance scenario (improvements are 36-45% here) while benefits of clock aware reconfiguration (Aware vs. Unaware) is lower (15-20% improvements here). The reason is that since there is no performance constraint in this scenario, the chosen configurations are mostly low resource configurations. This is because the most energy efficient configurations are usually ones with low resources with low performance - huge power savings at a loss in performance still provides higher energy savings. Therefore, there is significant scope to even naively gate higher up the clock hierarchy which increases its benefits in comparison to gating only leaf nodes. Since naive gating of upper hierarchy already provides considerable benefits, the extra benefits from smarter clock awareness correspondingly reduces. Overall benefits are higher: optimized CDS-aware reconfiguration provides 72%-118% increased unconstrained energy savings in comparison to PG-only reconfiguration.
Energy-Delay optimization (Fig. 5.9) improves both energy efficiency and performance. Performance gains are obtained via boosting the frequency when nodes are power gated (as a part of PG-DVFS). More details of PG-DVFS benefits are discussed in the following section. ED improvements range from 21% to 36% in comparison to PG-only baseline.

### 5.4.2 Impact of integrated PG-DVFS

Next, we examine the performance, energy and E-D efficiency improvements from integrated resource-frequency scaling in comparison to a baseline without reconfiguration.
The results utilize clock-tree aware reconfiguration, averaging the clock power to be 33% of the total power consumption.

![Graph showing benefits from integrated PG-DVFS (Unconstrained).]

1. Column 1 in Fig.5.10 shows the energy savings from integrated PG+DVFS, when optimizing for best energy efficiency under a minimum performance target of 95% (SLA) in comparison to the baseline. 2. Columns 2 and 3 in Fig.5.10 show performance gains and energy-delay reduction with a control mechanism targeting maximum performance under the condition that each quantum operates within the baseline power budget. 3. Columns 1 and 2 in Fig.5.11 show performance gains and energy-delay reduction when the control mechanism optimizes for lowest energy-delay over every quantum with no strict constraint on the power budget (UnC = unconstrained).

In summary, the figures shows energy savings of 19% under a 95% SLA, performance improvements of 11/18% and ED reduction of 22/26% under power constrained and unconstrained environments. The utility of the integrated mechanism is evident from significant improvements in all above metrics. While not shown in the graph, the energy savings increases by 1.9x when moving from a naive PG+DVFS mechanism to the integrated
mechanism proposed here (qualitatively discussed via scenarios A-D in Section 5.2.1).

5.4.3 Impact of control mechanism

Figure 5.12: Accuracy of prediction: Tailored vs Generic vs Linear

To motivate the accuracy of a generic one-time offline trained effort we make the following comparison. We compared the accuracy in prediction of a generic MLP (trained one-time offline) with a tailored MLP trained on a per benchmark basis and a linear regression model, across the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. The tailored MLP provides a limiting model as to the best accuracy achievable with an MLP based predictor with reasonable overheads. Figure 5.12 shows the comparison for 3 benchmarks in terms of their prediction errors. It is evident that the accuracy of generic closely follows that of the tailored while linear is inaccurate. On average (in 16-partition CRIB), generic shows error of 0.45 partitions-per-prediction, tailored sees 0.28, and linear sees 1.8. When the training set for generic is reduced to samples from a random half of the SPEC benchmarks, error increases to 0.49. Further reduction of the training set to samples from a random quarter of the SPEC benchmarks increases the error to 0.67 partitions-per-prediction. These are still significantly more accurate than the linear predictor. The high accuracy of the generic MLP predictor suggests that a generalizable non-linear function, trained offline, captures the behavior of many workloads.
Figure 5.13 compares the deployment accuracy of multiple prediction mechanisms. It illustrates the performance degradation suffered due to prediction inaccuracies across the SPEC benchmark suite, for each prediction mechanism. The degradation is in comparison to the performance obtained by an ideal oracular predictor. Our proposed mechanism using a neural network is shown as $NN$. Existing prediction mechanisms shown are - CC [141], MLP [122](memory level parallelism) and QQ [170]. To broaden our comparison, we also implement more aggressive (eg. $MLP_a1$) as well as more conservative (eg. $QQ_c1$) versions of these.

Performance degradation from prediction is important to consider so as to avoid violations of SLAs and issues with tail latency [98]. For instance, if we consider an SLA criterion that requires at least 75% of benchmarks in the suite to fall within 10% performance degradation, the only prediction mechanisms meeting these criteria are our own mechanism ($NN$), along with $CC_c2$ and $QQ_c3$. It is important to note that even within this limit, only $NN$ meets an almost ideal prediction accuracy of 70% of the benchmarks.
within 5% degradation and 100% of the benchmarks within 10% degradation. Analysis of ED$^2$ product [24, 115], also shows that the NN predictor closely matches an ideal predictor and provides roughly 20% better ED$^2$ compared to the competing mechanisms.

5.5 Discussion

Some key discussion points are put forth below:

- Firstly, the ideas of PG-DVFS and using MLP based control for reconfiguration are applicable to any general architecture, and not limited to tiled architectures alone. The ideas of clock tree awareness and spatio-temporal balance are suited to any architecture with well defined clock hierarchy and resource clusters - so suited to all tiled architectures.

- Second, the focus of this work is on single-threaded applications. CHARSTAR could be equally useful in a multi-threaded or multi-programmed context, but MLP complexity would increase based on number of threads/programs allowed simultaneously. Each thread’s activity (cache misses, branches etc) would ideally need to be uniquely monitored and resources should be uniquely controlled (in terms of DVFS and PG). This could increase the complexity of the MLP super-linearly. But the current size of the MLP is very small (10 neurons) so the increase in its size to control a reasonable number of threads may not cause a huge overhead. Our future work hopes to enable running multi-programmed and multi-threaded workloads on tiled architectures with the proposed optimizations.
• Third, it is also important to note that there are also other parameters that can affect tile configuration, such as inter-tile communication latency, thermal hot spots, etc. In designs with distributed shared memory, data reuse across tiles is another influential factor. Clock hierarchy aware configuration selection bodes well with keeping inter-tile communication latency low and spatial data reuse, but may not be the best configuration thermally. Further, if the tiles themselves are heterogeneous, then some tiles could be prioritized over others even if it might detrimental to clock power, communication latency, hot spots and so on. Designing a control mechanism that is cognizant of all these aspects could achieve the best overall reconfiguration efficiency and is potential future work.

• Finally, we discuss some topological constraints. In the CRIB architecture, when dependent instructions lie in different partitions, there is a one cycle overhead per partition to transfer data from older to younger dependent instructions. When a number of the partitions are power gated, the overhead involved in transferring data across multiple power gated partitions becomes significant. Such overheads are applicable to all tiled architectures. In order to minimize this overhead, we make use of shortcut links between partitions to bypass the penalty of transferring data across power gated partitions. Exploration of different topologies shows increasing overheads with more shortcut links due to increasing size of routers, input buffers, crossbars and allocation logic etc. Optimizing for the right amount of bypassing for a control mechanism cognizant of the different configuration-influencing parameters (discussed above) is also worthy of future exploration.
5.6 Chapter Summary

This proposal explored novel techniques to improve energy efficiency and/or performance through dynamic reconfiguration, by effectively reducing both leakage and clock power. We introduced CHARSTAR, integrated power gating and DVFS within the core while also considering the power consumed by each node in the clock tree hierarchy. Our control mechanism is aware of the power consumption of each node in the clock tree, thereby choosing an ideal resource configuration which minimizes the combination of clock tree power and leakage power. Varying benefits are analyzed for different types of clock trees. Integrated PG-DVFS scaling is shown to be more effective at saving energy and/or achieving higher performance in compared to naive decoupled mechanisms, achieving optimum configuration per application phase in terms of both ILP and frequency. We explored the inherent advantages of tiled architectures towards dynamic reconfigurability and optimized it for balanced spatio-temporal adaptivity. Finally, we make use of a lightweight MLP predictor, suited to fine temporal granularities, to accurately predict the configurations for each application phase.

CHARSTAR, when deployed on the spatial CRIB architecture, shows improved processor energy efficiency by 20-25% in comparison to an unoptimized baseline, with efficiency improvements of roughly 2x in comparison to naive power gating mechanism. It can alternatively improve performance by 10-20% under varying power/energy constraints.
In this chapter, we explore the SlackTrap proposal. SlackTrap is the first step among the various slack recycling mechanisms discussed in this dissertation. Similar to CHARSTAR, it is implemented atop a tiled architecture (CRIB). The presence of considerable computing resource on spatial fabrics, as well as the eager allocation of these resources, is favorable to SlackTrap’s implementation of "asynchronous" timing speculation or transparent dataflow based slack recycling. SlackTrap takes a speculative approach to slack recycling which is aided by statistical estimations of slack. Thus, while it has no design overheads in the micro-architecture front-end, it requires error detection and recovery mechanisms. In contrast REDSOC takes an accurate per-instruction slack estimation approach (Chapter 7).

First, in Section 6.1 we present the potential for asynchronous timing speculation: its motivation from statistical theory and implementing it via transparent pipelines. Next, in Section 6.2 we discuss the control mechanism involving slack estimation, slack tracking / accumulation and the early clocking approach which provides the performance benefits. In Section 6.3, we discuss implementation over the tiled architecture baseline. Finally, in Section 6.4 we present an evaluation of its performance as well as an analysis of its overheads. Section 6.5 summarizes the proposal.

An introduction to SlackTrap was provided in Section 2.2, background / motivation in Chapter 3 and methodology in Section 4.2.

**SlackTrap’s contributions are summarized below:**

1. We explore the inherent advantages of transparent pipelines towards efficient timing
We show that a design that allows asynchronous multi-cycle execution of a sequence of computations, is able to employ aggressive timing speculation that caters to the average slack across the sequence rather than the slack of the most critical operation.

We redesign the CRIB processor [76] to enable transparent pipeline based slack recycling, thus building the foundation for aggressive timing speculation.

Based on statistical theory, we show that the longer the asynchronous execution sequence is, the more aggressively timing speculation can be performed.

With this design, clock cycle slack stemming from systematic process variation, systematic temperature/voltage variation, random process variation and random data variation is recycled, resulting in performance gains.

Atop CRIB, SlackTrap achieves absolute speedups up to 20% and relative improvements (vs. competing mechanisms) of up to 1.75x.

### 6.1 Asynchronous Timing Speculation

#### 6.1.1 Motivation from statistical theory

A popular technique to adaptively control timing guard-bands is Razor [55] which tunes the supply voltage by monitoring the error rate during operation. The commonality among Razor and most TS approaches is that, they all focus on reducing slack on a per operation basis and are constrained by the possibility that timing errors might be caused by every operation, in every unit and on every cycle. These techniques are tuned to be relatively conservative - having to
cater to the most critical operations or execution stages, to prevent misspeculation, or suffer the risk of increasing possibilities of timing errors. The following analysis describes the potential for more aggressive timing speculation and motivates our primary proposal.

Fig.6.1 shows different slack distributions. Consider the flattest distribution, the 1-level curve in red. This represents independent and identically distributed logic delay within an FU - averaging at about 75% of the clock cycle but with a reasonably large variance. This curve corresponds to the logic delay experienced on every clock cycle, by a standard design wherein every operation executes synchronously. The corresponding red arrow refers to the 99.99% confidence interval mark, which is the clock period that, if set, allows not more than 1 in 10000 operations to hit a timing error. The arrow is roughly at the 1.00 mark and thus, in this example, using the 99.99% estimate as guard band is unable to cut out any slack.

On the other hand, assume a design wherein multiple independent operations are executed asynchronously in a sequence i.e. the operations are not separated by clocked
elements. The higher $N$-level curves in Fig. 6.1 correspond to the resultant slack distribution when $N$ operations are executed in a multi-cycle internally asynchronous sequence, bounded by synchronous elements.

Via transparent data-flow, the slack accumulates across this sequence and the mean slack estimates are influenced by the number of operations that can be combined together and executed as an asynchronous chain. Note that the greater the lengths of these chains, the higher the average slack per operation - this is explained below. This is because, for independent variation, the estimated mean slack is averaged out over the entire sequence, which would predominantly consist of non-critical operations. The longer the sequence, the more the number of operations that tend to lie closer to the mean value (curve peak increases and width narrows). This would mean that that outliers with a longer critical path can be cushioned by more non-critical operations which consumed less than the high confidence execution time estimate. This allows a lower guard band (i.e. more aggressive clock) for the same confidence interval. In this example, combining 16 operations together (16-level) allows a 20% reduction in the 99.99% guard band estimate.

This statistical representation is a direct interpretation of the central limit theorem (CLT). CLT loosely states that the larger the sample size obtained from a population with a finite level of variance, the more probable it is that the mean across all the samples will be approximately equal to the mean of the population. CLT further states that all of the samples will follow an approximate normal distribution pattern, with all variances being approximately equal to the variance of the population divided by each sample’s size.

From this example, it is evident that multi-cycle execution of asynchronous operation sequences provides abundant potential for increased aggressiveness in timing speculation.
6.1.2 Utilizing transparent pipelines

To exploit the opportunity motivated above, we seek an asynchronous engine design that can integrate seamlessly with standard synchronous pipelined systems/interfaces. Typical circuits with some asynchronous characteristics are: Purely combinational multi-cycle data paths (MDP) [193], Asynchronous Elastic Pipelined (AEP) logic [155] and Transparent pipelines via intelligent latching [104, 87]. All of these are capable of conserving timing slack by executing a sequence of operations in an asynchronous group but the below discussion motivates the better capabilities of transparent pipelines in comparison to the others.

MDPs for DFG-style execution have been explored in specialized data paths for executing specific (hot) basic blocks [193]. They execute a basic block for each pulse of a slow clock, foregoing pipeline registers and saving area/power. Such data paths are not pipelined, resulting in low throughput (or need for extensive resource replication). Further, being specialized, they lack flexibility for general-purpose programming.

AEPs can theoretically match the throughput of a synchronous pipeline [30, 155]. But they suffer from other inefficiencies. Completion detection within pipe-stages, the handshake mechanisms between pipe-stages (eg. 4-phase signalling) and feedback loops are complex to implement [155]. This restricts high-frequency implementations, causes high area overheads and complicates DFT support. Moreover, interaction with synchronous interface is harder to implement, requiring complex Async-Sync FIFOs [32].

Thus, we explore transparent latch based pipelines. A transparent latch is a storage element with an input, an output, and an enable. When the enable is active, the output
transparently follows the input. When the enable becomes inactive, the latch becomes opaque and the output freezes. Latches between FUs are made transparent at appropriate times to allow data to flow through at non-clock boundaries. At other times, the latch is kept opaque preventing dataflow. As described earlier, data paths with transparent latching inherently suit tolerating variations, since varying execution times among instructions which could cause timing errors in an aggressive purely synchronous guard band design can be avoided by allowing such varied delays to be balanced anywhere within the transparent execution window. This allows varied logic delays among operations to be balanced anywhere within the transparent (i.e. asynchronous) execution window. Our work speculates across sequences of multiple instructions by utilizing these multi-cycle data paths and is constrained only by the average criticality across these sequences, and is cushioned against limitations imposed by the rare critically-timed instruction. The primary benefits explored earlier from transparent pipelines include reducing clocking power \[104, 76\] as well as interlocked synchronous pipelines, which reduce stall related overheads \[105\].

![Transparent Latch example](image1)

![Timing Diagram](image2)

Figure 6.2: Transparent Dataflow
Fig. 6.2a illustrates the use of a transparent latch (L, in green) between 2 processing elements (PEs). The figure shows the mapping of a function $a \times x + b$ onto the 2 PEs, where PE$_1$ performs a single-cycle multiply and PE$_2$ performs single-cycle addition. Assume that $a$, $x$ and $b$ are available at the PE inputs. Note that PE$_2$ is idling until the multiply operation completes atop PE$_1$.

The timing diagram (Fig. 6.2b) shows 2 different scenarios - the baseline scenario (refer PE$_{1o}$, PE$_{2o}$ in figure) which assumes a standard positive edge triggered flip-flop separating the PEs and the transparent scenario (refer PE$_{1t}$, PE$_{2t}$) which uses the transparent latch between them. In the former, the flip-flop (F) opens only for a short period of time at the positive clock edge, allowing data to pass through. In the latter, the latch (L) is made transparent for appropriate slack-controlled periods of time. Note: In the figure, a high level (1) for PE$_i$ indicates some computation being performed on that PE.

In the baseline scenario, the multiply operation (on PE$_{1o}$) is allowed an entire cycle to execute despite the presence of timing slack (shown in red). The addition on PE$_{2o}$ begins only begins after the second positive clock edge. On the other hand, in the transparent design, slack-aware latch control allows L to be open for a period of time which covers the instant at which the multiply completes on PE$_{1t}$. This allows transparent data flow of $a \times x$ into PE$_{2t}$. Which, in turn, allows PE$_{2t}$ to start real addition computation at the instant of completion of PE$_{1t}$ - thus conserving slack and completing function execution faster than the baseline. Note: the pink dashed line at the end of PE$_{1t}$’s execution is the error checking period - required due to slack estimation being a speculative mechanism (Sec.6.2.4).

In summary, we propose a synchronous slack tracking and opportunistic early clocking mechanism implemented atop a transparent pipeline execution engine. Our proposal utilizes
otherwise idle functional units to capture slack and reduce execution latency.

6.2 Control Mechanism

6.2.1 Slack Estimation

Background on different forms of clock cycle slack is discussed in Section 3.3.

The complexities in accurately estimating the available slack for every operation are tremendously high and therefore exact measurements on a cycle-by-cycle basis are impractical. On the other hand, it is reasonable to make synchronous-domain style slack estimates using the following: ① static design-time information, ② feedback based slack predictor, ③ building a normal distribution model, and ④ extending this to multi-operation sequences using statistical theory. In our analysis, the slack model includes components from the following variations: systematic process, systematic temperature/voltage, random process and data-based. The latter two are modeled as independent/identically distributed (IID) across each operation while the former are correlated across operations.

Tribeca [77] proposed the use of a simple last-value predictor to predict circuit delay behavior under PVT variations, which is then used to tune the processor V/F settings. The predictor chooses the setting for the current epoch based on the previous setting and the number of timing violations in the previous epoch. The proposed predictor is within 2% accuracy of oracle prediction. To capture systematic variations, we use such a predictor in our design, since our baseline requirement is the same. Such predictors can be appropriately distributed across the chip, so as to pass on localized timing guard
band predictions to the proximate compute node(s). Critical Path Monitors [134] could be added to improve slack estimation accuracy further, but we don’t explore this possibility. Similar to Tribeca, we make use of a tuning resolution of 10K cycles - but our resolution could be more fine-grained since we do not require costly frequency or voltage tuning.

Fine-grained spatial and temporal random variation, along with data-based variations, are not captured from the above. Therefore, to model slack more aggressively (and more accurately) we use statistical modeling aided by static design-time information. We follow prior works [116, 195] that model slack from the probability density function (PDF) of the logic delay as a Gaussian normal distribution with calculated $\sigma$ and $\mu$ values. These distribution parameters are calculated based on estimates of the effects of data inputs as well as PVT variations on logic delay. Sec.4.2 discusses the estimation of these components in our work.

Statistical slack modeling is especially useful for multi-cycle coalescing based slack estimates, which was discussed earlier in Sec.6.1.1. The statistical execution time estimate at a particular confidence interval mark (we use 99.99%) is estimated for different length asynchronous operation sequences. These values are written into a look-up table (LUT). The LUT is addressed by the length of the sequence ($L$) and each entry contains the execution time estimate for the $L^{th}$ operation in an asynchronous sequence. Based on the position of an operation within its asynchronous sequence, its slack estimate is obtained from the LUT and used appropriately.
Figure 6.3: (1) $L_i$ addresses into LUT to obtain estimation computation times of current operation: $T_i$, based on i’s DFG. Similar for j. (2) $D_i$, the slack accumulated via i’s DFG, provides $F_i = 3'b111 - D_i$, the completion instant of i within its completion cycle. Similar for j. (3) $F_i + T_i$ is completion time estimate for k based on i. Similarly with j. (4) Conservative estimate for k is assumed from the above, via the Max() operation. (5) Depending on i/j being the Max(), muxes select constraining producer’s D and L. (6) $L_k$ is obtained as 1 + constraining L. (7) Max() output is converted into slack, and is added to constraining D to create: $D_k$, the cumulative slack. (8) If the cumulative slack overflows, OVF is set. (9) OVF set means slack crosses integral boundary and hence early clocking is performed: clocking the operation in the same cycle as the last parent. (10) If not, standard clocking is performed, one cycle after completion of the last parent (assuming 1-cycle baseline).

6.2.2 Slack Accumulation

A computational PE, along with routing logic and slack tracking mechanism is shown in Fig.6.3.a. Each unit is provided with additional control bits - the executing operation’s level in its DFG (L) and the cumulative slack in the operation (op) sequence (D). These bits are propagated along with data flow. Sensitivity analysis for sizing L and D showed 4-bit L (i.e. 16 levels) and 3-bit D (i.e tracking accuracy of 1/8th of cycle) were sufficient for maximizing speedup at minimal design costs. In this scenario the first op after a synchronous boundary with no slack would have $L = 4'b0000$ and $D = 3'b000$. A following dependent op which takes 75% of a cycle to compute, would have $L = 4'b0001$ and $D = 3'b010$. 
The hardware performs timing estimation akin to design-time static timing analysis. BB₁ in Fig.6.3.b shows the dynamic slack estimation mechanism assuming 2 producers (i, j) and one consumer (k). The goal is to estimate \( D_k \) and \( L_k \) for the consumer (current) op. Fig.6.3’s caption details the design. The slack tracking circuitry is completely in parallel with the data-path and, due to simple logic, has a shorter critical path: thus, no impact on the design’s cycle time.

6.2.3 Early Clocking

Each PE is provided with a completion bit (C) which, when set, indicates that the op it executed has completed. The control mechanism is kept synchronous, so when an op is deemed to be complete at some instant, C is to be set on the subsequent clock cycle boundary.

In this design, let \( N \) be the shortest sequence of dependent ops which can accumulate enough slack to shave off one cycle from its execution time (i.e. the synchronous boundary will need to be clocked one cycle early). This would mean that the chain of \( N \) ops would complete in \( N - 1 \) clock cycles. This requires \( N \) dependent ops’ completion bits to be synchronously set in \( N - 1 \) clock cycles. This can be achieved if slack information propagation for this \( N \) op sequence can complete in \( N - 1 \) cycles. To achieve this, the slack computation delay per op should be no greater than \( (N - 1)/N \) cycles (highlighted in Fig.6.3.a). This is our design’s only timing constraint. Further, the propagation of computed slack information should form a (transparent latch based) multi-cycle path. This can be observed in Fig.6.3.a and Fig.6.4 wherein slack information propagation bypasses the flip-flop.
The above timing constraint is converted into a bound on the maximum timing slack per op that can be recycled in our design. Let this maximum recyclable slack be \( s \) fraction of the clock period - we necessarily forgo any benefit where slack is greater than \( s \). It is intuitive that an \( N \) op sequence would complete in \( N - 1 \) clock cycles for the smallest \( N \) iff each op has maximum slack \( (= s) \). Thus \( N - 1 = N - N \times s \) or \( N = 1/s \). Substituting this in the earlier result, the slack computation delay per op should thus be less than or equal to \( (1 - s) \) fraction of a cycle. In other words, the lower the slack computation time, the higher the maximum slack that can be recycled. Note: \( s = 0.5 \) is the maximum slack we allow in our design and synthesis of slack computation logic easily meets the 0.5 cycle requirement. It should be possible to design for higher or lower slack requirements.

For each computation node, the data latch is made transparent when allocated and is turned opaque in two ways. It could be turned opaque on the next cycle after the last parent op by noting the synchronous completion bits of the parents (i.e. standard synchronous dataflow). It could also be turned opaque on the same cycle as the last completing parent, if the OVF-bit is set. This is because, OVF is set when accumulated slack crosses an integral value, (which causes the slack accumulator to overflow: Fig.6.3.b). Cumulative slack crossing an integral value means that the current \( M^{th} \) op can be clocked in the \( M - 1^{th} \) cycle (rather than the \( M^{th} \) cycle).

Data flow over 3 single-cycle operations A-C atop this design, is shown in Fig.6.4: ① Starting at \( T = 0 \), operation A computes for 0.6ns. It is synchronously clocked in at the clock boundary i.e. at \( T = 1.0 \)ns and the slack accumulated is \( (1 - 0.6) = 0.4 \)ns. ② Via transparent data-flow, operation B can start computing at \( T = 0.6 \)ns and computes for another 0.6ns, ending at \( T = 1.2 \)ns. It is clocked in at \( T = 2.0 \)ns (one cycle after A) and
slack accumulated in total is \((0.4 + 0.4) = 0.8\text{ns}\). Similarly, operation C starts compute at \(T = 1.2\text{ns}\) and completes at \(T = 1.9\text{ns}\). The total slack accumulated thus far becomes \((0.8 + 0.3) = 1.1\text{ns}\) which causes an overflow (by crossing integral boundary). The overflow results in C being clocked in \(T = 2.0\text{ns}\) i.e. the same clock cycle as B.

### 6.2.4 Error Detection and Recovery

We optimize a Razor-like error detection mechanism to suit our requirements. For any single computation, the stable correct output will surely be set within the next \(s\) clock cycle fraction. Thus, the inputs to the functional unit are retained for this extra \(s\) clock fraction.
(to avoid short path problems [55]) and error-detection is performed. This detection can complete within the same cycle as the estimated completion or in the next cycle. In the latter case, the inputs are retained at the compute node for the extra cycle.

Error detection is performed via an XOR comparison between the latched *Early* output and the later *Shadow* output. If the PE’s output data changes a timing violation has occurred. The latch is then made transparent to capture the correct value and recovery is triggered.

Local data recovery within asynchronous operation sequences involves negligible overheads since transparent data flow is self-correcting across all consumers. Since the latched value in the erroneous FU is corrected after detection, the correct system state can be established by delaying the setting of completion bits (and data latch capture) of younger operations by a single cycle. Further, the slack accumulation is forced to 0 for recovery sequences so that latching correct data is solely controlled by synchronous completion bits. In case recovery spills across synchronous boundaries, overheads are akin to synchronous designs and involves reissue of the synchronous boundary operations and following ones.

### 6.3 Spatial Architecture Baseline

The design described in Sec.6.1.2 (Fig.6.2a) expects a dependent operation (ADD) to be present early (i.e. waiting) at an idle compute unit (PE2). Such a design can be easily achieved atop a pipelined spatial computing fabric. Spatial fabrics are generally over-provisioned with enough compute resources for high throughput when sufficient application parallelism exists. Under low utilization scenarios these idling/waiting resources can perform slack conservation. Availability of idling/waiting PEs also eases transparent
latch control. In traditional transparent pipelines [104, 87], latch management is more complex due to concurrently executing tasks in both the producer stage and the consumer stage, resulting in the need for scheduling bubbles [87], etc. But this is avoided in spatial frameworks which allocate tasks only to free PEs, often far ahead of actual execution.

We implement and evaluate our proposal atop the CRIB spatial architecture [76]. Details on CRIB can be found in 3.1.2 and in the original work [76]. Design specifications are presented in Table 4.1. We implement our proposal by provisioning transparent latches between CRIB PEs and adding other components as described in Sec.6.2. The primary impacting synchronous boundaries are front-end dispatch and memory operations.

### 6.4 Evaluation

Experimental methodology for SlackTrap is discussed in Section 4.2.

**DFG Height Analysis:** Fig.6.5 shows the distribution of DFG heights for SPEC benchmarks. These are the DFGs formed between synchronous boundaries and slack can accumulate across them. For instance, with 25% slack averages, DFGs of height 4 or more
accumulate enough slack to clock the end boundaries early. More than 50% of DFGs across most benchmarks allow early clocking.

**Performance Speedup:** Fig.6.6 shows speedup from our proposal. Speedup is shown for two random slack distributions: nominal and high (Table 4.2). The obtained speedup is broken into two components: benefits obtained from a synchronous Razor-like mechanism and atop that, additional benefit obtained from our Proposal. The Razor-like mechanism is reflective of state-of-art timing speculation where there is no slack accumulation across asynchronous sequences. The Proposal components adds additional speedup due to slack accumulation. On average, the total speedups obtained are 18.4% and 10.6% under nominal and high variations respectively. Within this, Proposal provides 32% (nominal) and 76% (high) higher speedup respectively, over the Razor-like implementation (grey vs red portions).

Average speedup is higher under nominal random variation (in comparison to high) since there is more estimated slack available at the 99.99% confidence requirement. On the other hand, the portion of speedup obtained from Proposal is greater under high random variation in comparison to nominal. This follows from the high confidence requirement,
which prevents the *Razor-like* implementation from capturing slack due to slow paths in the slack distribution tail. But the averaging effect of *Proposal*-based speculation moves the slack estimate higher by cushioning latencies of critical instructions with the latencies of more probably non-critical ones.

**Design Overheads:** Area and energy overhead is calculated by implementing the entire design in RTL and synthesizing with Synopsys Design Compiler at 45nm node. Each PE is provided with slack tracking logic with LUTs and error detection/recovery. The LUTs are designed with 2 read ports and 1 write port, and contain 16 entries, each 3-bit wide. The area overhead of slack tracking logic (including LUTs and error logic) is 0.95% atop CRIB.

Energy overhead is 1.12% relative to FU computation energy. This includes 2 LUT reads on each computation, slack accumulation, and error checking logic. LUT writes and error recovery occur roughly once every 10K ops and only marginally add to energy overheads.

### 6.5 Chapter Summary

In this work, we proposed a design for aggressive slack recycling by using transparent pipelines. Grouping operations together into an "asynchronous" multi-cycle execution sequence allows timing speculation to cater to the average slack across the group rather than the worst-case individual. This allows more aggressive timing speculation in comparison to completely synchronous mechanisms.

We designed a slack accumulation mechanism and appropriate latch control for early clocking, to achieve slack recycling. Estimated slack is modeled mathematically, with dependence on PVT/data variations along with the height of the multi-cycle DFG, built
atop a self-correcting feedback mechanism. The proposal is evaluated on CRIB and shows significant performance speedup under different variation and design constraints.
In this chapter, we explore the REDSOC proposal. REDSOC extends the fundamental slack recycling proposal from SlackTrap (Chapter 6) to the out-of-order core. This involves novel contributions to the out-of-order cores scheduling scheme - providing it with the ability to wake up instructions early, track and accumulate slack and prioritize the appropriate instructions. Further, it targets accurate data slack recycling, with unique data slack identified for each instruction / computation based on its operation and operand properties. REDSOC’s per-instruction slack recycling was motivated by the fact that the amount of slack can vary drastically between instructions, but can be identified from instruction characteristics, often early in the processing pipeline.

First, in Section 7.1 we present the design for estimating data slack at the decode stage (whenever possible) based on instruction opcodes, types and operands. Next, in Section 7.2 we discuss how transparent dataflow is implemented in the data bypass network. In Section 7.3, we discuss the optimizations to the scheduler which allows for slack recycling in out-of-order cores. Overheads of design are discussed in the above sections as well. Finally, in Section 7.4 we evaluate REDSOC’s performance benefits and compare against prior work. Section 7.5 summarizes the proposal.

An introduction to REDSOC was provided in Section 2.3, background / motivation in Chapter 3 and methodology in Section 4.3.

**REDSOC’s contributions are summarized below:**

1. The REDSOC proposal redesigns a traditional out-of-order core to support slack
REDSOC classifies execution operations into different slack buckets based on the opcode and input precision.

REDSOC employs "transparent flip flops" and slack-aware control between execution units, to allow slack recycling across multiple operations.

Further, REDSOC proposes Slack-Aware instruction scheduling via Eager Grandparent Wakeup and Skewed Selection, which allows for efficient slack recycling.

The REDSOC implementation achieves average speedups in the range of 5% to 25% across the different cores and application categories. Further, it is shown to be more efficient at improving performance in comparison to prior proposals.

7.1 Design for Slack Estimation

Background on data slack and its different components is provided in Section 3.3.1.

Slack Look-Up Table: Static circuit-level timing analysis at design time can measure computation times (i.e. Clock Period - Slack) for different classes of operations. These values are then stored in a slack look up table (LUT). We only break down the computation times into coarse blocks: a) based on operations being arithmetic vs logic, b) based on having a shift component and c) based on 4 different data-widths/types. The 5-bit address to perform a LUT lookup is shown in Fig.7.1. The Arith/Logic and Shift bits are don't cares for sub-word parallel SIMD instructions. The Width/Type bits use predicted data-width for normal instructions and data-type for SIMD. There are a total of 14 possible slack categories/buckets arising from the above. Operations are simplified classified into one of
the slack buckets. Details on complexity of above analysis is discussed in Sec.4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMD</th>
<th>Arith/Logic</th>
<th>Shift</th>
<th>Width/Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-bit</td>
<td>1-bit</td>
<td>1-bit</td>
<td>2-bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.1: 5-bit slack lookup

**Data-Width Predictor:** Both *opcode slack* and *type slack* can be found out as early as the decode stage in the processor pipeline since the opcode and data type (for SIMD) are encoded with the instruction. *Width slack* (via data-width), on the other hand, is often not available until the execution stage itself. This is because register values or data bypass values are often not available until just prior to execution. For prior work on partial power gating of functional units or combining multiple operations into a single execution on the functional unit, it is sufficient to identify data-width at the time of execution. But in our work, the data-width/operand-slack information is required in the scheduling stage (more on this in Sec.7.3.3). We therefore use a data-width predictor as proposed by Loh [139] and also used by others for optimizations such as Register packing [53].

We utilize a resetting counter based predictor as proposed by Loh [139]. The predictor is addressed by the instruction PC and two pieces of information for each instruction - the most recent data-width of the instruction and a k-bit confidence counter that indicates how many consecutive times the stored data-width has been repeated. On a lookup, if the confidence counter is less than the maximum value of $2^k - 1$, then the predictor makes a conservative prediction that the instruction is of maximum size. Otherwise, the prediction is made according to the stored value of the most recent data-width. If there was a data-width misprediction, the data-width field is updated and the counter is reset to zero. On a match, the counter is incremented, saturating at the maximum value of $2^k - 1$. We use 4
possible prediction outputs indicating high to low data-width. Note: in REDSOC, operand widths are based on higher-order bits being 0s. Negative operands of low precision (with higher-orders bits being 1) thus do not benefit from the above.

Inaccuracy in prediction is detected at execute stage when the operands are available for execution by simply checking the higher order bits. Incorrect predictions are of two kinds - aggressive and conservative. Conservative incorrect predictions result in lost opportunity to recycle data-width slack but do not result in functional errors. Aggressive incorrect predictions would result in correctness violations if allowed and therefore such instructions need to be conservatively re-executed. Recovery is performed similar to cache miss replays via selective reissue of instructions.

**Overheads/Accuracy:** Prior analyses [139] have shown that a resetting predictor allows aggressive errors in the range of only 0.1-0.6%. We use a 4K-entry prediction table which results in an aggressive misprediction of around 0.3-0.4%. Such a predictor requires a total state of 1.5KB. In comparison, current day branch predictors use prediction tables with as much as 64KB of state [196].

Considering the very small sizes of the LUT and predictor (in comparison to, say, register file and branch predictor) their overheads in terms of area and access energy are only 0.52% and 0.5% of the OOO core.

### 7.2 Recycling Slack via Transparent Flip-flops

The previous section highlighted the prevalence of considerable data slack in executing operations. In order to execute consumer operations immediately after the producer com-
pletes (i.e. to recycle this data slack), we make use of transparent dataflow via intelligent FF control. Note that we incorporate transparent dataflow only within data bypass network between execution units. Via this design, ALU operation sequences can execute "transparently". Other operations such as multi-cycle, FP and memory operations are still "true synchronous" operations and do not themselves benefit from transparent execution.

A transparent mode FF design is a simple implementation consisting of a standard FF but with a bypass path [86]. A mux at the end of the 2 paths can select the "opaque" stored FF value or the bypassed "transparent" value, based on an enable input. In our work, transparent mode is enabled in the bypass path between ALUs whenever data is required to flow through at non-clock boundaries. This allows varied delays across operations to be balanced anywhere within the transparent execution window. Note that such a design can also be implemented via latches [62], which is prevalent in Intel designs [231]. The primary benefits from transparent pipelines explored earlier in the research domain include reducing clocking power [104, 76] as well as interlocked synchronous pipelines which
reduce stall related overheads [105].

We propose a synchronous slack tracking and opportunistic early clocking mechanism implemented atop a transparent execution pipeline. Our proposed mechanism reduces the execution latency at the cost of increased EU utilization. We introduce the concept with a simple discussion on applying transparent dataflow to a generic pair of execution units (E_i) as shown in Fig.7.2.b. We assume that the units have forwarding paths to each other (shown in figure) and back to themselves (not shown). Also, forwarding logic is simplified to only show forwarding to a particular input of the execution units (i.e. right input of E_1 and left of E_2) but actual design would support both inputs of each, and would extend to more execution units as well. Moreover, we focus on single-cycle combinational execution. These units could be thought of as the ALUs in standard OOO processors.

Consider the data flow graph Fig.7.2.a. It shows a sequence of 3 dependent operations and need to be executed in sequence. The functional flow atop a pair of execution units (EUs) is depicted in Fig.7.2.b, wherein the stream of inputs x_i are distributed in sequence over the two E_i. In conventional design, this system is entirely executing at a throughput of 1 operation per cycle i.e. not executing at peak throughput, and consumes 3 clock cycles to complete. Note that the operations could have any other distribution across the 2 EUs, but the throughput is always limited to 1 operation per cycle. In other words, in each cycle one execution unit is always idle in this system.

Assume the presence of data slack for each f(x_i), i.e. for each operation’s computation on an execution unit. In standard synchronous design, EUs are lodged between opaque FFs and inputs and outputs pass through only at clock edges, causing this slack to be wasted. This is indicated in the figure by F_{1i} and F_{1o} bounding E_1 and similarly for E_2. Our
proposed mechanism cuts out this slack by introducing "transparent FF" based data bypass between the execution units. The ability to bypass the data around the output FF is also shown in Fig.7.2.b. Mux $M_{12}$ can enable bypassing of $F_{10}$ when forwarding $E_1$’s output to $E_2$. Similar bypassed dataflow is possible from $E_2$ to $E_1$.

Our proposal performs 3 distinct intelligent tasks (ITs):

- **IT$_1$**: For a producer operation with slack, a consumer operation is brought early to an idling EU (if available).

- **IT$_2$**: The FFs are made transparent (via mux-control) in the bypass paths between the EUs holding the producer and consumer operations respectively, for the period of time that the producer is available at its functional unit.

- **IT$_3$**: An operation is held to a EU for two cycles or one cycle depending on whether its execution (via the above mechanism) might cross a clock boundary or not, respectively.

Fig.7.2.c describes this functional flow over the 2 EUs, in more detail, via an example. Consider that the three operations ($x_i$) described earlier, can execute on the EUs with latencies of 0.8ns, 0.6ns, 0.5ns respectively. The red solid arrow indicates estimated execution time and the yellow arrows show dependencies.

1. At $t=0$ns, $x_1$ is brought to the input of $E_1$. This begins computation and would complete at $t=0.8$ns.
2. In parallel with $x_1$, $x_2$ is brought to input of $E_2$ (an IT$_1$). $f(x_2)$ isn’t ready for computation yet, since $x_1$ is yet to complete on $E_1$ but is brought in early so that $f(x_1)$’s slack can be completely utilized.
3. Also at $t=0$ns, the transparent bypass path from
$E_1$ to $E_2$ is selected via mux $M_{12}$ as it is estimated that $f(x_1)$ completes in this cycle ($IT_2$). The value passes through and stabilizes to the correct $f(x_1)$ value at $t=0.8\text{ns}$. Further, $f(x_2)$ starts correct computation at $t=0.8\text{ns}$ and finishes at $t=1.4\text{ns}$. Note that $x_1$ is held at $E_1$ for one cycle while $x_2$ is held at $E_2$ for 2 cycles. This is because computation time estimates indicated that $x_1$’s execution does not cross a clock boundary while $x_2$’s does ($IT_3$).

At $t=1.0\text{ns}$, $x_3$ is brought early to $E_1$ ($IT_1$) and bypass path $E_2 \rightarrow E_1$ is made transparent while bypass path $E_1 \rightarrow E_2$ is made opaque ($IT_2$). Further $x_3$ will hold the unit only for 1 cycle since it computes correct data from $t=1.4\text{ns}$ to $t=1.9\text{ns}$ ($IT_3$). A true-synchronous operation after $x_3$ (eg. Store instruction) can clock at $t=2.0\text{ns}$. Some slack is lost but the computation is still 1 cycle faster than the pure synchronous baseline which took 3 cycles.

**Summary:** It is important to understand that this mechanism does not require per-operation slack to be so significant that multiple operations can execute within a single cycle. It only requires one or more cycles worth of slack to accumulate over an entire sequence of operations. This translates to higher performance and better energy efficiency via those accelerated sequences that lie on the critical path of program execution.

### 7.3 Slack-Aware OOO Scheduling

The transparent dataflow of dependent operations between functional units can be used to recycle data slack IF a slack aware scheduling mechanism is in place. The scheduler is responsible for issuing instructions to execution units, based on some priority scheme, when all required resources (source operands and execution units) are available. Our slack-aware optimization focuses on three components of the scheduler: the wakeup logic,
the issue buffer / reservation stations and the select logic. An overview of the out-of-order core and its scheduling logic is provided in Section 3.1.3.

Note that our slack aware scheduling mechanism is focused only on single-cycle operations. We do not attempt to recycle slack in multi-cycle operations, which reduces some potential overheads which are beyond the scope of this proposal.

7.3.1 Motivation

Implementing slack-aware scheduling in OOO processors requires some challenges to be addressed. In state-of-art deeply pipelined processors, the instruction scheduler is
decoupled from actual execution. Using a fixed latency assumption for each instruction, appropriate dependents are scheduled to wake up and pickup their operands off the bypass at the correct time. Accounting for data slack means that the scheduling logic has to be made aware of the potential early completion of operations within their clock cycle. This requires augmenting the scheduler with data-slack information. Moreover, when a producer operation is expected to produce slack, the scheduler needs to schedule a consumer operation early enough (onto an idle functional unit), so that the consumer can begin evaluating immediately after the producer’s completion.

An illustration of how the timing of instruction issue is integral to recycle slack via transparent dataflow is shown in Fig.7.3. The figures show 3 instructions (named GP: grandparent, P: parent, C: child) being executed in a processor pipeline. This simple illustration shows the pipeline issuing instructions one cycle before they arrive at the functional unit and become available for compute to begin. (Note that this is not a design assumption and is only for illustrative purpose.) In Fig.7.3.a, GP is issued at the beginning of cycle 1, and becomes available for execution on an FU at the beginning of cycle 2. Assuming it is made to wait for some previous producer operation (aka great grandparent) to complete in cycle 2, (as described earlier), it then begins evaluating immediately within cycle 2, and completes at some instant in cycle 3. Even via conventional single-cycle tag broadcast, GP’s tags can be broadcast in cycle 1 and can wake up instruction P to issue (if selected) at the beginning of cycle 2. P then becomes available at the FU at the start of cycle 3, and begins evaluating after GP is complete and then evaluates into cycle 4. Similarly, C is woken up and selected at the beginning of cycle 3 and is prepared for execution. In this example, operations GP, P and C only need to be issued on consecutive cycles as enabled
by conventional scheduling logic.

On the other hand, a different scenario is shown in Fig. 7.3.b. While GP and P are issued as was discussed in the first scenario, a difference arises here because P finishes evaluating within cycle 3 (due to high data slack). To recycle P’s slack, C needs to begin evaluating in cycle 3 as well, so it needs to arrive at its FU (note: a different FU from the one P is computing on) at the beginning of cycle 3. To achieve this it needs to issue at the beginning of cycle 2, i.e. at the same time as its parent, P. This scenario is not possible with existing scheduling logic as the scheduling loop requires one cycle; this motivates our modifications to the scheduler, which are discussed below.

1. **Eager Grandparent Wakeup**: speculative wakeup based on grandparent operations (a modified design based on [205]) so that child operations can be issued in parallel with parent operations.

2. **Slack Tracking**: Calculating and tracking an operation’s completion time based on execution times and producers’ completion times.

3. **Skewed Selection**: Select logic which prioritizes non-speculative operations over speculative (grandparent-awoken) operations.

### 7.3.2 Eager Grandparent Wakeup

Grandparent wakeup (GPW) is a speculative wakeup technique used to wake up a child operation based on the broadcasted tags of its grandparent operations [205]. In the original proposal by Stark et al. [205], GPW is used to prevent pipeline bubbles when the scheduling
loop (wakeup-select-broadcast) is pipelined. The goal behind their work was that as pipeline stages and clock frequency grow, it is imperative to break down the timing critical scheduling loop into multiple stages. Pipelining this scheduling loop naively would result in inefficiency: not being able to execute dependent operations in consecutive cycles. But if tags of the grandparent(s) are used to wake up the child instruction, this inefficiency can be avoided. The idea was motivated by the notion that if the grandparents of a child instruction have been selected for execution, then it is likely that the parent will be selected in the following cycle (considering single-cycle operations). The child can then be executed in the cycle following its parent. More details can be found in the original proposal.

Clock frequency and pipeline depth have stabilized in the last decade, so current day schedulers can support single cycle scheduling without the use of grandparent wakeup. The conventional pipeline schedule for a 3-operation dependency graph is shown in Fig.7.4.a. The single cycle scheduling loop is performed in cycle one for waking up the XOR operation based on the OR operation. Similarly, in cycle two, XOR broadcasts and wakes up the AND.
However, the need for eager scheduling to recycle data slack (as motivated in Fig.7.3) creates a need for a grandparent scheduling-like mechanism. We modify GPW to create Eager GPW (EGPW), to wake up the child operation in the same cycle as the parent operation. While this is unnecessary in standard pipelines, it is useful for slack recycling: consumer operations can be sent to idle functional units early (in the same cycle that the producer operation completes) so that the slack from the parent operation is recycled. For the same DDG, assume that the XOR operation has data slack which can be exploited by the AND if it can start execution on the same cycle as the XOR. The corresponding pipeline schedule via EGPW is shown in Fig.7.4.b. The OR instruction wakes up its child (XOR) and its grandchild (AND) in the same cycle. XOR wakeup is conventional, while AND wakeup is achieved by the speculative EGPW mechanism. This allows the AND instruction to arrive in parallel with the XOR at a functional unit and wait for the XOR output to transparently flow through. It then begins useful computation in the same cycle and effectively recycles the XOR operation’s slack. As also seen in figure, if the AND reads a second operand from the register file, this also happens early (in parallel with the XOR) based on conventional RF port availability.

In the original implementation [205], GP-mispeculation can potentially occur when the grandchild instruction is woken up with the grandparents tags, but the parent does not get selected. This is verified by checking for the eventual broadcast of parent tags. They show that these mispeculation rates are very low when sufficient functional units are available. Our skewed selection mechanism deprioritizes GP-wakeups and can largely (or even completely) eliminate GP-mispeculation. This is discussed further in Sec.7.3.4.

Note that EGPW only wakes up the grandchild instruction. The conditions for this
grandchild to be selected for issue are explained in the following two sections on Slack Tracking and Skewed Selection.

### 7.3.3 Slack Tracking

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7.5: Illustrative design for Slack aware RSE (Steps 3-10 occur in parallel with selection)

We assume a reservation station based model for scheduling, as described in Section 3.1.3. After instructions are renamed, they wait in reservation stations for their sources to become ready. In a conventional design, each reservation station entry (RSE) has 2 parent (or source) tags which are identifiers for the source operands. Once the tag matches occur, the instruction is woken up. A request is placed to the Select logic and if selected, it receives a grant. If selected, its destination tag is then broadcast on the tag bus. A more detailed description can be found in prior works [205]. Our goal is to augment this baseline design with slack-awareness.

The following discussion will put forth two designs for slack-aware scheduling. The first is **Illustrative**: its discussion aids in explaining our technique in a step-by-step man-
ner. The second is *Operational*: it is the actual design we employ, suitable for practical implementation.

**Illustrative Design for Slack-Aware Scheduling:** Our proposed augmented RSE entry is shown in Fig. 7.5. In the RSE, slack is tracked with a 3-bit fractional representation i.e. slack precision of 1/8th of the clock period (details in Section 4.3). The timestamp within a clock cycle at which an instruction completes is its 3-bit Completion Instant (CI). The CI is calculated for a given instruction based on its parent/grand-parent CIs and slack information, and is written into the COMP-INST field of the RSE. This is explained as part of the mechanism below.

1. Conventional parent tags \((P_1, P_2)\) which are identifiers for source operands, are shown. If both tags comparisons hit (i.e. a match with tags broadcast on the destination bus), the instruction is awoken and a request is sent to the select logic for selection. 2. Similar to the grandparent scheduler design by Stark et al. [205], we add grandparent tags \((GP_1 - GP_4)\) to enable grandparent based instruction wakeup. If all tags hit, a *speculative* request is sent to the select logic. Differentiating between a normal select and a speculative select by the *skewed* select logic will be explained in Sec. 7.3.4. 3. In case of a parent based wakeup, the estimated CI of the parents are used to determine the starting instant of the child (or current) instruction. \(P_i\) C.I. are the CIs, which are broadcast along with the tags (obtained from the CI bus). 4. Similarly, in case of a grandparent based wakeup, estimated CI of the grandparents are obtained off the CI bus. The Max logic estimates the later CI (i.e. last completing) from each set of grandparents. 5. The 3 EX-TIME fields in RSE indicate the estimated execution time for this particular instruction and its parents respectively, each of which is a 3-bit value. These values are calculated at decode (read out of the
slack LUT: described in Sec.7.1) and are written into the RSE and the Register Alias Table (RAT). The child instruction obtains the EX-TIMEs for the parents from the RAT during register renaming. In case of Parent-based wakeup, the current instruction can start executing immediately after the last completing parent. In case of GP-based wakeup, the execution time of the Parent instructions should be accounted for. For GP-based wakeup, each parent’s EX-Time is added to the latest CI of the corresponding grandparent set, thus producing the parent CI. Based on the instruction wakeup being parent-based or GP-based, the appropriate CI is selected (via a mux) for the two source operands to the current instruction. Among the 2 parent CIs, the later one is selected via the MAX operation (as the child would start executing after this). The completion instant of the child is then calculated by adding its EX-TIME to the last completing parent’s CI. A child operation would issue in the current cycle only if a) slack recycling is enabled, b) the completion instant of the last parent is expected within the current cycle (like operation P in Fig.7.3.b) and further, is within some slack threshold (discussed later) and c) a grant is obtained from the select logic. The appropriate CI is written into the current instruction’s CI field, and then broadcast along with the tag. This could either be the CI, as calculated in (9), or, in a scenario where slack recycling does not happen and the current instruction is executed from a clock cycle boundary (of a later cycle), the value written in would be the operation’s EX-TIME itself. Further, if the execution of the operation is expected to cross a clock boundary (such as GP and C, but not P, in Fig.7.3.b), the execution unit is allocated for an extra cycle (i.e. 2 cycles for traditional single cycle operations).

The slack threshold discussed in (10) is used to achieve a balance between potential benefit from slack recycling vs. potentially excessive FU utilization caused by the 2-cycle
allocation requirement. A higher threshold would recycle slack more aggressively, starting consumer operations in the producer’s completion cycle even when if there is very low slack in that cycle. The potential benefit then depends on enough small slack increments accumulate to cross a clock cycle boundary, reducing exposed latency in the dataflow graph. The potential detriment is that the FU underutilization caused by 2-cycle allocation might cause slowdowns under high FU demand. Ideally, a simple but intelligent dynamic mechanism can be used to increase or decrease this threshold based on overall observed benefits. In this initial work, we tuned this value via a design sweep for each set of applications (refer Sec.7.4.3).

Figure 7.6: Operational design for Slack Aware RSE

Operational Design Slack-Aware Scheduling: From the physical design perspective, increasing the number of tags in the RSE is quite expensive because all wakeup buses should be connected to all source tag comparators in all entries. This can significantly increase the load capacitance on the bus and the wakeup logic drivers [118].

In order to reduce potentially detrimental energy/area overheads from the Illustrative design and for the implementation to be practical, we propose an Operational design which
closely matches (within 1\%) the former’s performance. It is based on two key observations:
1) a significant fraction of arithmetic computations have only a single source operand \[118\],
and 2) even within the fraction of operations with multiple source operands, the last
arriving source operand (tag) is predictable with high accuracy \[54\].

Based on the above observations, we predict the last arriving parent for each single-cycle arithmetic operation. Further, this information is passed from a parent to its child operation during rename (via the RAT), meaning that a child operation uses a prediction for both its last arriving parent and its last arriving grandparent.

This last-arrival prediction mechanism tremendously reduces design complexity and is shown in Fig.7.6. Only 2 tags are now required in each RSE, one each for the last arriving parent and grandparent respectively. The RSE will require only 2 EX-TIME fields – one being its own execution time, and the other being that of the last arriving parent. Their usage was described in the earlier Illustrative design. Moreover, the slack calculation logic gets significantly simplified, as there is no requirement to compare and estimate the last arriving source operands.

The prediction of the last-arriving tags must be validated to ensure that the instruction did not execute before all of its operands are available. The prediction is correct if the operand predicted to be not arriving last is already available when the instruction enters the register read stage of the pipeline. We utilize a small register scoreboard mechanism from prior work \[54\] to achieve the same. If the prediction is incorrect, error recovery is required, in a fashion identical to latency mispredictions (but with lower penalty). Considering the almost perfect prediction accuracy (Sec.7.4.2), the performance impact is nearly zero.
### Skewing the Select Arbiter

We *skew* the selection logic to prioritize conventional requests over speculative GP-requests. Only if there are remaining FUs after allotment to conventional requests will they be allotted to GP-requests. Thus, no conventional request suffers from not being serviced due to other selections. The mechanism to skew the selection logic is shown in Fig. 7.7.

**Conventional Selection:** Fig. 7.7.a shows conventional N:1 selection logic (representative of standard processors) implementing an oldest first priority mechanism. Valid entries are filled up into the selection table in parallel with the reservation station. For an N-entry table, an N-bit mask is used to indicate the priority order. In any entry’s mask, a 1 at the $i_{th}$ bit from the left indicates that the $i_{th}$ entry is older (i.e. has higher priority). For example,

---

**Table 7.7:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Mask =&gt; Eff. Mask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f(0000) =&gt; xxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f(1001) =&gt; 1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f(1101) =&gt; x000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f(1000) =&gt; 1010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Diagram:**

- **a)** Wake-Up Array: 0111
- **b)** P/GP Array: 0111, x010

---

**Figure 7.7:** Skewed Select Logic (Note: gate-level design is illustrative)
the 0\textsuperscript{th} entry has highest priority (mask is all 0s) while 1\textsuperscript{st} entry has a lower priority than entries 0 and 3. Ready instructions send requests to the select arbiter - indicated via the wake-up array. Here, instructions corresponding to entries 1, 2 and 3 have woken up and are requesting grants. The circuit shown adjacent to the table, decides which entry gets the grant, i.e. which among the woken up entries has the highest priority. The 3rd (producing a 0 through the circuit) is found to be the highest priority awake entry and is given the grant. In the figure, the grant array represents the output from the selection logic indicating which instruction gets the grant.

**Skewed Selection**: Fig.7.7.b shows our proposed skewed selection logic. Skewed selection prioritizes non-speculative requests (from parent based wake-ups) over speculative requests (from GP based wake-ups) while respecting the original priority scheme among each group of requests. The P/GP array is an additional input to the selection logic, which indicates which requests are speculative (GP) and which are non-speculative (P). P requests are shown as a 1 and GP requests show up as a 0 in our design. Again considering the same example, entries 1-3 are woken up. Further, the example assumes entry 2 wakes up non-speculatively while entries 1, 3 wake up speculatively. Since entry 2 is the non-speculative request, it has priority over the other 2 speculative requests. This is implemented by calculating the "effective mask". The circuit implementation is shown adjacent to the table. In the example, entry 1 has its mask altered from 1001 to 1011, since the 3rd entry is a non-speculative wakeup. Similar alteration occurs for entry 4. Conversely, entry 2 has its mask altered from 1101 to x000 i.e. bits corresponding to speculative entries are made 0. The ‘x’ indicates a don’t care since entry 0 is not woken up. After this, the selection circuit from earlier calculates the appropriate entry for selection, which is the
2nd entry in this scenario. It should be noted that the skewed logic is laid out as a simple (but inefficient) sequence of gates, simply for illustrative purposes. The actual (negligible) increase in delay is discussed in Sec.7.3.5.

**Discussion:** There are two key reasons to skew the selection policy of the select arbiter. They are motivated below.

The first motivation is to improve FU utilization. Previously, we had discussed how speculative GP-wakeups and non-speculative conventional parent-based wakeups both send requests to select logic to obtain grants. We also discussed that the grandparent based early wakeup is useful only when the child instruction needs to be issued in the same cycle as the parent (i.e. when there is slack beyond the completion instant of the parent, refer Sec.7.3.1). This means that any grants provided to the grandparent-based wakeup are unutilized if there is no slack to recycle in that particular cycle. This is indicated by ANDing the select grant with the recycling decision in figure 7.5 and 7.6. In such a scenario, execution units go under-utilized in those cycles when the select logic selects a GP-wakeup request instead of a conventional parent-wakeup and there is no slack to recycle.

The second motivation is to prevent (or reduce) mispeculation from grandparent scheduling. GP-mispeculation occurs when a child operation woken up by a grandparent is selected for issue without the parent also being selected (Sec.7.3.2). Skewed selection prioritizes conventional (parent-wakeup based) requests over speculative GP-wakeup based requests. This means that within an arbitration window, a GP-wakeup can never race ahead of a conventional wakeup. Therefore, a child would never be selected for execution ahead of its parent as long as they are a part of the same select arbitration window.

The arbitration window depends on the design of the select logic. Assume that the
processor selects M instructions for execution (on M units) from N requests. This can be implemented as a) a global arbitration window performing N:M selection [158] or b) M/K local arbitration windows, each performing N:K selection. In the first scenario, there would be no GP-mispeculation thanks to the skewed selection logic. In the second scenario there would be no GP-mispeculation within each window but there could be GP-mispeculation across windows. In this work we assume global arbitration.

7.3.5 Summary of Overheads

It is key to note that the entire slack aware mechanism described above happens in parallel with select logic. Select requests are issued at wakeup oblivious to slack, and select grants are returned at the end of the cycle. The instruction’s execution is then finally determined by the grant as well as the slack/CI calculation described above. Moreover, the slack-aware computations are only 3 bits wide, resulting in the critical path of slack-computation being significantly shorter than select logic arbitration. Thus this primary design component of slack based scheduling does not increase the critical paths in scheduling logic.

Area/power overhead of the proposed Operational design is negligible, the main additions only being 10 extra bits per RSE, two 3-bit adders (with overflow) and muxes, and a comparator, contributing to an area overhead of 0.3% and an energy overhead of 0.8%. Note: the adder overflow determines if the computation’s execution crosses a clock boundary, the use of which was explained in Sec.7.3.3.

Synthesis of the skewed selection logic shows that the additional delay in select logic amounts to only 3 ps additional delay over the baseline 100 ps select logic. Further, consid-
ering the significant wire delay that exists in the select arbitration tree [158], this increase in delay would be reflected negligibly in real design.

The marginal increase in critical path delay via skewed selection and the absence of any additional critical timing component in the slack tracking mechanism described earlier means that there is hardly any change to the timing of the scheduling loop (which can be a near timing critical, sometimes dominated by load-store unit and the fetch loop [214]).

7.4 Evaluation

A discussion on the experimental methodology is provided in Section 4.3.

Figure 7.8: Benchmark Operation Characteristics

The benchmarks and their operation characteristics are shown in Fig. 7.8. The characteristics shown are: memory operations with high/low latency (MEM-HL/MEM-LL; HL refers to L1 cache misses), NEON SIMD operations, other multi-cycle operations (eg. fp) and high/low slack single-cycle ALU operations (ALU-HS/ALU-LS, HS refers to data slack greater than 20% of the clock cycle). While many SIMD operations are pipelined and
multi-cycle, accumulate, multiply-accumulate etc. support late-forwarding of accumulate operands from similar ops, allowing sequential single-cycle execution [102].

MiBench benchmarks contain a high percentage of ALU-HS (high slack) and a low percentage of memory operations, allowing them to get significant benefits from REDSOC. On the other hand, SPEC benchmarks are more memory-intensive and their compute operations are predominantly ALU-LS, resulting in fewer opportunities for slack recycling. ML kernels have portions of low precision SIMD operations, though some of the kernels (eg. ACT) have high MEM-HL fractions, resulting in less significance of slack recycling, even if large opportunities exist. In general, lower the % of memory operations (i.e. compute intensive), more the opportunities for speedup from REDSOC.

![Figure 7.9: Seq. Length](image1)

![Figure 7.10: Tag Prediction](image2)

7.4.1 Potential for Sequence Acceleration

As discussed in Sec.7.2, slack accumulates over a sequence of operations which can be executed in a transparent manner. Fig.7.9 shows the expected value (i.e. weighted mean)
of the length of all such sequences. The values shown are averaged across each benchmark class and evaluated for each core type. It can be seen that the observed average length of these transparent sequences is between 4-6 operations. Slack per operation can usually vary between 10%-60% of the clock-cycle. Thus, the average length of these transparent sequences is sufficient to accumulate one or more cycles of slack, resulting in early clocking of sequence-ending "true synchronous" operations, providing speedup.

### 7.4.2 Last parent / grand parent prediction

Fig.7.10 analyzes accuracy of tag prediction in the Operational design, using a prediction table with 1K entries. The table is addressed by PC-bits and uses 1 bit for prediction per entry to indicate if the particular operand is last to arrive. High accuracy keeps mispredictions to around 1%. Accuracy is lower for larger cores due to higher scheduling traffic.
7.4.3 Performance Speedup

Fig. 7.11 shows the speedup obtained over a standard baseline without slack conservation for different core sizes.

The first observation is that speedups are lower for SPEC benchmarks compared to MiBench. This is partially due to SPEC having a significant percentage of high dependence memory operations. Moreover, the average percentage of high slack ALU operations in SPEC is only around 30% while it is close to 60% in MiBench. MiBench applications, on the other hand, show significant speedups (23% average on the BIG cores). The bitcount application sees over 40% speedup over the baseline. This is not surprising, considering that benchmark characterization (Fig. 7.8) shows that this application has less than 5% of memory operations and close to 60% of high slack single-cycle ALU operations.

Second, note that benefits generally increase with size of the core. A larger core provides more idle functional units for data to transparently flow into, which is a requirement for slack recycling. Further, the larger number of reservation stations in the big cores allow for more dependent waiting operations in the RS to be scheduled aggressively, allowing multiple dependency chains within the application to perform slack conservation. Fig. 7.12 illustrates how the pipeline stalls from busy FUs increases from the baseline to REDSOC. For smaller cores, this has some limiting effect on the maximum speedup from slack recycling.

Finally, speedup on the ML kernels is from both low-precision NEON SIMD operations and reasonable fractions of high slack single-cycle operations. Due to their working sets, some of these kernels (e.g. ACT) spend a significant portion of time waiting for long-latency memory operations to complete, and this cuts down gains to some extent. Efficient
prefetcher tuning and blocking the matrices could increase slack opportunities, so these results might be pessimistic.

To estimate power efficiency at baseline performance, we convert speedup into power savings via application-level V/F scaling. Scaling is modeled on ARM A57 [65]. Mean power savings on chosen SPEC, MiBench and ML benchmarks range from 8-15%, 12-36% and 8-18% respectively.

### 7.4.4 Comparison with other proposals

We quantitatively compare REDSOC against our own implementations of timing speculation and operation fusion. **TS** is our timing speculation mechanism (similar to Razor) wherein frequency is controlled depending on the error rate in the application. Frequency is statically fixed so as to maintain an error rate between 1% and 0.01% across application execution. Note, we do not model recovery for timing errors; thus, the performance numbers shown for TS can be considered as optimistic. **MOS** is Multiple Operations in Single-cycle - i.e. the implemented operation fusion mechanism. The mechanism dynamically combines multiple operations within a single cycle, if they are capable of fitting within a single cycle.
For example, 2 consecutive logical operations (roughly 50-55% data slack) can executed in a single cycle.

![Figure 7.13: Comparison with other proposals](image)

Comparison of these two mechanisms against REDSOC atop the three different core types are shown in Fig.7.13. It is clear that REDSOC significantly outperforms both mechanisms by 2x or more. MOS opportunity is limited in most applications, due to an inability to find many sequential operations to combine into a single cycle. It achieves reasonable speedup in MiBench due to higher data slack averages. TS is limited by the fact that frequency control can happen only at a coarse temporal granularity, while data-dependent slack varies from operation to operation. Hence, the TS setting has to be set rather conservatively to maintain low error rates.

### 7.5 Chapter Summary

This proposal showed that data slack can often be a significant portion of the clock period, and cutting out this slack provides tremendous opportunity to improve performance. With the increasing popularity of applications that utilize low-precision arithmetic, data slack is
becoming even more prevalent.

REDSOC recycles the data slack from a producer operation by starting the execution of dependent consumer operations at the exact instant of the producer’s completion. Recycling over multiple operations executing on ALUs, allows acceleration of these data sequences and improves performance.

REDSOC is particularly beneficial for compute-intensive benchmarks with long data-dependency chains. In the absence of very high ILP due to strict data-dependency, but at the same time when memory is not a bottleneck, REDSOC provides an ideal mechanism to improve performance in an energy-efficient manner, without having to increase processor voltage/frequency. Moreover, its suitability to general purpose processors and its non-speculative nature for circuit timing makes it a reasonable solution for better clock-period utilization in standard OOO cores.
8  SYNERGIC HW-SW ARCHITECTURE FOR SPATIO-TEMPORAL APPROXIMATION

In this chapter, we explore the SHASTA proposal. SHASTA builds atop the REDSOC proposal for slack recycling (Chapter 7) - extending this idea to approximate computing. While the above enables fine-grained compute approximation, this is accompanied by fine-grained memory approximation built upon prior work on Load Value Approximation [148]. SHASTA is able to perform multiple forms of approximation in conjunction and the approximation tuning mechanism synergistically evaluates the efficiency of all forms of approximation, over each corresponding approximate variable. SHASTA's approximation tuning is implemented via a gradient descent algorithm and is novel in that it is cognizant of the execution efficiency of the system - thus being able to achieve optimal error vs efficiency trade-offs.

First, we discuss the design of approximate hardware: Section 8.1.1 presents the timing approximation method for compute while Section 8.1.2 presents the load approximation method for memory. Next, in Section 8.2 we discuss the approximation tuning mechanism, providing a detailed look at the system cognizant gradient descent based tuning algorithm. In Section 8.3, we discuss the end-to-end approximation system and its synergy in approximation. Corresponding overheads are discussed in the above sections as well. Finally, in Section 8.4 we evaluate SHASTA's performance and energy efficiency benefits and compare against prior work. Section 8.5 summarizes the proposal.

An introduction to SHASTA was provided in Section 2.4, background / motivation in Chapter 3 and methodology in Section 4.4.
SHASTA’s contributions are summarized below:

1. Proposes a flexible and dynamic framework for fine granularity approximation.
2. Allows each candidate variable (across the program) to be approximated differently.
3. Allows each dynamic instance of a candidate variable to be approximated differently at different loop iterations.
4. Allows fine-grained compute and memory approximation can support additional forms) - novel compute approximation is implemented via slack recycling.
5. Automates application tuning for approximation based on error tolerance target, implemented atop a gradient descent algorithm.
6. Application tuning takes hardware execution benefits into consideration.
7. Tuning also looks at combined benefits of all forms of approximation on accuracy and cost savings.
8. SHASTA is able to achieve considerably better benefits compared to prior work (2-15x) and can provide performance speedups or energy savings in the range of 20% to 40% depending on the goals of the design.

8.1 Design of Approximation Hardware

8.1.1 Compute Timing Approximation

Section 3.4.1 discussed the benefits and challenges of achieving fine-grained spatio-temporally diverse approximation. To achieve these goals SHASTA introduces a new form of Timing approximation called Slack-Control Approximation (SCA). SCA builds on top of REDSOC [181],
for accurate computing, which identifies the unused portion of the clock cycle in ALU computations based on opcode and data-type and eliminates it by starting future computations early.

SCA extends this idea further by reducing an operation’s compute time while risking higher computation error, but in a controlled manner. Other forms of timing approximation are discussed in Section 3.4.4. SCA is enabled by interpreting a computation’s tolerable approximation as a clock cycle slack component: what we call approximation slack. Once approximation slack is identified, it is cut out (or ‘recycled’) by the idea of per-operation slack recycling. Slack recycling is performed by enabling transparent bypass paths in a traditional synchronous execution pipeline. Slack recycling recycles the approximation slack in a "producer" operation by starting the execution of dependent "consumer" operations at the instant of completion of the producer operation, undeterred by clock boundaries. Recycling approximation slack in this manner over multiple operations, executing on traditional functional units, allows acceleration of these compute sequences. This results in application speedup when such sequences lie on the critical path of execution.

In SHASTA, SCA is capable of fine-grained spatio-temporally diverse approximation by allowing the following: ① It can uniquely control each dynamic approximation execution’s computation time individually, ② It allows same compute units to be used for both accurate and entire range of (timing) approximate compute, thus allowing fine-grained per-operation control without significant overheads and ③ The computation time can be chosen from multiple discrete levels, every clock cycle, for every operation, depending on the amount of approximation the operation can endure.

**Viewing Approximation as Cycle Slack:** Consider the addition operation on a stan-
standard adder design (eg. 16-bit Kogge Stone) as was shown earlier in Fig.3.5. We define the computation time of any pair of operands on this adder as the time required for all 16 bits of the output to settle at the correct values. This is dependent on a) the two operands (i.e. the critical path that they trigger) and b) the previous state of the output bits. For a given fixed state of operands, previous output and operation voltage, it is intuitive that as the allowed computation time for this adder decreases, the potential for some of the output bits to be in an incorrect state increases. In other words, as the "approximation slack" increases, the approximation-error of the adder increases.

Prior work on circuit level error analysis (B-HivE [217]) has shown that timing error as a function of voltage (for a set frequency) can be effectively modeled for different computations (eg. add/multiply). We intuitively extend this to model computation approximation as a function of approximation slack. In actual chips, we expect this modeling to be performed statically at chip design time. Fig.8.1 shows the distribution of error magnitudes experienced by 1 million random add computations for different approximation slack.
fractions. For addition operations, there are almost no error magnitudes greater than 1% across all random operations for 25% approximation slack. For 33% slack, more than 90% of operations have less than 5% error magnitude. This suggests (and is supported by results) that not only are average error rates low at reasonable approximation slack, but a majority of operations follow the same trends - meaning that tuning with reasonably characteristic sample inputs and running with inputs in the wild tend to show similar error-rates (even though we do not design to provide guarantees). Once the slack corresponding to different operations are estimated at design time, these values are stored in a slack look up table (LUT).

Every approximation level corresponds to a different slack value. At the decode stage the instructions indicate the amount of approximation on their execution (set by the tuning mechanism). This number is used to look up the amount of approximate slack applicable for this computation, for the particular level of approximation. In this work we only approximate multiply, add and subtract operations. Details on approximation translation from software to hardware are discussed in Section 8.3.

Recycling slack across operations: Once the approximation slack is identified the slack recycling mechanism from REDSOC is used. Slack recycling involves optimizations to the execution and scheduling stages of the processor core pipeline and were discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.
8.1.2 Memory Load Approximation

Prior proposals for memory approximation already offer a suitable template for fine-grained spatio-temporally diverse approximation [148, 106]. But without a dynamic control mechanism to identify optimal approximation quantities throughout the application, these proposals perform poor exploration of fine-granularities and diversity. SHASTA proposes a modified form of Load Value Approximation (LVA) [148] which enables more aggressive and dynamic use of the previously static approximation technique, enabling fine-grained spatio-temporal diversity and further improving its benefits in other ways.

**LVA Benefits and Limitations:** LVA is motivated by the idea that applications suited to approximation often exhibit localized value similarity; they tend to reuse similar values. LVA proposes that for applications that can tolerate inexactness, the values associated with cache misses can be approximated. By approximating the load value on a cache miss, the processor can immediately proceed without waiting for the cache response.

Deployment of LVA is essentially controlled by two LVA-Control knobs - *approximation confidence* and *approximation degree*. Note: these knobs are as used in the original work and are paraphrased and explained below. *Approximation confidence* decides how often the data is approximated (based on past comparisons to some fixed error threshold) i.e. how often a value is returned from the approximator instead of a longer latency wait for the accurate value on a cache miss. This enables a trade-off between accuracy and latency of access. *Approximation degree* decides how often the data in the approximator is refilled with values from actual cache access (and thus retrained/refreshed). This effectively trades off accuracy for better energy efficiency in the memory hierarchy.
While latency and energy reduction is significant, there are limitations from LVA that our proposal exploits:

1. First (and of most significance to SHASTA’s fine granularity + diversity motivation), in LVA the approximation confidence’s threshold value and approximation degree are static design time constants and uniform over all approximate loads - but this is not optimal. Among all loads that can be approximate, some approximate loads are less influential than others. While the errors from loads might sometimes be large, their effect on the application might be minimal (eg. noise in vision applications). Thus, deciding to approximate based on a particular load’s error compared to a static threshold, can have a detrimental impact to overall benefits. Also, it is a common characteristic among inputs that some approximate loads are more stable than others. Consider financial applications - it is often the case that some inputs are redundant or change very rarely. For example, in blackscholes, a subset of the inputs takes on only four possible values, two of which occur over 98% of the time. Other inputs may change more frequently. Setting approximation degree to be constant results in higher error under aggressive settings and low benefit in conservative settings.

2. Second, LVA invocations are rather infrequent because LVA is only invoked on L1 cache misses and these misses are often low in many applications.

3. Third, in LVA every approximate load still performs all the minimum ‘tasks’ that a traditional load performs - accessing the load-store queue, accessing the TLB for address translation, address generation computation and accessing the L1 data cache.

Dynamic Pre-L1 Approximation: Our contribution to memory approximation is two-fold. First, we modify LVA to be dynamic - enabling it to tackle fine granularities and spatio-temporal diversity. This is achieved as follows - each approximate load instruction
is allowed a unique approximation confidence and a unique approximation degree, an optimum amount as determined by the tuning mechanism. These values are estimated based on application effects and not based on static error thresholds etc. The assigned values are unique per static approximate load as well as based on its iteration instance (if it belongs to a loop, thus exploiting temporal diversity). Therefore, the percentage of time that a static load instruction of some Nth iteration looks up its approximate value in the approximator is tuned uniquely to each such load. Similarly, the percentage of time that the approximator is refilled with an accurate value from the cache is tuned uniquely to each approximate load. Thus "error vs latency" and "error vs energy" trade-offs are controlled in a disciplined manner, unique to each approximate load. The approximation information flow from the tuned application to the hardware is similar to the case of compute approximation, and is detailed in Section 8.3.

Second, our memory approximation implements pre-L1 Approximation, which brings the approximator prior to the L1 cache. This allows the capability for invoking approximation on all loads and not just on L1 caches misses. Our design approximates loads early
in the execution pipeline. Loads which are marked as approximate, and which end up being approximated (based on approximation confidence) perform a Pre-L1 LVA lookup, as described earlier in Fig.2.2.b, and thus benefit from a) lower latency than L1 access and b) lower energy than traditional loads by skipping address generation, translation, dependence checks and cache access. Implementing LVA prior to L1 cache access is key to some of the synergic gains in SHASTA - this is discussed in Section 8.3.

Fig.8.2 shows the general structure of our Pre-L1 LVA approximator table. The approximator consists of a simple instruction address based hash which performs a lookup into a direct mapped approximator table. Each entry in the table only consists of a tag and a data block. The data block is essentially an approximate local history buffer (LHB) - storing some representation of the accurate reads (from cache) of the most recent approximate load values which match this entry’s tag. In figure, the LHB values (4.1, 3.9 and 4.0) are the accurate values of the three previous loads that matched this tag entry. An approximate value is then generated by employing some computation function \( f \) (we use average) on the values in the LHB.

### 8.1.3 Overhead Evaluation

**Compute Approximation:** The slack recycling implementation in an OOO core suffers reasonable overheads - an area overhead of 0.3% and an energy overhead of 0.8%. The approximation slack LUT has area overhead of 0.52% and negligible access energy. All slack related access and control occur in parallel with the core decode and scheduling logic - there is no increase in critical path latency.
**Memory Approximation:** Design space exploration results in the choice of 64 entries in the approximator - this results in an overhead of roughly 1KB of storage. Due to the small size of the approximator, access time is very low, pushing the loaded operand off the critical execution path.

### 8.2 Approximation Tuning Mechanism

The highlighting characteristic of SHASTA’s approximation tuning mechanism is that it is a combination of i) being suited to general purpose approximation, ii) supporting fine granularities and diverse approximation and iii) most importantly, enabling hw-cognizant optimization (it obtains actual execution measurements from hardware, such as IPC or energy, by running the application with input sample) when tuning the configuration.

Note that the tuning mechanism is capable of providing unique approximation values for *every dynamic instance of every approximate operation in the application*. For example, if N static program operations marked as approximate and these are iterated over M times, there are N*M dynamic operations for which potentially unique approximate values can be assigned by the tuning mechanism. This achieves the goal for fine-grained spatio-temporal approximation diversity. Remember that the forms of approximation might be different for different approximation operations: for example, in our use case the compute approximation focuses on clock-cycle slack while the memory approximation focuses on approximation loads. All types of approximation can be supported the tuning mechanism as long as each type clearly identifies how the approximation mechanism varies for each ‘level’ of approximation.
def eval_epoch(f, sample, AC, tol):
    
    # Calculate golden output, h/w efficiency metric
    Out_gold = f(sample, 0)
    Eff_gold = HW(f(sample, 0))
    
    # Outer-Loop: until convergence/tolerance
    while True:
        AC_prev = AC;
        AC = eval_AC(f, sample, AC_prev, Out_gold, Eff_gold)
        ∆AC = AC - AC_prev
        if ∆AC < ϵ || f(sample, AC) > tol:
            break
        return AC

def eval_AC(f, sample, A, Out_gold, Eff_gold):
    
    # Application error at current approximation
    Out = f(sample, A)
    ∆error = Out - Out_gold
    
    # Approx. Application’s execution benefit
    Eff = HW(f(sample, A))
    ∆exe = Eff - Eff_gold

    # Loss dependent on error and efficiency
    Loss = L(∆exe, ∆error)
    
    # Inner-Loop: Iterate over all approx. ops
    while not A.finished:
        # Perturb approximation of ith op in A (ai)
        A_i = modify(A, ai, δ)
        # Calculate application error at A_i
        Out_mod = f(sample, A_i)
        ∆error_mod = Out_mod - Out_gold
        
        # Calculate h/w metric at A_i
        Eff_mod = HW(f(sample, A_i))
        ∆exe_mod = Eff_mod - Eff_gold

        # Loss at A_i
        Loss_mod = L(∆exe_mod, ∆error_mod)
        
        # Compute the partial derivative
        grad[ai] = (Loss_mod - Loss) / δ
        # Step to next approximation and reset current
        A.iternext()
        
    # Calculate the new approximation configuration
    A = A - step_size*grad
    return A

Listing 8.1: Gradient descent approximation tuning
Pseudocode for the tuning mechanism atop an application is shown in Listing 8.1 and features of the mechanism are discussed below.

1. Each tuning epoch involves tuning the application’s approximation configuration with some characteristic sample input.

2. The tuning epoch starts with capturing the golden accurate application output i.e. with no approximation, and its corresponding golden hardware execution metric (eg. IPC/energy, using hardware/software counters).

3. The tuning mechanism will then run multiple ‘outer-loop’ iterations of the application, each performing a set of ‘inner-loop’ iterations.

4. Every ‘outer-loop’ iteration of the tuning mechanism starts with a current approximation configuration. The goal at the end of the iteration is to find the new approximation configuration which is the steepest move (in terms of the efficiency vs error gradient) from the current configuration.

5. In order to achieve this, the current approximation configuration is independently perturbed by $\delta$ in each dimension (i.e. each variable). Each resulting configuration is a ‘test’ approximation configuration.

6. The application is run with each such ‘test’ configuration over the course of tuning mechanism’s ‘inner-loop’. For each of these ‘inner-loop’ iterations, the application output and its hardware efficiency metric are obtained and compared with the golden values to obtain a ‘Loss’ value. The loss is directly proportional to the application error and inversely to the efficiency improvement.

7. The gradient of the Loss function along each approximation dimension is calculated by evaluating how much the loss function changed along each dimension’s $\delta$ perturbation.
This information is used to obtain the new approximation configuration (at the start of the next iteration) and this ends the current ‘outer-loop’ iteration.

8 In the next ‘outer-loop’ iteration, the approximations with the steepest gradients from prior move by ‘one’ approximation level, while the other approximations proportionally move by fractional approximation levels. Fractional approximation levels are interpreted by the hardware as a dynamic percentage.

9 Tuning continues until convergence, i.e., when there is marginal change to the loss function / gradient on consecutive iterations of the ‘outer-loop’. This ends the tuning epoch and the application will run with the final approximation configuration until the next tuning epoch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>SHASTA TI</th>
<th>Greedy TI</th>
<th>Err @ 10%</th>
<th>Ovhd (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackscholes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2.7 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat Mul</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.15 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inversek2j</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1.5 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0.95 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>1.4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canneal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>0.22 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1.05 (19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Approximation Tuning

**Overhead Evaluation:** Table 8.1 shows that the number of global iterations the gradient descent mechanism takes to convergence is low for our approximate applications (discussed in Section 4.4). Moreover, these statistics are from cold starts wherein the mechanism is not in a tuned state prior to the training. In most scenarios, there is low change input characteristics from one epoch to the next, meaning tuning reaches optimum state for a new epoch in just 1 or 2 iterations. Thus average-case tuning overheads are only 1-2 iterations of
tuning per epoch and this greatly reduces the overhead of dynamically running the tuner. For comparison, the number of iterations for a greedy tuning algorithm are also shown.

While cold start tuning overheads range from 1-30 ms depending on the number of approximate variables, time to converge, training sample size etc, average case overheads are less than a ms. The tuning overheads in time (ms) are shown in the last column - invoking the tuning mechanism once every second results in overheads of less than 0.1%. Worst-case cold start overheads are in parenthesis.

The table also shows the actual error estimated at test time (i.e. on the test inputs) when tuning for a 10% tolerance target on the training inputs of the applications.

### 8.3 SHASTA: System and Synergy

**System Overview:** Figure 8.3 illustrates the high level overview of SHASTA showing the entire system flow from **A** Static: Approximation specifications within the program and compiling to an approximation-enabled ISA, **B** Dynamic Tuning: A tuning mechanism which iterates the application through multiple approximation configurations (along optimum gradient) on the target hardware, and **C** Dynamic Running: program execution with tuned approximations on hardware.

**PL / Compiler / Runtime Support:** Programs are annotated as shown in Listing 3.1. The programmer annotates variables and computations that are amenable to approximation and specifies the target approximation for the application, as is done in prior work [192, 56, 29]. Among computations, this work currently only targets add, sub, mult operations for integer and floating point. Approximate load operations are inferred based on annotated
variables (eg. v1, v2, d, total in Listing 3.1). Note that the tuning mechanism is agnostic to the fact there are multiple types of approximation (eg. memory vs compute). As long as the levels of approximation for each approximation-type are well defined, this tuning mechanism is suited to any form of approximation.

SHASTA's compiler takes the annotated application and generates an application executable that uses approximate instruction extensions to the ISA (we target ARM, but expect compatibility with other ISAs) for approximation. These instructions are \{V\}ADD.a, \{V\}SUB.a, \{V\}MUL.a and \{V\}LDR.a and resemble traditional instructions apart from the approximation fields described below. It is important to note that the programmer does not have to specify the amount of approximation for each approximate operation - she only has to specify the approximation requirement at an application/function level and also specify the variables which can be approximated. The values themselves are automatically inferred by the tuning mechanism.

The approximate compute operations use a 3-bit value to indicate the amount of approximation slack which this operation should recycle. A value of 2 (on scale of 0 to 7)
means the approximation slack is roughly 20% of the clock cycle (or computation time is 80% of the clock cycle). Approximate load instructions use two fields - the level of approximate degree (3-bit) and the level of approximate confidence (3-bit). The values of the degree/confidence are indicative of the percentage of time the load approximation related action is performed. For example, an approximation confidence value of 5 (on the scale of 0 to 7) means that the load is looked up in the Pre-L1 LVA roughly 70% (i.e. 5/7) of the time. Note that the compiler does not generate any approximation amounts for the approximate instructions, that is done only by the tuning mechanism by running on the target hardware.

Finally, we enable the interaction between the application and the tuning mechanism via pragmas, as pursued in prior work [176, 221]. In the application, the programmer is expected to add pragmas prior to an approximable function’s declaration (such as the K-Means function in Listing 3.1), providing its error tolerance, error metric, hardware efficiency metric, tuning granularity and a pointer to some training input sample. This passes information to the runtime which invokes the tuning mechanism (details in Section 8.2) at the appropriate tuning granularity (possibly every second, for < 0.1% overheads). The runtime also captures hardware measurements and provides information to the tuning mechanism.

Overall, the programmer burden only involves annotating approximating variables/computations and specifying approximate function pragmas. In our experience with our chosen approximate applications, this one-time overhead is very reasonable.

**Synergy across HW approximation techniques:** As discussed in previous sections, SHASTA performs approximations across both compute and memory. With SHASTA's
intelligent tuning mechanism, the benefits from the synergy between compute and memory approximation is greater than combining individual benefits from memory-only/compute-only approximation (under same total error tolerance). This is because of the following:

1. Tuning across memory+compute provides a larger tuning space (i.e. more approximate operations), increasing potential for better efficiency-error sweet-spots.

2. When an approximate compute operations performs compute on already approximate memory operation ("an intersecting memory-compute approximation"), the resulting error is often less than effects of errors from "non-intersecting" memory and compute approximations. A portion of the error in the load operations is masked away by the approximation in the compute operation. Since approximation tuning involves actual running of the application on hardware, such effects are respected by the tuning control.

3. Slack-Control Approximation produces performance benefits by slack recycling over transparent chains of operations. As discussed earlier, slack recycling only happens within a transparence boundary - one which is established by opaque memory operations. Approximating loads by skipping cache access removes this transparence boundary which breaks chains - meaning that slack recycling can occur over longer chains.

While the importance of synergy has been discussed in prior work targeting application-specific systems (see Section 3.4.4), SHASTA enables synergy among multiple forms of approximation, suitable to General Purpose Approximate Systems (GPAS). Further, SHASTA creates a platform to achieve synergy across diverse fine-granularities of approximations across multiple approximation domains which, to our knowledge, is insufficiently explored in prior work.

In this work, SHASTA employs forms of approximation which requires the hardware to
be capable of a) slack recycling i.e. have transparent paths in the data path, optimizations at scheduler and decode and b) load value prediction/approximation tables etc. While these mechanisms allow SHASTA to be fine grained and diverse in its approximation, the SHASTA system of general purpose approximation could be employed to support other forms of approximation as well.

8.4 Evaluation

The experimental methodology is discussed in Section 4.4.

8.4.1 Performance speedup

Fig. 8.4 shows the speedup obtained by SHASTA in comparison to a) a traditional baseline without any approximation features, and prior proposals: b) REDSOC [181], which performs slack recycling but only targeting accurate compute and c) LVA [148], which load approximates only on L1-misses and further, an optimization of prior work: d) LVA-L1, which load approximates on L1-hits as well. We include LVA-L1 because with our chosen processor configuration (L1 cache size etc.), the applications we run see low
miss rate and render traditional LVA ineffective. LVA mechanisms and SHASTA results are shown for a 10% error tolerance. Further, SHASTA is set to tune for the performance (IPC) metric. Speedup is a function of the fraction of dynamic approximations, influence of non-approximate instructions (eg. their latencies) and application dataflow.

SHASTA clearly outperforms the competing mechanisms achieving a mean speedup of 25% across the applications with a maximum speedup of 47% with K-Means, in comparison to the traditional baseline. Highest speedups are seen for K-Means which has high error tolerance - this follows observations from prior work which discusses that very few bits of precision are required for reasonable accuracy in kmeans [106]. In comparison, RED-SOC, LVA, LVA-L1 achieve speedups of 10% / 2% / 9% respectively - clearly showing that achieving the design goals introduced earlier have a significant benefit to approximation systems.

8.4.2 Reduction in Energy Consumption

![Energy Savings](image)

**Figure 8.5: Energy Savings**

Fig. 8.5 shows energy savings from SHASTA in comparison to the baseline, REDSOC, LVA and LVA-L1, again for a error tolerance of 10%. Here, SHASTA is tuned for the
energy metric. Trends from energy savings are similar to those observed in performance speedup. An interesting observation in tuned configurations is that tuning for energy reduction resulted in more aggressive memory approximation in comparison to tuning for performance. This intuitively make sense because while compute approximation directly benefits only performance, memory approximation benefits both performance (by latency reduction) and energy (by cache/memory access reduction).

We find memory approximation to be less beneficial in applications like blackscholes (matching earlier observations [148]). LVA-L1 is of high benefit in a simple matrix multiply kernel (due to redundant as well as similar values) while traditional LVA is less useful because the cache miss rate is negligible. SHASTA sees significant benefits across these kernels - in blackscholes it is able to get significant benefits from compute approximation while it is able to leverage benefits from both pre-L1 LVA and compute approximation in matrix multiply. Mean energy savings for SHASTA are 33% with maximum reduction of 46% in K-Means. In comparison, other techniques see energy reduction in the range of 1% to 12%, clearly highlighting SHASTA’s benefits.

8.4.3 Approximation Sweep

Fig.8.6 shows benefits from SHASTA (independent results for both speedup and energy reduction metrics) at different error tolerance levels. We sweep over accuracy requirements of 99%, 95% and 90%. In the figure, ‘P’ bars show performance speedup and ‘E’ bars show energy savings. In almost all the applications, there is a clear monotonous relation between tolerated error and benefits from approximation - there is at least a gain of 10% in speedup
Figure 8.6: Efficiency improvements at varying application accuracy / energy reduction when going from 99% accuracy to 90% accuracy.

K-Means sees a 5x difference in benefit between highest accuracy and lowest accuracy. This is because, in K-Means, 95% accuracy can be achieved with very low precision in computation but a there is a significant increase computation precision/correctness required for 99% accuracy.

Even at 99% accuracy, energy savings of 14% and speedup of 12% reflect the importance of approximate systems and their impact even under stringent accuracy requirements.

8.4.4 Breakdown of benefits

Figure 8.7: Performance benefit breakdown
Next, we breakdown the benefits of SHASTA in terms of the design goals. The analysis is shown in Fig.8.7 wherein we compare SHASTA to a baseline system without SHASTA’s highlighting characteristics - a) Spatio-Temporal Diversity at Fine Granularity, b) HW-Cognizant Approximation Tuning and c) Synergic benefits across approximation techniques. To measure the impact of each characteristic, we incrementally add each characteristic to the baseline system - to finally achieve SHASTA.

**Spatio-Temporal Diversity at Fine Granularity:** We break this SHASTA benefit into two parts - a) resource flexibility i.e. every resource node in SHASTA can handle both accurate and approximate computations, and b) resource tunability i.e. the amount of approximation to be applied by each resource node can be uniquely controlled.

The benefit from resource flexibility is quantitatively observed by comparing SHASTA against the baseline, which provisions exactly 1 compute node for approximate-only compute. Thus not more than 1 approximate compute operation can be processed in parallel. Fig.8.7 shows that SHASTA’s resource flexibility contributed to 16% of its total benefits, with higher contributions in applications with more approximate ILP.

Next, Fig.8.7 shows that resource tunability contributes to 30% of SHASTA’s overall benefits, obtained by comparing SHASTA against the baseline which allows only fixed/static approximation. The approximation of the resource is tuned in accordance to the spatio-temporal approximation diversity in the application. Temporal diversity is especially important in iterative applications (K-Means, Canneal, Page Rank and MLP) because the accuracy requirements vary across these iterations and need not be conservatively set by the worse-case. In the absence of spatial diversity, all static approximate operations will be tuned to the same approximation - we see this to especially detrimental for simple
applications such as matrix multiply which have only a few static approximations but which can significantly influence the energy/performance of execution. Thus spatial diversity contributes to almost 70% its benefits from SHASTA.

**HW-Cognizant Approximation Tuning:** To illustrate the benefits of hardware cognizant tuning, we compare SHASTA’s tuning mechanism against the baseline’s greedy hardware-agnostic tuning. Benefits from intelligent tuning contribute to nearly 40% of SHASTA’s benefits as seen in Fig.8.7.

In applications such as K-Means, HW-Agnostic tuning approximates compute variables further than ideal, thereby unable to sufficiently approximate memory variables which could provide significant energy savings. Somewhat similar are Blackscholes and Inversek2j. With a large number of approximate variables, the optimal compute approximations which produce best gradients for approximation (i.e. higher execution benefits but lower error), are deep into the program. A naive tuning mechanism hits the error-tolerance rate just within the first few approximate variables, never reaching the best-gradient variables. Iterative applications such as Canneal benefit greatly from the tuning mechanism because specific iterations of the application (middle/late) provide best energy vs error gradients and are found by the tuning mechanism.

**Synergic Benefits:** Finally we quantify SHASTA’s synergic benefits across the two approximation techniques used. We compare SHASTA against the baseline, in which compute approximation and memory approximation are tuned separately unbeknownst to each other. For this experimental baseline, we tune each of compute and memory for half of the total approximation (i.e. 5% error each), while SHASTA is tuned as a whole. The synergic benefits SHASTA obtains is reflected in Fig.8.7 and contributes to nearly 15% of
the total benefits. Synergic benefits are particularly high in applications with higher error
tolerance but more approximate variables such as Blackscholes and Inversek2j, wherein it
is especially important to consider the relations between approximate memory operations
being used by approximate compute operations.

In summary, it is evident that SHASTA’s benefits are obtained from a combination of
fine-grained spatio-temporal approximation capability, hardware-cognizant approximation
tuning as well as whole system synergy.

8.5 Chapter Summary

SHASTA proposes a novel hardware-software approach to designing efficient General
Purpose Approximation Systems. It is able to improve hardware approximation capability
achieving fine-grained spatio-temporally diverse approximation. At the same time, it
adds hardware cognizance to approximation tuning to achieve the optimum execution
efficiency under the prescribed error tolerance. Further, it achieves synergic benefits
across optimizations, building a closer-to-ideal general purpose approximation system.
Via qualitative and quantitative comparisons we show that SHASTA is able to achieve
considerably better benefits compared to prior work (2-15x) and can provide performance
speedups or energy savings in the range of 20% to 40% depending on the goals of the
design, a rather significant improvement on top of traditional general purpose processor
architectures.
9 ATTACKING LATENCY, MODULARITY AND HETEROGENEITY CHALLENGES IN THE NOC

In this chapter, we explore the TNT proposal. TNT moves the focus of slack recycling from computation (which we saw in the three chapters prior) to communication in the on-chip network. Here, slack presents itself in the form of sub-clock cycle hop-to-hop wire traversal capability. TNT proposes a solution with near-ideal wire-only latency, built in a modular fashion (which is a must for scalable systems). It is especially novel in tackling physical heterogeneity in the NOC - stemming from sparse placement of memory controllers, asymmetric aspect ratios of nodes and process variation.

In Section 9.1 we present the transparent network traversal proposal with an illustrative example. Section 9.2 discusses the design of the modular lookahead network which is fundamental to TNT’s transparent traversal capabilities: Section 9.2.1 addresses flexible time stamp based delay tracking, Section 9.2.2 addresses the transparent routing scheme, Section 9.2.3 presents safeguard mechanisms to prevent timing violations and Section 9.2.4 provides an overview of other optimizations / details in the proposed design. Section 9.3 discusses TNT implementation as well as its overheads. Finally, in Section 9.4 we evaluate TNT’s performance and energy efficiency benefits on both synthetic traffic and graph workloads, and also compare against prior work. Section 9.5 summarizes the proposal.

An introduction to TNT was provided in Section 2.5, background / motivation in Chapter 3 and methodology in Section 4.5.

TNT’s contributions are summarized below:

1. TNT is the first NOC proposal to incorporate on-the-fly delay tracking to enable
multi-hop many-cycle traversal and approach ideal *wire-only* network latency.

2. TNT uses a novel transparent traversal approach, which enables flits to travel the entire route from start node to end node in a single "long-hop". Unlike prior designs, it does not require all-to-all request links in the NOC to achieve this.

3. First design to exploit wire heterogeneity arising from physical constraints like node placements and variation.

4. TNT is a scalable solution - it is built in a modular tile-scalable manner, a key factor for realistic implementation. It performs only neighbor-to-neighbor control interactions but enables end-to-end transparent flit traversal.

5. Analysis on Ligra graph workloads shows that TNT is able to reduce LLC latency by up to 43%, improves performance by up to 38%, reduces dynamic energy by as much as 35%, compared to the baseline 1-cycle router NOC. Further, it achieves more than 3x the benefits of best alternative research proposals across different metrics.

## 9.1 Transparent Network Traversal

![Traversal Illustration](image)
A background discussion on the wire capability in NOCs, potentially allowing multiple hops worth of traversal in a single cycle, influenced by physical heterogeneity of the network, is discussed in Section 3.5.2.

TNT uses transparent flow based flit traversal to enable flits to travel the entire route from start node to end node in a single "long-hop," covering multiple hops over the minimum circuit-constrained number of cycles. Only a single pass for the entire flit route, instead of a sequence of hops, avoids the quantization effects of intermediate routers. The flow of a single-flit packet in TNT is described below.

Fig. 9.1 shows 5 routers with additional per-router control enablers to allow transparent traversal. There are 3 primary control enablers: (a) Buffer Write (buffer) at the input flip-flop to determine if an incoming input signal should be latched or not, (b) Bypass Mux (mux) at the input of the crossbar that chooses between a local buffered flit and the incoming bypassing flit on the link, (c) Crossbar select (xbar) connecting inports to outports. The packet traverses 5 hops from router R0 to R5 and the chip-wide wire delay analysis (at design time) estimates that $\eta_{\text{chip}} = 0.45$ i.e. 2.25 hops per cycle. For the sake of simplicity, this example assumes no heterogeneity. The lifetime of the 5-hop packet is as follows:

1. **Cycle 1**: A long-hop starts from start router R0 where the flit is initially buffered (green outlined in Fig. 9.1). Apart from traditional RC/VS, this stage performs **Switch Allocation at Source (SA-S)**, identical to SA in a conventional pipeline: every source router chooses a winner for each outport from among its buffered flits. Assuming the flit wins SA-S, TNT will attempt to send the flit all the way to the destination R5 in a single transparent multi-cycle long-hop.
Cycle 2: The next step is to initiate the **Lookahead Request (LR)** (shown in red in Fig.9.1). The LR flows ahead of the actual flit in the same route from source to destination but on a **Lookahead Network (LN)**. The role of LR is to set up router transparence (i.e. router bypass) *just in time for arrival of the data flit*. Note that LR can be a multi-cycle request (since it could take multiple cycles to travel from source to destination). In this example, based on the 2.25 hop per cycle wire delay, the LR has the capability to reach routers R1 and R2 within Cycle 2 and be 0.75 hops from R3. When the LR first reaches intermediate router R1, **Idle Link Takeover (ILT)** is attempted at the router. The role of ILT is to enable transparent use of the router’s outport and link, in the required direction, if they are idle (i.e. not set up for use by already buffered flits) in this cycle. This determines if the data flit will be able to flow transparently through the router when it arrives there in the subsequent cycle. If the LR succeeds at ILT at R1, it flows through to R2 where the same process is repeated. If the LR wins ILT at R1, R2, the respective bypass muxes are set to *bypass-mode*. Buffering is disabled and the crossbar is set for West to East traversal.

Cycle 3: There is both data flow and control flow, both shown in blue. The data flit traversal is initiated out from R0 to perform the multi-cycle ‘long-hop’ to destination R5. Based on the control signals set by the LR in the earlier cycle, the data flit is able to bypass buffering and flow through transparently at router R1 and R2. Further, the data flit flows beyond R2 speculatively so as to use up wire traversal capability completely. At the end of cycle 3, the data flit is in flow between routers R2 and R3 (it would have covered 2.25 hops and be 0.75 hops away from R3). Meanwhile, the LR-flow continues ahead of the data and it covers another 2.25 hops reaching routers R3, R4, attempting ILT at the routers, and is halfway between R4 and R5 (assuming successful ILT). At R3, R4 the control signals are
set appropriately, so as to allow transparent data flit traversal in the following cycle.

4 Cycle 4: The data flit covers another 2.25 hops, transparently flows via R3 and R4 and is half a hop away from R5. The LR covers its remaining 0.5 hop and reaches R5, the destination where it enables buffering. All are shown in pink.

5 Cycle 5: The data flit travels the remaining 0.5 hop (shown in yellow) and gets latched at R5, completing the 5 hop traversal in a single long-hop pass, consuming 5 cycles.

Note that the links/routers over the path from R0-R5 are not being all held by this request throughout the duration of the long-hop - the usage is pipelined. For example, in cycle 3, routers R1 and R2 are free to receive new LR requests and in cycle 4 they are free to get new flits.

The benefits of TNT for the single flit-packet (discussed above) are shown with a timing illustration. Fig.9.2 depicts the timing diagram for the 5-hop traversal with no conflicts. First, it shows the baseline design which takes 2 cycles per hop. Thus the packet’s 5 hop traversal consumes a total of 10 cycles. Next, the timing diagram for the previously
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Figure 9.2: TNT Traversal Timing Analysis
described scenario with $\eta = 0.45$ is depicted, consuming a total of 5 cycles. Finally, the
timing diagram for the lowest possible latency for this traversal is shown, achievable
for $\eta \leq 0.2$. The entire 5-hop flit/control traversal can complete in a single cycle each,
resulting in a total request time of only 3 cycles. TNT benefits significantly over a wide
$\eta$ range, allowing its beneficial usage over different NOC designs, running at a range of
frequencies, with a variety of tile sizes and so on.

9.2 Modular Lookahead Network

An integral part of long-hop traversal model that TNT proposes is the Lookahead Network
(LN) for control requests, which establishes the transparent multi-hop path just in time for
the flow of the data flits. In accordance with the philosophy of building realistic NOCs in a
modular and tile-scalable manner (Section 3.5.1), LN’s features are self-contained within
each tile and consistent across every tile, even though it has an end-to-end influence on the
NOC. LN’s features are listed below and discussed in more detail in following sections:

1. LN simply adds light-weight links between adjacent routers of the original data flit
   network (a 2D mesh).

2. Lookahead Requests (LR) flow through the LN. LRs setup sections of the transpar-
   ent path just prior to arrival of the data flits, up to $\frac{1}{\eta}$ routers in a cycle. LRs are routed
   through the LN, through the same set of routers as their respective data flits, but arrive at
   routers one or more cycles earlier.

3. LRs carry routing information along with a time-stamp which is used to avoid
   collisions and prevent metastability, enabling heterogeneity-cognizant transparent traversal.
A LR entering an intermediate router’s inport performs **Idle Link Takeover (ILT)**, during which it attempts to take over the router’s outport and link for a particular cycle. Only if it wins ILT can it flow to next routers. Further, winning ILT guarantees transparent flow at the router for its data flit.

LR-flow through the router, along with ILT, is completely combinational (since multiple router hops are to be covered in a cycle) and the ILT scheme is implemented to suit combinational conflict resolution.

The entire design is implemented with a globally synchronous clock and timing violations are avoided via safeguards when requests cross clock edges/boundaries.

The design has low wiring/area overheads, low energy spent on signaling, no false negatives at routers and numbers of conflicting LRs resembling a traditional mesh.

**9.2.1 Time-stamp based delay tracking**

The design illustrated in the previous section assumed that link delays are constant across the route, and were the same for data (flits) control (LR) paths. This is challenging to enforce in terms of circuit and layout. Thus, we design our delay-tracking scheme to support heterogeneity. We build a flexible design wherein control flow and data flow can be timed separately, with unique per-link delays. The only requirement is that the control path is faster than the data path - easily ensured with the implementation of LN discussed in Section 9.3. With this constraint, the flexible design is achieved via time-stamp based delay tracking. For each long-hop pass, the LR carries information about the cumulative delay of the LR itself and the data flit respectively, over the route of the long-hop. This is
achieved by accumulating wire delays over each flit / LR link, by means of time-stamps.

The wire delays are a function of multiple characteristics (Section 3.5.2) and can be estimated post-fabrication. Once measured, they are stored in the form of a look-up value at each link/router-outport. At the start of a TNT pass, the time-stamp to be carried through by the LR, for itself and the data flit, are initialized to 0 and these time stamps are updated (accumulated) at every link along the route. Transparent traversal decisions are made based on these time-stamps, which are explained with an example and illustrated design in Fig.9.3.

![Time-stamp based tracking design](image)

**Figure 9.3: Time-stamp based tracking design**

The example illustrates 3 hops of traversal wherein $\eta_{LR}^{R0/1/2} = 0.30$ i.e. delay per LN control link is 0.30 cycles. Further, $\eta_{Data}^{R0/1/2} = 0.35/0.40/0.45$ i.e. the delays for the sequence of 3 data hops in the route are 0.35/0.40/0.45 cycles respectively (including within-router delays). These delays are stored at the routers (yellow). At the top of the figure, we see the accumulation of data/LR delays (red), as well as overflow bits, the use of which are explained below:

1. When the LR is sent out from router R0 in clock cycle 0, it accumulates the data link
delay ($D^{Data}$) and the LR link delay ($D^{LR}$) and carries the information to the downstream routers (assuming it wins allocation throughout).

2. Flowing from router R0 to R1, it carries $D^{LR} = 30$ and $D^{Data} = 35$. This means that LR reaches R1 at 0.30 cycles and the data flit will reach R1 at 1.35 cycles. Thus, R1 is required to be transparent on the next cycle after LR arrival.

3. Flowing from R1 to R2, the cumulative delays are updated to $D^{LR} = 30 + 30 = 60$ and $D^{Data} = 35 + 40 = 75$, meaning that LR reaches R2 at 0.60 and data will reach R2 at 1.75 cycles. Thus R2 should also be transparent in cycle 1.

4. Flowing from R2 to R3, we have $D^{LR} = 60 + 30 = 90$ and $D^{Data} = 75 + 45 = 120 > 100$. This results in changes to the overflow bits: $Ovf^{LR}$ is low, while $Ovf^{Data}$ is set to high. This indicates that LR reaches R3 in clock cycle 0 (at 0.90) while data only reaches in cycle 2 (at 2.2). This means that the lag between the control signal and the flit would exceed 1 cycle. Thus, this LR is buffered for a clock cycle at R3 and then LR attempts to win router transparency for cycle 2.

The overflow bits are reset appropriately at the clock boundary. Note that it is possible for greater than 1 cycle cumulative delay between LR and subsequent data. In such scenarios, winning LRs are buffered at the router. We do not observe lag beyond 1-2 cycles, so very small buffers sufficient.

**Key takeaway:** TNT tracks the timings of heterogeneous links throughout the NOC, and routers are made transparent only in clock cycles that data flits will actually arrive.
9.2.2 Idle Link Takeover

TNT performs a sequence of up to $\frac{1}{\eta}$ ILTs combinationally every cycle. There is ILT contention possible at every router, from requests arriving at different timing instants within the same clock cycle. Thus, in order to design an effective ILT Priority scheme to decide which request flows through, it is important to understand the routing challenges involved.

Consider the example in Fig.9.4 which shows a design with a fixed $\eta = 0.26$. Two routers SRC1 and SRC2 are sending LRs (for Flit$_1$ and Flit$_2$ respectively). DEST1 is 3 hops away from SRC1 with no turns, while DEST2 is 3 hops from SRC2 with one turn. Assume a conventional priority scheme [120] for choosing requests at each router, which prioritizes buffered requests over straight over turns. In this example there are no buffered requests, so only ILT contention. The timeline of events is shown in the figure and is explained below:

1. At $T=0$, LRs are initiated by both source routers.
2. At $T=0.26$, Req$_1$ attempts ILT at INT1 while Req$_2$ attempts ILT at INT2. The combinational ILT logic at INT1, INT2 allow Req$_1$ (straight) and Req$_2$ (turn) to win respectively.
- at this time they are the only requests at those routers.

3. At T=0.52, Req₁ arrives at INT2 - this is still the same clock cycle wherein INT2 allowed Req₂ to pass through earlier. Now, since the naive ILT priority scheme prioritizes straight requests over turns, Req₁ would succeed at INT2 even though Req₂ was already present and INT2 had previously declared Req₂ to be successful at ILT. This makes Req₂ an incorrect LR, since only Flit₁ should flow through INT2 in the next clock cycle. At same time Req₂, which prematurely won at INT2, reaches DEST1 and wins ILT and is about to flow on towards DEST2 (its destination).

4. At T=0.78, Req₁, the eventual winner at INT2, reaches DEST1 (its destination) and sets up control signals to buffer its flit there. At the same time, the incorrect winner Req₂ flows to reach DEST2 where it expects to buffer its flit.

5. Only by around T=1.04, the information may propagate through to DEST2 that Req₂ is an incorrect LR (i.e. by control bits potentially settling to the correct state thanks to Req₁). But this is likely too late, since the control decisions are clocked in at T=1.0 (assume a 1ns clock cycle). Thus it is possible that the LR Req₂ remains at DEST2. This false positive at DEST2 is detrimental to overall network throughput, though it is does not cause a functional correctness violation. On the other hand, a worse scenario is possible if the late arriving control bits are unsettled at DEST₂ at the clock edge leading to a hold time violation and potential meta-stability.

To avoid this, the key requirement for the ILT Priority scheme is that it prioritizes the first arriving request at a router in any cycle (in this case, Req₂) and block any future requests. In other words, an idle link/outport should be declared busy as soon as it is granted to an LR. The logic to implement this is illustrated in Fig.9.5, which shows LR requests from North,
West, South inports of a router competing for the East outport. At the router, the LRs arrive at a latch whose opacity is controlled by the "OR" of all the LRs (i.e. their valid bits). Thus, the latch becomes opaque as soon as the first LR arrives during a clock cycle. This first arriving LR is declared winner and can potentially pass through transparently, followed by its data flit in the next clock cycle. Later arriving LRs all buffer at this router. Via this first-come first-serve priority logic, any potential issues from glitching at future routers are avoided (except as described in Sec.9.2.3). Note: in case of local/buffered request, priority is for the local request and all incoming requests are set to buffer at this router.

**Key takeaway:** Conventional priority schemes are insufficient for multi-hop single/multi-cycle traversal. We design a first-come first-serve combinational scheme to address this.

## 9.2.3 Timing Safeguard

In the above description of the ILT priority logic, it is possible that multiple LR requests arrive at the same time or within very short intervals of each other - which could cause the latch in Fig.9.5 to glitch as it becomes opaque. This is avoided by the **ILT Safeguard**
mechanism - a simple time-stamp compare logic CMP1, which compares the time-stamps of the incoming LRs (TS_{N/W/S} in figure, left of the latch). If incoming LRs have time-stamps within a "violation window" of each other, the CMP1 logic triggers a fault, no LRs are allowed to pass through and all are buffered at the router. Thus, the ILT Safeguard prevents the scenario when multiple LRs arriving at a similar time and compete for priority.

There is one other potential for timing violation, caused even by a single LR request. An example is shown in Fig.9.6. Again, we consider an example design with a fixed \( \eta = 0.26 \). A single request is shown, a 4-hop request from SRC1 to DEST1. If the LR request is initiated at time \( T=0 \), Req\(_1\) can be successful with ILT at INT1, INT2, INT3 at times \( T=0.26/0.52/0.78 \), meaning that the flit can traverse through these routers transparently in the next clock cycle. Next, Req\(_1\) would reach DEST1 at time \( T=1.04 \). Ideally, this would mean that LR reaches DEST1 cleanly within clock cycle 2, during which it sets up buffering for the flit, and the flit itself would reach at \( T=2.04 \) and get buffered at \( T=3.0 \). But again, it is possible that since the control bits flowing into DEST1 are switching around time \( T=1.04 \), very close to the clock boundary at \( T=1.0 \), a hold-time violation could occur leading to meta-stability if buffering is required.

This is easily averted via the LR Safeguard - simple logic shown as CMP2 in Fig.9.5. Once a LR has been latched at a current router, its arrival time at the next router is estimated.
This is calculated by summing the current time-stamp of the winning LR (one of \(TS_{N/W/S}\), seen right of the latch) and the wire delay of the control out-link (shown as \(Del_E\) in figure). If this new summed up time stamp of the winning LR falls within a "violation window" of the rising edge of a clock (such as \(T=1.04\) here), then there is potential for timing violation at the next router. If so the LR is buffered at the current router and not allowed to pursue its transparent flow.

In both safeguards, the logic can be made conservative or aggressive by lengthening or shortening the violation window. In our work both CMP1 and CMP2 assume a +/- 5% timing violation window. Section 9.4.1 discusses its trade-offs.

**Key takeaway:** Even with a suitable prioritization scheme, multi-cycle flows have timing constraints that required to be addressed. We solve these challenges by building safeguard mechanisms which utilize the request time-stamps.

### 9.2.4 Additional optimizations

Finally, we minimally address other optimizations and details that are important for correctness:

1. *Route computation for several hops:* We only allow flits and LR flow to follow deterministic routes (oblivious DOR). Thus, route computation at start router is trivial.

2. *Avoiding flit reordering:* This is ensured by the deterministic routing, in conjunction with the priority mechanism which prioritizes buffered/older flits over new incoming flits.

3. *Guaranteeing VCs/buffers at downstream routers:* We use credit-based flow-control. LR can flow from one router to the next, only if buffering downstream is guaranteed. This is
Avoiding premature buffering of Body/Tail flits: The Head reserves a VC at all its intermediate routers, even though it does not stop there. These are freed by the Tail.

Low-load SA-S bypassing [108]: An incoming flit that is denied transparent flow can speculatively send the next LR without waiting for SA-S (Switch Allocation at Source), if there are no flits ahead of it in the input buffer queue.

Preventing short paths / data corruption: An opaque boundary is always maintained between physically adjacent flits on back-to-back cycles. This can limit gains at high traffic, but we do not see a noticeable impact. If necessary, they can be alleviated by employing path diversity.

9.3 TNT Implementation

Section 4.5 provides details on TNT’s implementation methodology.

TNT assumes a chip-wide synchronous clock domain for the NOC routers, as is common in proposed and real designs [97]. In contrast, the nodes attached to each router may (and often do) have private clock domains.

The TNT data-path is modeled as a series of 128-bit 2:1 mux (for bypass) followed by a 4:1 mux (crossbar), followed by 128-bit links. LR signals are 16-bit, primarily carrying destination router id (6-bit), LR delay (4-bit) and flit delay (4-bit). The TNT control-path consists of LR traversal via the mesh-style LN - a series of 16-bit links + logic delay (from ILT) at each router. The LN router was illustrated in Fig.9.5 - there are 2-4 LR links per router, thus up to 4 LRs competing for ILT. Other logic in Fig.9.5: CMP1 and CMP2 are
4-bit modified comparators and delay accumulation is also performed on 4-bit adders. Our designs use link lengths varying from 1mm to 8mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Links</th>
<th>Requests</th>
<th>False Neg</th>
<th>Router</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>$O\left(\frac{1}{\eta}\right)$</td>
<td>$O\left(\left\lceil \frac{N \times \eta}{\eta} \right\rceil \times \frac{1}{\eta}\right)$</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>$O\left(\frac{1}{\eta}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>$O(4 \times N)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Complexity Comparison

**Design Complexity:** We analyze the signaling network complexity of TNT in Table 9.1, in terms of the number of lookahead/signaling links per router ("Links"), the number of independent signaling requests ("Requests"), the number of false lookahead signals i.e. false negatives ("False Neg"), and the complexity of the routing lookahead logic ("Router"). TNT employs a mesh network for lookahead, resulting in only 2-4 links per router, only 1 request sent out for lookahead which is routed through the mesh and further, a fixed lookahead routing complexity which does not increase with larger networks. The mesh routing also ensures that there are no false lookaheads.

We also provide comparisons with SMART [123] and Flattened Butterfly [119] which are discussed later in Section 9.4.2. It is intuitive that the key factor that makes TNT suitable for realistic and scalable implementation, is that the lookahead signaling uses a mesh. In comparison, prior works use some form of point-to-point signaling / data movement, which do not scale as well [123, 35, 119]. Clearly, none of TNT’s signaling components increase in complexity with increasing number of nodes in the system.

**Timing:** The total conflict-resolution delay for an N-hop request in the LN mesh design is optimally a sequence of N ILT arbitrations on its constant complexity ILT logic. While the number of ILT logic computations is higher in a mesh compared to point-to-point signaling,
energy/delay analysis shows that overall cost is minimal (more details below), making it the all-round favorable option. Analysis on DSENT shows that for 1GHz, TNT’s control/data path are able to achieve as much as 12mm per cycle traversal with low overheads. In the control path, arbitration logic accounts for 20% of total delay while the rest is from LR traversal.

![Figure 9.7: Energy per Access](image)

**Access Energy:** Fig. 9.7 plots the energy/bit/hop for each NOC request component for TNT when designed to achieve a traversal capability of 1-12mm in a clock cycle, compared to a traditional baseline NOC. Energy components from clock, buffers and local switch allocation (for the data/base portions of all the NOCs) are similar across all designs. The data Xbar energy increases with traversal capability and comprises of the energy consumed by the data path repeaters for driving the bypass and crossbar muxes. The total energy consumed by the LN is broken into the `Signal` (LR/LN-links) and `Arbit` (ILT/LN-router) components. The `Arbit` also includes costs associated with safeguard mechanisms and delay tracking which are negligible relative to the payload, given the small number of bits required for them. `Signal` energy grows only linearly and `Arbit` energy per hop remains constant (and low). The access energy increase for TNT compared to the baseline is < 1%
when designed for low traversal capability and < 10% even at high capability.

**Area:** Area overheads of TNT range from 0.15% to 5% depending on the wire traversal capability of the design (ranging from 1-12mm per cycle). These are worst-case estimates since it is possible for wiring to be overlapped by NOC nodes/tiles, thus having less impact on the overall area [108, 159, 4].

### 9.4 Evaluation

Section 4.5 discusses the evaluation methodology for TNT.

#### 9.4.1 Synthetic Traffic

![Graphs showing flit latency analysis for TNT](image)

Figure 9.8: Flit latency analysis for TNT
**Latency vs Injection Rate:** Figures 9.8a and 9.8b show the average flit latency for increasing injection rates (until saturation) for two different synthetic traffic, for a 64 node system. TNT performs consistently better than the baseline, achieving latency reductions of up to 25% for TNT:Minimum, up to 60% for TNT:Typical and up to 74% for TNT:Maximum. TNT is also able to achieve throughput equal to or greater than the baseline mesh, even in scenarios like Transpose which is often adversarial for many optimizations under DOR [73].

**Scaling to a larger mesh:** Next, we analyze TNT on a larger 256-node mesh for uniform random traffic in Fig.9.8c. TNT is able to achieve latency reductions of up to 80% across the different scenarios, resulting in across-the-chip traversal in as low as 6 cycles. Clearly, TNT is able to scale well with increasing cores - it provides even closer to ideal latencies as the hops for flit traversal increases in larger meshes.

**Comparing against an optimistic single cycle design:** In Fig.9.8d we compare TNT:Typical against an optimistic design which allows for 1 hop (i.e. router + ST + LT) in a single clock cycle - shown as "1-c hop" in the figure. This design is optimistic because we do not model router overheads corresponding to such a design. Further, we model 3 scenarios of running this design at 1x/0.75x/0.5x of the baseline/TNT frequency respectively. For fair comparison, reducing the frequency of "1-c hop" is intuitive - combining router + ST + LT in a single cycle can significantly impact the clock frequency by reducing it to as low as 0.5x the original. From figure, it is clear that TNT:Typical outperforms all three "1-c hop" scenarios. Despite TNT’s longer routing time (shown in Fig.9.2), TNT’s gains from multi-link per cycle traversal (thanks to transparent flow and exploiting heterogeneity) outweigh the "1-c hop" design’s gains from fast routing. Further, as the frequency of "1-c hop" is realistically reduced, the benefits of TNT become far more significant.
Effect of variation: Fig. 9.9 shows 4 different variation scenarios (with appropriate \( \mu, \sigma \) and \( \phi \)) portraying the average flit latency with uniform random traffic assuming a homogeneous \( \eta = 0.5 \). In the graphs, the xy-axis show the mesh - each node in the 2D plane is a starting router for all possible 5 hop routes. The value along z-axis \( z = f(x, y) \) shows the average latency across all such 5-hop routes starting from that particular source router \((X,Y)\). Within each graph, a darker purple shade indicates a relative lower flit latency while a lighter yellow shade indicates a relative higher latency (note that this scale varies across the graphs).

1. Top Left (TL): shows high mean exploitable guardband \( (\mu = 0.65) \) resulting in 20% lower average flit latency compared to the other scenarios. 2. Top Right (TR): shows low mean exploitable guardband \( (\mu = 0.9) \) resulting in higher average flit latency. 3. Bottom Left (BL): shows high spatial correlation \( (\phi = 1) \) compared to TR \( (\phi = 0.01) \). The central
area of the mesh in BL constantly experiences lower latencies while corners are high -
latencies are more random in TR. Bottom Right (BR): shows high deviation from mean
(σ = 0.15) compared to BL (σ = 0.01). In BR, some areas are very bright and some are
very dark, highlighting significant difference in latency across the chip (15%), while they
are more evenly colored in BL (within 5%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>η/W</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.4-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2-0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-0.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) LR: Window vs η

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR/W</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) ILT: Window vs Injection

Table 9.2: Analysis of blocked requests (%)

Timing Safeguards: Recall (from Sec.9.2.3) that timing violation windows are em-
ployed by both the ILT Safeguard and the LR Safeguard. If timing measurements are less
precise and/or if the chip experiences higher fine-grained heterogeneity, larger windows
should be employed. First, in Table 9.2a we analyze different window sizes (W: 5% - 20%)
for LR Safeguard and their NOC impact in terms of the % of LRs that are blocked at the
routers (over different η). The table shows that a shorter window has no/minimal impact
on the number of buffered LRs, across η. With very conservatively large windows (eg.
20%), buffered LRs can increase by around 10% at low η. Second, Table 9.2b shows how dif-
ferent window sizes for ILT Safeguard impact the % of blocked LRs (over different injection
rates). At lower IR, there is negligible increase in LR buffering, irrespective of the window
size. At higher IR but smaller window sizes, there is minimal increase in LR buffering.
These numbers increase to 25% at very conservative timing windows and near-saturation
IR. Thus, reasonably large window sizes can usually be employed if required, without
having a significant impact on TNT benefits. Note: this analysis is very pessimistic because it assumes that in the absence of safeguard-based conflict, the LRs will necessarily flow through transparently. This is not always the case, especially at high IR and/or low $\eta$.

![Graph showing Reduction in LR (vs pt-pt) vs Injection Rate (% of Capacity)](image)

Figure 9.10: Reduced lookahead conflicts (vs pt-pt)

**Conflict reduction from LN mesh:** Under high injection rate, dedicated pt-pt signaling results in an enormous growth in the number of conflicts among signaling requests, many of these conflicts being duplicated across routers for the same flit’s traversal. Such conflicts are significantly reduced via the TNT Lookahead mesh. Fig.9.10 shows conflict reduction for TNT under different $\eta$, for UR traffic. TNT shows conflict reduction by as much as 4.5x compared to pt-pt signaling.

### 9.4.2 Comparisons with prior work

**SMART:** SMART [123] provides the illusion of dedicated physical express channels. It drive signals up to multiple integral hops (called a *smart-hop*) within a single-cycle. While SMART is a significant step towards achieving ideal $T_{wire}$ delay, it has key differences / limitations compared to TNT:

_Heterogeneity:_ First, note that SMART does not exploit heterogeneity in the NOC and is focused on NOCs which uniformly have a higher hops-per-cycle capability.
Latency: The key point to note is that SMART transforms the quantization granularity of network traversal from a traditional 1-router hop to a multi-router hop. The underlying limitation is that quantization still exists, resulting in hurdles to lower latency, especially at higher $\eta$. In Fig.9.11a we compare the average flit latency of UR traffic for TNT and SMART, on a homogeneous design with an $\eta = 0.1 - 1$ range. The injection rate is fixed at 25% of maximum. In order to mimic heterogeneity (which only TNT can exploit) we plot TNT with different exploitable delay guardbands ranging from 0-50%. Higher guardband implies higher exploitable heterogeneity. TNT and SMART perform similarly at very low $\eta$. At high $\eta$, SMART performs similar to the baseline or worse - on the other hand, TNT is able to benefit from considerable latency reduction. Overall, TNT can provide 1.6x - 2.3x flit latency reduction over SMART.

Modularity: SMART uses a dedicated point-to-point network within a smart-hop neighborhood and sends independent signaling requests across these dedicated links to each path router for every smart-hop. SMART’s complexity is shown in Table 9.1 and it is clear that its logic complexity, number of links and number of signalling requests grow enormously as the wire traversal capability increases (i.e. lower $\eta$). Related to the point-to-point signaling,
false negatives occur in SMART when the lookahead signal independently reaches a router but the flit is forced to prematurely stop earlier due to conflicts. Thus, TNT is more scalable and has lower overheads. The energy overheads from TNT are lower than those of SMART by almost 50% at lower η.

**Flattened Butterfly:** We compare TNT against a Flattened Butterfly topology [119] with concentration of 1. Each FB router has 29 ports - (7 I/O in each direction + NIC port). Further, it has dedicated single-cycle links to every node in both dimensions. We assume that the FB router delay is 1-cycle - this is an aggressive assumption, especially since the SA stage needs to perform 15:1 arbitrations (usually assumed to be 4-cycle [108]). We use 8 VCs per port with virtual cut-through so as to allow more buffer resources for FB. We perform analysis on 3 configurations of FB wherein the Bisection Bandwidth (BB) is 1x, 3.5x and 7x that of TNT. Results are shown for Uniform Random traffic in Fig. 9.11b.

At BB=1x, FB loses to TNT, both in terms of latency and throughput, due to heavy serialization delay. At BB=3.5x, FB is able to match the throughput of TNT but TNT is able to achieve up to 40% lower latency. At BB=7x, FB matches or performs at lower latency than TNT and has higher potential throughput. Note that in order to achieve this, the FB incurs heavy overheads in terms of wiring, area and power. The complexity is shown in Table 9.1. As derived with the help of prior work [123], the radix-29 FB router at BB=3.5x incurs an area and power overhead of 9x, 5x respectively over TNT. A better solution would be multiple TNT-based meshes - achieving better latency as well as scalable bandwidth.
9.4.3 Full-system Analysis

Latency Impact: First we look at the average LLC access latency in Fig.9.12 and analyze the latency reductions from TNT. Results are normalized to the traditional mesh baseline. We also show mean comparisons to SMART and an ideal only-wire delay network, as well as TNT benefits on a 256-node system. TNT’s benefits for "Minimum" scenario are negligible (3%) - this is not unexpected, due to no exploitable wire capability. We see considerable latency reduction with TNT of 19% in "Typical" and 27% in "Maximum". Thus TNT is within 5% of the ideal Only-Wire case for 64 nodes. In comparison, SMART is unable to achieve LLC latency reduction in the "Minimum" and "Typical". SMART is designed for homogeneity in wire traversal capability. Thus it is forced to be conservative in the "Typical" case. SMART is able to achieve 20% reduction in the homogeneous "Maximum" scenario. For 256 nodes, TNT is able to achieve a 27% reduction in "Typical" and 43% in "Maximum".

Performance: Fig.9.13 shows the reduction to application runtime from TNT. Results
are intuitive based on the LLC access latency reduction discussed above. TNT is able to achieve mean runtime reductions of 1%, 15% and 20% for the "Minimum", "Typical" and "Maximum" scenarios. TNT is again within 5-6% of the ideal case. On the other hand, SMART achieves no reductions in "Minimum" and "Typical" while 14% in "Maximum" scenario. Scaling TNT to 256-nodes increases benefits to 2%, 24% and 38% respectively.

**Network Dynamic Energy:** Fig.9.14 measures the total dynamic energy of the network consumed with TNT in comparison to the baseline and SMART. Results are normalized to
the baseline. TNT is able to achieve a mean energy reduction of 24%, 29% and 35% in the three scenarios. Interesting to note is that TNT achieves considerable energy savings even in the "Minimal" case due to reduced buffering at intermediate routers, even though there is no significant latency reduction. In comparison, the energy increases in SMART for the first two scenarios, due to no latency reduction but continued buffering, while it reduces by 15% in "Maximum".

![Design Space Exploration](image)

**Figure 9.15: Design Space Exploration**

**Design Space Exploration:** Finally, we sweep through a broad design space in terms of core and memory controller dimensions. For each design, we build (by hand) floorplans suited to the diamond shaped MC distribution (similar to Fig.3.8) and estimate the distribution of link lengths. It is intuitive that a distribution with a large % of short links would enjoy greater TNT benefits. Fig.9.15 shows 13 different designs (along the x-axis). Note that any "X*Y, W*V" design point refers to a core size of $X \times Y \text{mm}^2$ and a MC of $W \times V \text{mm}^2$.

For instance, the "1*1, 1*1" design has all edge dimensions of 1mm. For this, the diamond-MC based floorplan results in 75% of links being 1mm and 25% of the links being 2mm. The figure also plots the runtime reductions from TNT (vs. baseline) when each of these floorplans are applied to a 64-node system and a 256-node system. This is shown on the
secondary axis. Runtime reductions in the range of 12% - 20% are observed for the 64-node system while a broader range of 22%-38% is observed for the 256-node system.

9.5 Chapter Summary

Scalability of current-day CMPs is largely dependent on the ability to communicate efficiently. But we are far away from near-ideal latencies due to limitations imposed by the inherent traversal quantization of traditional modular NOC designs, as well as the physical heterogeneity of real systems. We proposed TNT to overcome these challenges - achieving end-to-end network traversal in a single pass, at the best physically capable wire delays, while performing only neighbor-to-neighbor control interactions. Overall, TNT aggressively exploits wire capability to make tremendous strides towards near-ideal communication in the exascale era.
10 CONCLUSION AND REFLECTIONS

10.1 Dissertation Summary

This dissertation targets a broad theme of computer architecture research - building vertically integrated computing systems. The philosophy of vertical integration is to achieve better exchange of information between different layers of the system stack, so that each layer can be designed more efficiently. In recent years, as device characteristics have limited the gains within each specific computing abstraction layer, it is key to look to vertical integration for building sophisticated computing systems.

This philosophy is particularly evident in the abundance of hardware accelerators designed today. Designing from ‘top-down’ with a single application or a single domain in mind dissolves many abstraction layers and results in more efficient architectures to execute that application/domain. While the benefits of ‘top-down’ integration to build application-specific hardware is clear, it is important to not dismiss the opportunities in ‘bottom-up’ integration.

With this view, this dissertation targets integration from the gates up in classical computers - enabling upper layers of the computer system abstractions to conveniently exploit the lower hardware-level circuit/device characteristics. Our work specifically focuses on breaking through abstractions of the computer system’s clock. Understanding and exploiting clock characteristics is exciting and has tremendous potential, especially for two reasons. First, the clocking system is one of the most power-consuming circuits on a chip - thus understanding its power distribution can have considerable impact on execution efficiency.
Second, quantizing to clock cycle boundaries is fundamental to synchronous computing. Any form of quantization, if conservative, is a detriment to execution performance - thus understanding clock utilization characteristics, both in compute and in communication, can significantly further execution performance.

The research proposals discussed in this dissertation have targeted multiple characteristics of the clock: clock hierarchy power distribution, environment (PVT) impact on the timing guardband, computations’ impact on clock cycle utilization (both accurate and approximate), as well as ‘hops per clock cycle’ wire traversal capability in the NOC.

The proposals have been implemented over multiple execution substrates: out-of-order cores, spatially distributed architectures and on-chip networks. Further, they have targeted a variety of application domains: general purpose, low precision, machine learning, approximate and graph applications.

Apart from exploiting clock characteristics, they have also made other significant architecture and system-level contributions such as: a neural network based control mechanism for resource reconfiguration + DVFS, identifying optimal granularities for reconfiguration, novel contributions to instruction scheduling in out-of-order cores, fine grained memory approximation, gradient-descent based hardware-cognizant approximation tuning which provides synergic support to multiple forms of approximation, as well as novel contributions to asynchronous routing in the NOC.
10.2 Reflections

In this section, I share observations related to the projects pursued in this dissertation and thoughts on extending them.

10.2.1 Non-classical solutions to classical architecture challenges

Classical architecture research is still very important today. My takeaway from interactions with industry is that every few % points of general-purpose improvement is worthy of exploration - there are still too many important applications (or phases of applications) which are not suited to any of the 100s of accelerators in the wild. Despite this, it is my opinion that we (i.e. the architecture community) are stuck in a classical conundrum. On the one hand, classical solutions to classical architecture challenges are often unable to produce worthy gains - this is not surprising considering that architects have been squeezing the maximum efficiency out of our computer systems for decades. On the other hand, non-classical solutions to classical architecture challenges (which is how I view this dissertation) can provide considerable benefits, but there is significant pushback to their acceptance as they are deemed too non-classical to be suited to the legacy of classical architecture. Something has to give - and I believe it has to be the latter. As a community we need to accept that there is a critical need for non-classical solutions to classical general-purpose computing, if we want to continue the aggressive pursuit of efficiency improvements. I’m hopeful that with the current momentum for open-source hardware, there will be more aggressive solutions pursued across the abundant varied
designs and implementations, both in industry and academia, resulting in non-classical solutions to classical challenges becoming the norm and not the outlier.

10.2.2 Gates-up Vertical Integration

In this dissertation, we pursue vertical integration from the gates up in classical computing - exploiting circuit level characteristics across the computing stack. While we focused on the clock abstraction there are multiple other avenues as well. Variation-focused vertical integration has been popular over the years and continues to be critical moving forward. Both scale-down (i.e. lower technology nodes) and scale-out (i.e. more processing nodes on-chip/off-chip) means that there will be considerably diverse variation characteristics across the computing system - exploiting these characteristics is a must for efficient better-than-worse-case computing.

Other circuit-level characteristics are also worthy of exploration - one example is capacitance. A lot of existing classical optimizations are already focused on moderating the effect of capacitance on power consumption - reducing the switching activity to reduce effective capacitance, building smaller structures (eg. buffers / bypass logic) etc. Still, it seems like there is much more scope for capacitance-aware static/dynamic optimizations.

There is also potential for high impact by pursuing gates-up vertical integration in domain specific accelerators. On the one hand, the support for variable application / data characteristics atop these domain specific accelerators means that there might be considerable better-than-worst-case guardbands to exploit. On the other hand, the control of the entire hw-sw stack for these accelerators, might make designing vertically integrated
solutions more feasible with less overheads.

10.2.3 CHARSTAR

Granularity of reconfiguration: One of the important questions we attempt to answer in CHARSTAR is what are the right granularities of reconfiguration across the different dimensions of reconfiguration. While there are constraints imposed by circuit-level overheads like power gating / wake-up latency etc, there is still a large window of granularities to choose from. These granularities themselves can be reconfigurable depending on the characteristics of a particular application and the states of reconfiguration being explored.

Criteria for resource management: In CHARSTAR, we allocate resources in a spatial architecture with the goal of minimizing clock-tree power consumption (while meeting performance targets). There are many other parameters that can affect resource allocation/reconfiguration, such as inter-tile communication latency, thermal hot spots, etc. In designs with distributed shared memory, data reuse across tiles is another influential factor. Further, if the tiles themselves are heterogeneous, then some tiles could be prioritized over others even if it might be detrimental to clock power, communication latency, hot spots and so on. Designing a control mechanism that is cognizant of all these aspects and many more, could achieve the best overall resource management efficiency.

Other spatial architectures: In CHARSTAR we focused on a tiled microprocessor, CRIB. The idea of reconfiguration / resource allocation in a spatially distributed architecture extends much beyond tiled microprocessors. It is especially worthy of exploration in GPUs which have 100s of shader cores which can suffer from under-utilization. For example,
training/inference on current-day deep neural networks (such as SQNNs [166] which sometimes have sequential dependencies) leads to poor shader utilization over phases of training/inference. Using the right set of shader cores in these phases has potential for considerable improvements to energy efficiency. Similarly accelerators for machine learning, graph processing and beyond are usually spatially distributed but often experience phases of sparse utilization. Again, there is potential for multiple hardware characteristics aware resource management.

**ML-assisted systems:** In CHARSTAR, we used a small neural network based predictor to predict the resource configuration for each application phase. Intel’s recent paper [211] compares against CHARSTAR’s predictor and builds even more accurate prediction mechanisms for resource reconfiguration. Adding more constraints, metrics to the reconfiguration control mechanism would require more sophisticated ML prediction schemes, also creating more granularity of reconfiguration tradeoffs. ML-assisted systems are important moving forward, even in traditional out-of-order cores, beyond existing uses in branch prediction, prefetching etc. Other prediction / speculative mechanisms within the core can also benefit from ML. Similarly, considering the exponentially large parameterized system and workload configuration space, ML based techniques can help in fast and efficient system design.

### 10.2.4 SlackTrap

**DFG-level quantization:** A key aspect to our transparent flow based slack recycling mechanisms is that the transparent data flow is quantized to synchronous boundaries, and it is
these synchronous boundaries which interact with the computing events / components outside the transparent dataflow engines. This keeps design complexity minimal - system components which are outside the transparent dataflow path are oblivious to the existence of transparent dataflow. Within these transparent DFGs (data flow graphs), slack estimation and accumulation is performed dynamically from one operation to another - which provides flexibility for dynamically building DFGs on the fly. It is possible that these transparent DFGs can be scheduled at the coarse granularity of the DFG itself. Building mini-graphs with prior slack estimations could mean that an N-node DFG can be scheduled as a unit, and expected to complete in M cycles, where $1 - \frac{M}{N}$ is the average slack across the DFG. This is especially possible when slack focuses only on PVT variations - which can be expected to remain fixed across the course of a DFG’s execution.

**Slack recycling in non-traditional processing:** The advantage of slack recycling in a spatially distributed architecture with a large number of compute nodes is that a sequence of operations (i.e. a DFG) can be eagerly scheduled onto available nodes ahead of time, and slack can be easily recycled across the DFG. This might be especially attractive in ML accelerators with multiple compute nodes (eg. multiply-and-accumulate units) where activations/weights flow from one node to the next as a stream. Further, in these scenarios there can especially be a lot of slack available when processing at low-precision.

### 10.2.5 REDSOC

**CISC-y quantization for slack recycling:** As discussed previously, transparent dataflow is quantized to synchronous boundaries. Thus, N-operation DFGs can be identified whose
execution consumes M cycles. If some flexibility reduction in execution is tolerable, these N operation DFGs can be scheduled as macro-ops or a trace, whose total execution time is estimated prior and stored in some instruction-addressed structure. This may relieve the need for aggressive scheduling optimizations such as grandparent based scheduling, slack accumulation / tracking etc. This can be thought of as a CISC-style synchronous quantization to RISC instructions and is worthy of more exploration.

**Critical instruction scheduling:** In REDSOC, slack is recycled in a greedy manner whenever possible. When slack is recycled, a sequence of operations can complete in a lesser number of cycles (compared to the traditional synchronous baseline). This results in performance benefits only if the instruction sequence lies in the critical path of the application. There is future potential to identify critical instruction sequences, so that slack is recycled only along those sequences which can actually provide performance benefits. REDSOC’s skewed selection mechanism (prioritizing non-speculative instructions) can possibly be optimized to support critical instruction selection.

**Slack in bypass:** In REDSOC, we focused on slack in the execution units alone. There is also potential for identifying slack in the bypass paths of execution units. With a large number of execution units in big cores, units which are farther away might utilize the entire clock cycle for bypass whereas closer units would have greater bypass slack. Further, critical operations can be scheduled closer to one another, allowing for higher bypass slack, more slack recycling and increased performance benefits from acceleration.

**Other slack opportunities in the core:** Quantizing to clock cycles is not limited to the execution units - it is prevalent across the entire synchronous processor core. Thus, there is potential for slack recycling in other stages of the pipeline. These include decode,
cache access, register file access etc. In order to be able to recycle slack, there has to be some intelligent mechanism which eagerly allows these operations to be ready for slack recycling and also to track and accumulate slack. Prior works have shown the prevalence of considerable slack across multiple stages of the processor - even from only static analysis. Thus it is also interesting to think about rebuilding the entire processor with a motive of transparent dataflow while maintaining some semblance of synchronous quantization.

**IOT:** More aggressive slack recycling is possible if we have end-to-end control over the hw-sw stack. Thus, slack recycling might be attractive in the IOT domain. Examining slack at ultra-low voltages and frequency, as well as analyzing error vs performance trade-offs (like SHASTA) has considerable potential. At the compiler level, encoding operations to increase slack opportunity as well as identifying DFGs for slack recycling could be possible. Finally, our REDSOC results showed the slack recycling was most attractive in large out-of-order cores. On the other hands, IOT systems might employ small out-of-order (or in-order) cores. It would be interesting to analyze how to add minimal hw structures to these small cores to make them more amenable to slack recycling.

**ILP/TLP vs Slack recycling:** Slack recycling requires the availability of idle functional units. Dependent operations are brought eagerly to the idle functional units, so that they can consume the producer/parent operation’s outputs as soon as they are ready. The availability of idle functional units depends on the core, the application’s instruction level parallelism as well as thread level parallelism (multi-threading). We envision that a core employing both SMT and slack recycling can choose to pause SMT if a particular thread is performance critical and it can benefit from more aggressive slack recycling. This leads to interesting single-thread performance vs thread-level-parallelism trade-offs.
**Encoding for better slack**: Slack recycling can potentially benefit from data encoding schemes. The amount of slack in compute operations is dependent on the length of the critical path of the computation. For example, in an add operation, the longer the chain of carry overs, the more is the computation time and less is the slack. An effective encoding scheme could reduce, say, a long sequence of 1s, which could reduce the length of the carry over chain, thus increasing computation slack.

**Asynchronous solutions in synchronous simulators - a path to realistic design**: A common question that comes up in the context of this research is how to simulate these proposals - since all architecture simulators are cycle-synchronous i.e. events are quantized to clock cycles. This often leads to questioning if asynchronous solutions are therefore worthy of exploration at all. In my mind, identifying and solving the challenges in simulating asynchronous slack recycling ideas in a synchronous simulator, was key to coming up with a realistic pseudo-asynchronous solution, i.e. transparent dataflow with synchronous boundaries, which is suited to traditional processor designs. A possible takeaway from this is that, when the path from an aggressive proposal to its realistic microarchitecture (or otherwise) implementation seems challenging, a good idea would be to work through simulating the proposal in some framework which bares resemblance to real implementation. Effectively achieving the proposal in simulation, can clear up many questions about how the proposal would look in realistic implementation.
10.2.6 SHASTA

Other approximation forms: The tuning mechanism proposed in SHASTA enables efficient hw-cognizant tuning for fine-grained approximation. In SHASTA, we used this to optimize timing approximation and load value approximation, but other forms of approximation can be supported as well. For example, precision approximation via gating portions of the datapath as well as voltage scaling are two forms of compute approximation, while memory compression might be used as a form of memory approximation. Software approximation techniques can also be used such as loop perforation etc. Some of these forms of approximation can only be controlled at coarse granularities over space and time. Thus this information needs to be incorporated into the tuning mechanism - this would restrict the state space explored by the tuning in that particular tuning epoch.

Other approximation challenges: Identifying the approximate amount of approximation for different approximation variables is performed efficiently by the gradient-descent based hw-cognizant tuning mechanism in SHASTA. Other major approximation challenges include identifying the right variables for approximation itself - there are both static and dynamic opportunities to explore along this path. Another big hurdle in approximate computing is quality monitoring and error management - providing guarantees on output quality is necessary for approximate computing to be more widely accepted in both research and industry. Building approximate systems similar to systems for machine learning might be promising in this regard.
10.2.7 TNT

**Variation-aware NOCs:** As we build larger systems with 100s of cores (on a single chip / wafer etc), there is bound to be considerable variation across the system. Considering that the entire NOC might usually be designed to function as a single voltage/frequency domain, it often has to be designed conservatively to be suited to worst case requirements. Thus exploiting variation characteristics is especially important in the NOC. Beyond the bare-wire delay proposal that is explored in TNT, there are multiple other opportunities as well. For example, routing which is aware of timing characteristics / fault tolerance etc. across the NOC can allow for more aggressive as well as reliable designs. Exploiting dynamic variation characteristics across the NOC is particularly interesting and challenging. High microarchitectural activity can lead to voltage droops and thermal hotspots. Routing decisions which avoid such scenarios can lead to better system execution efficiency.

**Slack recycling without time stamps:** In our proposals, slack recycling was enabled by means of time stamps. Slack estimations in both the NOC as well as in functional units is expected to be performed post-fabrication and can also be re-estimated over time (to account for dynamic variations). It would be interesting to explore direct computation/communication completion detection without the use of time stamps or static slack estimation. Circuits geared towards bit transition detection or current monitoring can potentially be used to deem if a computation is complete, or some data/bits have been communicated. This self-estimated completion detection can then be used to pursue more efficient transparent dataflow but requires deeper understanding of circuit-level challenges.

**Data slack opportunities in the NOC:** Communication time in the NOCs is also data
dependent. Bit transitions and their impact on cross-talk / capacitive coupling also influence traversal time. Apart from this, compression / encoding schemes / approximation to speed up data traversal in the wire is also worthy of exploration.

**Asynchronous routing / time stamps:** One of the key enablers to TNT’s transparent traversal is the idea of asynchronous/combinational routing i.e. multiple routings are performed in a single clock cycle. The challenge here is that multiple requests from different directions can arrive at a router in a clock cycle and they can arrive at both near or far apart time instants. Moreover, combinational flow also creates timing violations / challenges. Our approach of using time stamps to solve these challenges proved to be a simple and effective solution to solve many of these challenges. Going forward, I believe that the use of time stamps has a lot of potential in the pseudo-asynchronous domain, not only for routing but in many other areas. Time stamps or their equivalent (but quantized to clock cycles) have also been explored in other areas of architecture research like cache coherence. Using time stamps in new areas, as well as extending existing synchronous time stamp proposals to asynchronous domains are worthy of exploration.

**10.2.8 Timing concerns**

The common criticism of slack recycling (in specific) and proposals exploiting timing guardbands (in general) is that the resulting timing verification / closure challenges are too considerable for realistic adoption. Our response is three-fold. First, over the past two decades we have seen a steady decline in performance improvements of conventional processors. Thus it is imperative that we redesign some, if not all, design methodologies
from the ground up, if we want a new lease of life to processor performance growth. In this spirit, one-time challenges, such as increased complexity in timing verification, would need to be embraced. Many of these challenges and feasible solutions are already being consistently explored in EDA/CAD research. Second, slack measurements, which are the key enabler to our proposals, are already performed in conventional post-fab timing verification. We expect them to be performed in a more detailed manner (for example, capturing per-link wire delay in TNT, or width-based / operation-based data slack in REDSOC) but the setup should be similar to what already exists. Third, our proposals perform some aspects of timing analysis and timing guardbanding on the fly. This is especially visible in TNT wherein, requests are disallowed from reaching routers near the clock edge, as these may lead to timing violations. Further, flexible timing windows can be incorporated depending on the confidence in timing measurements.

10.3 Related Ongoing Work

Learnings from this dissertation’s research contributions have influenced our ongoing research proposals. For example, the application of memory and compute approximation in conjunction in SHASTA has partially influenced our recent work on Value Locality based Approximation [202]. Further, the gradient descent based tuning mechanism in SHASTA has benefited our ML-assisted workload design proposal, MicroGrad [186].
10.4 Future Directions

The broad theme of our research, targeting bottom-up vertical integration, has created a foundation for plenty of future work in classical as well as emerging computing domains. Note: many aspects of these future directions are also discussed prior in the reflections in Section 10.2

Classical Computing:

1. Internet of Things: There is potential to extend our proposals for clock cycle slack recycling into the IoT / Ultra Low-Power domain. With IoT’s reliance on intermittent harvested energy sources, there is abundant value for fine-grained efficiency vs error-tolerance trade-offs.

2. Clock Abstraction: Our proposals have shown that considerable circuit potential is discarded by abstractions constrained by worst-case estimations, especially in the clock context. Multiple other core-wide opportunities to exploit clock characteristics (eg. cache / register-file), could unearth handsome benefits.

3. Approximate Computing: SHASTA has shown that there is significant scope for robust approximation by designing approximate systems similar to systems for ML. There is potential for much future work in this direction

4. Intelligent Resource Management: There are many factors that can affect resource allocation and configuration in a tiled or spatially distributed computing system such as tile heterogeneity, inter-tile communication latency, thermal hot spots, data/memory
sharing etc. Designing a control mechanism similar to CHARSTAR that is cognizant to all these aspects and more has considerable potential. This can especially have a significant impact in the coming age of accelerator level parallelism [89]

**Quantum Computing:**

There is abundant potential in applying cross-layer learnings from classical computing to the quantum domain, which, from a computer architecture perspective, is at a crucial juncture [144] between needing cross-layer optimization but also requiring feasible abstractions for wider and scalable use. Classical research themes of suitably exposing hardware circuit characteristics to the rest of the computer system and managing interactions within and between different computing layers, fit well with important quantum computing goals. Some opportunities are discussed below:

1. **Handling Errors:** Research is needed to track errors occurring through a quantum program [144]. Moreover, identifying the error tolerance of different logical qubits and different parts of a quantum application/circuit, can improve error-tolerant mapping onto physical qubits. Towards this, there is potential to build upon SHASTA’s hardware-cognizant application error tracking.

2. **Variability:** Intelligent mapping is needed [144] to tackle multiple quantum constraints such as: costs of swaps, decoherence times, diversity in executions and so on. Slack-Trap and REDSOC’s design for tracking dynamic circuit characteristics, as well as CHARSTAR’s dynamic resource control are good starting points.
3. Communication: As quantum systems scale, the qubits themselves will be divided into a hierarchy of interconnected domains [144], introducing intra-module vs. inter-module communication trade-offs. Decisions regarding the partitioning of applications into modules suited to intra-module and inter-module communication will gain importance. TNT and CHARSTAR provide a foundation to tackle questions on modularity.

10.5 Closing Remarks

In recent times, the advancement of classical computing has considerably slowed down. There is a need to drastically rethink classical strategies - which once upon a time enabled rapid growth, but are now limiting innovation. At the same time, aggressive new strategies are always challenging to implement in the real world.

We believe that the research proposals in this dissertation, while aggressive in their vertically integrated cross-layer approach, can be made compatible with industry-standard design flows. We will strive to advance these proposals in academia and industry, hopefully leading to real-world adoption and making a lasting impact on future computing systems.
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